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TO NEWS PEOPLE

The Board of Regents will discuss ways to impose the proposed University of
Minnesota enrollment limitations at their monthly meeting Friday (Oct. 8) in the
Regents' room, 238 Morrill Hall, on the Minneapolis campus.
The enrollment limits, which would go into effect in 1977, will be discussed
by the committee of the whole at 8:30 a.m. Friday.

Any action they take will be

subject to the approval of the full board at its regular meeting at 10 a.m.
A busy afternoon of committee meetings is planned for Thursday (Oct. 7).
The proposed building request to the 1977 Legislature, a policy statement on
environmental health and safety, and a United Way petition to allow public utilities
to deduct charitable contributions from their business expenses are on the agenda at
the physical plant and investments committee at 1:30 p.m. Thursday in 300 Morrill
Hall.
A proposed student-run PM radio station and student financial aid are on the
docket for the student concerns committee at 3:15 p.m. in the Regents' room.
A discussion of academic tenure and some proposed changes in the early faculty
retirement plan will be discussed by the faculty and staff affairs committee at

1:30 p.m. in the Regents' room.
How academic planning is incorporated into new buildings will be the main point
of discussion at the educational policy and long-range planning committee at 3:15 p.m.
in 300 Morrill Hall.
The Regents will have a luncheon meeting Thursday to view a Gopher athletic
recruiting film.

That meeting will be in Coffman Union.
-UNS-
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SIBLL1G RIVliLP.Y ~

TiLE EAP..r.Y HAR
By Jeannie Hanson
University ~lew's Service Hriter
'Leave him at the gro-

Remarks li1:e LTake the nelv baby back to the hospital)

cery store,'· and "Uill she steal my toys?" are common vlhen a child greets the arrival
of a new baby in the family.
SiblinG rivalry is universal and can be quite intense, but there are ways to
improve the situation, accordinL to University of iJinnesota child psychologist
Shirley l·loore.
The

phenom~non

of sibling rivalry dates back at least as far as the rift between

Cain and Abel and is more common than most parents remember from their
days.

OvID

"People tend to recall their childhoods in a rosy gIOlv," l100re said.

childhood
"but all

children fir.ht and are jealous,. especially H'ben a nel.] baby arrives. lJ
The most intense sibling rivalry occurs if the first child is one-and"a-half to
three years old l'1hen the second child is born. Hoore saili.

A youncer child is not

really aware that the new baby is responsible for loss of attention so irritation is
not focused as much on the new arrival.

If the older child is over three, he or she

has friends to play with. can help nore with the baby and probably sees the new baby
as too different to be a competitor.

With a third child, sibling rivalry is less

intense for everyone.
AlthOUGh parents should be prepared for sonle sibling rivalry, they can control
the amount of disruption.

Rather than punishing afterwards, parents should let

children know beforehand how they are expected to act,

~100re

said.

Also, to make sibling rivalry easier on all those inVOlved, parents can emphasize the positive aspects of the situation, while occasionally acknolliedging the
negative feelings of the child.

llhen a tlVo-year-old shows a toy to the nevT baby. he

or she should be praised for being thoughtful.
(I10RE)

Once the new baby is two or three
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months old, he or she will be able to "reward i , the older child.

lOA baby this age

loves to watch an older child and will smile at the antics) ,; 1100re said.

Parents

can then point out to the older child how much the younger one admires him or her.
To increase the older child's sense of accomplishment, he or she can be praised
for all the i1big" things he or she can do like self-feeding, playing games, running
and talking--all things which the new baby cannot do.
Some older children benefit from having "part ownershipll in the new baby too,
Moore said.

They like to refer to the baby as "our baby" and help feed and hold it.

Other children

feel the new baby is a burden and don't want to join at all in shar-

ing responsibility.

If the latter reaction occurs,

parents can drop the partnership

approach, at least until the most intense sibling rivalry is over.
The same variety of reactions occurs when a doll is given to the older child.
Some children want to imitate the parents by hugging, feeding and changing a doll,
others don't want to lose their own baby status and some children aren't sure--they
may put the doll in a toy bed, then climb in with it, lioore said.
Most pre-school children will take on

~

babyish ways when a new baby arrives.

llparents should expect some regression in feeding and toilet habits, for example,"
!loore said, and whining and crying may increase.
"Some of this regression should be allowed for a few months," Moore said.

If

a child wants to carry around an old bottle or cling to the parents, this need not
be deliberately encouraged, but it should not be punished either.

Allowing behavior

like this may keep the child from becoming too aggressive toward the new baby.
Aggression can be dangerous.

lilt is somewhat common for an older child even to

hit the baby or pull its hair,s' Hoare said.

Parents cannot let this happen but

should not necessarily interpret it as deliberate cruelty or punish it right away.
The older child can be taught that such behavior may be appropriate with stuffed toys
but not with a baby.
Children who are abusive with a new baby must be watched carefully and must be
clearly instructed.

But there is no evidence that they will have a harder time

getting over the worst of their sibling rivalry than other children, Moore said.
(HORE)
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It is equally bad if children never seem to have enjoyable times with the baby,
she said.

Parents can improve the situation avoiding over-protection of the baby

and allowing some rough-and-tumble playas the baby matures.
Much can be done by parents to alleviate sibling rivalry before it ever reaches
this point, 1100re said.

For one thing, changes in the life of the older child should

be made several weeks before the arrival of the baby.

Moving to a new bed, starting

nursery school and meeting a new baby sitter are several examples.
"Another good plan is to set some time aside each day to be alone with the older
child," Moore said.

If all these steps are taken, the worst of the sibling rivalry

can be over in a few months.
As the children get older, a new phase of rivalry often begins but can also be
anticipated shrewdly.
toys.

The older child should not have to share all of his or her

And tIle new crawler should not be allowed to disarrange the older child's

toys and room just because he or she is supposedly too young to know better, Moore
said.

Irritation and anger can easily recur when the toddler keeps playing with the

older child's possessions.
In the normal process of sibling rivalry, parents should not expect a lasting
armistice, but neither should they expect intense, lasting trauma, Moore said.
all, most people who are now adults were once rival siblings.
-m~s-
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ITALIAN FILM FEST AT 'u'
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

An Italian film festival is currently being presented at the University of
Minnesota.
Each film will be shown twice, at 2:15 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., in the Bell Museum
of Natural History auditorium at University and 17th Aves. SEa
The schedule of remaining films is
Federico Fe11ini; Tuesday, Oct. 19,

Tuesday, Oct. 12,

"~,"

directed by

IlAccattone,lI directed by Pier Paolo Paso1ini,

and Tuesday, Oct. 26, "The Conformist,lI directed by Bernard Berto1ucci.
All films are in Italian with English subtitles.

Tickets at $1.75 each will

be sold at the door.
The series is sponsored by the University's French and Italian department, the
Audio Visual Library Service and Continuing Education and Extension.
-OOS-
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FOID1ER CHINA PRISONER
TO SPEAK AT U OF M
(FOR

~·lliDIATE

w.

RELEASE)

Allyn Rickett, who spent four years in prisons in the People's Republic of

China, will speak at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday (Oct. 12) in l1ayo auditorium at the University
of 11innesota.
Rickett, currently a professor of Chinese studies at the Univeristy of Pennsylvania, was arrested while doing intelligence work for U.S. Naval Intelligence Service
in the late 1940s.

He and Adele Rickett co-authored ;lprisoners of Liberation,"

which was published in 1957.
A $1 admission will be charged by the

U.S.~China

People's Friendship Association

of Minnesota and the Chinese Students Service Center, who are sponsoring the talk.

-mrs(AO.3,13,Bl)
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'u' TO HOST ASLM~
STUDIES CONFERENCE
(FOR TIfrlliDIATE RELEASE)
Topics from meditation in Minneapolis to the future of China after the death of
Chairman Mao will be discussed in the annual two-day meeting of the Midwest Conference on Asian Affairs.
The meeting this year will include workshops for high-school teachers and will
be hosted by the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
The conference opens at 9 a.m. Friday, Oct. 15, in the Nolte Center for Continuing Education with a welcome by University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath
and an address by Marius B. Jansen, a Japan scholar from Princeton University who is
president of the Association for Asian Studies.
Meditation and yoga in the therapeutic community will be discussed at 10 a.m.
Friday in 235 Nolte by Usharbudh Arya, director of the 11editation Center in Minneapolis, H. David Coulter, a professor in the Medical School who is writing a book on
medical applications of meditation,and Charles Bates, an organizer of the Pharm House
which uses meditation in its programs to combat medical dependency.
Five China scholars who have recently been to the People's Republic of China
will discuss the value of a trip to China and provide some recent perspectives on
China in their session at 10 a.m. Friday in 140 Nolte.
"t1ao Tse-tung: A Retrospective" ,,7111 close the conference at 4 p.m. Saturday.
Participants in this session all are historians and political scientists who have
written books on Chairman Mao and the Chinese revolution.
Workshops for high-school teachers will be conducted all day Saturday on China,
Southeast Asia, Japan and South Asia.
A dinner program Friday will feature a demonstration concert of Chinese and
Southeast Asian music at 7 p.m. at the Minnesota Museum of Art.
Other panels and discussion groups will cover business, women and missionaries,
politics in China, governance problems of South Korea, historical and cultural perspectives on Bangladesh, economic development in Indonesia, South Asian literature,
Asian cities, trans-European trade from 1200-1400, Ming China, ethnic interaction in
Thailand, international relations in Asia, Taiwan and Southeast Asia and Chinese agricultural development.
Pre-registration for the conference is $10 or $8 for Saturday only. Cost of the
Friday evening banquet is $7.50. Registration can be completed by mail to Nolte
Center for Continuing Education, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.
-UNS(AO,3jBl,8;CO,3;DO)
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OLD-STYLE FAJli1ING METHODS
TOPIC OF TV PROG~I
(FOR IHI1EDIATE RELEASE)

I1Last Stand Farmer, II a story of two Vermont farmers who have refused to replace
their horses with tractors, will be featured in a film to be sho'W'U on "Changing
Channels lJ t<1ednesday (Oct. 13) on KTCA-TV, Channel 2, at 7:30 p.m.
Kenneth and Helen O'Donnel will explain how and why they avoid the advanced
technology employed in most of today's farming operations.
"Changing Channels Cl is a l..reekly production by the students and staff of
University Community Video at the University of lUnnesota.
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LOCAL BUILDINGS AliD NEIGHBORHOODS
SUBJECT OF PANEL DISCUSSIO~ SERIES
(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)
1I0uroboros East: Present Housing and Future Needs," the first of six panel discussions on Twin Cities buildings and neighborhoods sponsored by the University
Gallery and the Uinnesota Society of Architects, is set for 2:30 p.m. Sunday (Oct. 10
in Hill School Auditorium, 156 N. Oxford, St. Paul.
The panel, including Minnesota State Energy Agency director John Millhone, a
Northern States Power energy consultant, architects and planners, will discuss
of adapting old neighborhoods to future energy shortages.

metho~

A special tour of Ouroboro.

East, a University of Minnesota energy conservation house at 1020 Laurel Ave., St.
Paul, will precede the discussion at 1:30 p.m.
Each program in the series will include a panel of architects, civic leaders,
professors and planners who will consider current issues and the architect's response
to them in design.
The free programs will be held at various locations in the Twin Cities during
October and November and members of the public are invited to add their opinions to
those of the panel.
Subjects and dates of future programs are as follows:
'IHinneapolis: City with an Image. a 9: 30 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 19, Mississippi Room,
Coffman Union, University of Minnesota.
liThe High-Rise House: Pros and Cons of High Density Living." 2 p.m. Sunday,
Oct. 24, 125 Auditorium Classroom Building, West Bank, University of Minnesota.
USaint Paul: New Plans for an Old City:' 1:15 p.m. Friday, Hov. 12, 7th Floor
Auditorium, American National Bank, St. Paul.
"Hennepin County Government Center: The Civic Building. H 8 p.m. Thursday,
Nov. 18, 23rd Floor Bridge, Government Center.
lIHennepin County Medical Center: Environment for Health Care." 8 p.m. Tuesday,
Nov. 23, Eleanor Pillsbury Auditorium, Medical Center.
The series, organized with the cooperation of the University of Minnesota's
Agricultural Extension Service and Continuing Education and Extension, is funded by
the Minnesota Humanities Commission and the University's Campus Committee on Convocations and the Arts.
-m~s-
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HOtiECOMING PEPFEST
TO FEATURE QUEEN SELECTION

Ul~IVERSITY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The first University of Minnesota homecoming queen in six years will be selected
Friday

(Oct. 8) at a noon pep rally in front of Northrop Auditorium.

Tony Dungy, captain of the football team, will announce the selection by giving
a dozen roses to one of the seven queen candidates.

The finalists have competed in

a football throw and a half-mile run and have been interviewed by the football team.
The finalists are Marnie rfueaton, 21, Excelsior; Rosanne Sierzant, 21, Minneapolis; Cathy Sirany, 18, Richfield, Ann Gallogly, 18,

Bloomington~

Robbie Rocheford,

32, Minneapolis; Kandace Kuehl, 20, Austin, and Daina Zile, 10, Fridley.
The queen and the other finalists will attend the bonfire at 8 p.m. Friday on a
lot at University Ave. and Oak St. SE.

There will be a dance at Coffman Union follow-

ing the bonfire.
The homecoming parade has been changed from Friday to Saturday (Oct. 9) and will
begin at noon at the Bierman Athletic Building.

The parade route will progress

through Dinkytown and down University Ave. to Memorial Stadium.

Parade floats will

be on display in front of Williams Arena.
The football game between Minnesota and the University of Illinois will be at
1:30 p.m. in l1emorial Stadium.

Theme of this year's homecoming 1s "French-Fry the

Illini. 1I

-uns(AO, 7 ~Bl)
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HETRIC EXPERT SAYS CONVERSIOH
TO NEW HEASURES COMING GRADUALLY
(FOR

Ir~1EDIATE

RELEASE)

Planning now for the conversion to metric measurements will save American corporations money and trouble in the next decade or two, according to the director of
the University of Minnesota's Metric Center.
Speaking before a group of experts on government contracts at a conference this
week in Bloomington, Minn.? Lawrence Wenberg said American industry has opposed
metrication in the past because of its great costs.

Now that competitive foreign

trade is so essential to U.S. business, they are recognizing the advantages of conversion to metric measure, he said.
Wenberg spoke before a luncheon meeting of the 15th annual national seminar on
government contracts attended by government officials, engineers, lawyers and corporate officers and sponsored by the University of Minnesota's department of conferences.
Before World War II, the U.S. carried out much of its trade with British Commonwealth nations that also used English measures, Wenberg told the group, and after
the war the U.S. so dominated the rest of the world that the failure to use metric
measures did not damage the desirability of American goods.
i'International trade today, however, is taking place in a metric world, II Wenberg
said, adding that even British Commonwealth nations are converting.
The conversion will not take place overnight, since most of it must be voluntary
and different professions and segments of the population may change at different
rates, he said.
Specialized fields, such as aerospace engineering, may be slower in converting
than more general ones, such as education.
':1n three or four years, II Wenberg suggested, "metric may be the predominant
method of measurement taught in schools."

Sugar is already sold in kilograms, he

said.
Overall, the change to kilometers and liters should be a gradual one, unless
the decision is made to follow the example of Canada where automobile speedometers
were changed to include both methods of measure.

The following year, all the high-

way signs were changed to bear only the metric distances.
(MORE)

METRIC
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This abrupt alteration, Wenberg explained, was intended to compel citizens to
learn the metric system--the hard way, if necessary.

Hlf given the choice whether

or not to learn the new measure, II he pointed out, lithey won't."
Making the decisions or major recommendations on how America will convert to
metrics will be the U.S. Metric Board, whose members, although appointed some months
ago, have never convened, Wenberg said.
But other agencies of government are making their own conversions: the Department of Defense requires metric measures in new material designs; national park information signs are in metrics s a bill has been introduced in Congress that would
require all other bills to refer to distances in metric measures; and another bill
would permit the Small Business Administration to make loans to small firms to offset the financial effect of conversion.
Yet even after metric measures become dominant, miles and gallons will remain
part of the U.S. scene for generations, Wenberg said.
"VIe

he said.

won't tear up football fields or county roads (that are based on miles),
"All that is happening is a change in the way people describe their

physical environments.
liThe number system isn't changing; two and two will still equal four, 1I vJenberg
said, !land a beer will taste the same whether it's sold by the pint or half liter."
-illJS(AO,12;BI,6,7,8~CO,12;DO,12;E12:G29)
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'u' RECEIVES
$2 1'11LL101'1 GIFT
I~rrmDIATE

(FOR

RELEASE)

One of the largest single gifts to be presented to the University of Minnesota
in its history was accepted today (Friday, Oct. 8) at the monthly meeting of the
Board of Regents.
A two-million dollar gift from John Cowles, retired chairman of the Minneapolis
Star and Tribune Company, is to be used to strengthen the University's role in journalism and journalism education.
Cowles said he hoped ;;the University will be able to exert outstanding influence
in elevating the standards of journalism in Hinnesota and the nation.1:
Specific details for use of the endowment income will be determined by University President ,C. Peter Magrath in consultation with John Cowles, Jr., son of the
donor and chairman of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company.
l>This extraordinary gift by John Cowles is appreciated not only for the faith
it shows in the University of Minnesota. but also for the additional strength it will
bring to our already vital program in journalism and mass communication. II Magrath
said.
ilIt will, for one, enable us to further develop close and ongoing professional
ties with the journalistic community.

These ties are absolutely central to the

qaulity of training we can prOVide prospective journalists."
Robert Jones, director of the School of Journalism and Mass Communication.
pointed out that the gift comes at a crucial time.
"The generous Cowles gift will enable the school to confront important new
challenges in mass communications in an age of great change in the patterns, methods
and technology in the field,I1 he said.

liThe gift comes at a time when enrollment

pressures and budget austerity might have limited our service to students and the
professional community. 11

(MORE)

GIFT

-2The University's School of Journalism and Mass Communication was ranked in first

place (with the Pulitzer School of Journalism at Columbia University) in a 1975
nationwide analysis of journalism schools by Change magazine.
The gift was given to the University through its fund-raising arm, the University of Minnesota Foundation.
lilt is especially pleasing to receive such generous support for the University
from a

non-alumnus~~i

said Robert Odegard, vice president and executive director of

the University of Minnesota Foundation.
~IJohn

Cowles is a businessman and a professional.

constitutional right of a free press.

a lifelong proponent of the

He understands the importance of the Univer-

sity to the business community and its role as an educator," he added.

-m~s-
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NAl~D

J'-

ASSOCIATE LAW DEA!l

(FOR n*mDIATE RELEASE)
Robert A. Stein has been named associate dean for academic affairs of the
University of Minnesota Law School.
Stein, 38, has been a member of the Law School faculty since 1964.

He teaches

and researches in the areas of property law, trusts and estates and tax planning.
Stein is director of a national study of probate administration.

In this

position, he was last year a visiting professor of law at the University of Chicago
Law School and a visiting scholar at the American Bar Foundation in Chicago.
"I am delighted that Professor Stein has agreed to become associate dean for
the next two years during which we will move into our new building and re-examine
our educational programs," Law Dean Carl A. Auerbach said.
Auerbach said Stein will assist him with academic matters involVing the Law
School and chair committees on faculty appointments, education policy and the new
building.
Stein has lectured in 13 states on probate and estate planning and edited a
two-volume treatise on probate and another on 11innesota estate admiListration.

"The University of Minnesota Law School has long been recognized as one of the
outstanding law schools in the country.

I

look forward to working with Dean Auer-

bach to insure that that level of excellence is maintained,"' Stein said.
Stein, a graduate of the Law School, lives with his wife, Sandra, in Golden
Valley.

They have three daughters.
-lJNS-
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REGENTS APPROVE PROJECTED
EHROLLHENT LIUITS POLICY
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Enrollment growth at the University of

~finnesota

will be controlled through

"fine tuning ll of current admissions policies as a result of the Board of Regents'
action

Friday on a recommendation of University President C. Peter Magrath.

The enrollment limiting procedures will go into effect during the 1977-79 biennium and will affect only the undergraduate programs at the University of Minnesota, Duluth

(~lID),

and the College of Liberal Arts (CLA) and General College (GC)

on the Twin Cities campus.
IiThere should be no fundamental or significant change in the current admission
standards of the University of Minnesota," Magrath said.

"There should be as few

changes as possible in our current admissions procedures. II
The major technique to be used in controlling growth will be an application
deadline of April 15, 1977, for the fall quarter next year, Magrath said.

The past

deadline was July 15.
The early application deadline combined with the publicity already given to the
University's limited resources and enrollment pressures should be enough to reduce
the number of applicants, 11agrath said.
IIUe are talking

ab~ut

educational institutions
in 1978-79," Magrath said.

a system that would reject and hopefully divert to other

approximately 1,300 students in 1977-78

and 2,100 students

iiI should emphasize that this is a small number of stu-

dents in terms of our total base of undergraduate students that come to the Univeraity of Minnesota. 1I
If mOVing up the application deadline is not enough to control growth, Magrath
said, the University would then begin discouraging community college students from
transferring to the University until after their second year.
(HORE)

~

I
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i1Many of these students,

\-le

believe, could remain in their community colleges

for the full two years, thus easing enrollment pressures on the University," he said.
'lWe are in touch and lye will work closely with the community colleges on this."
If all of these procedures are not enough) Magrath said, then the University
would begin scrutinizing students who have dropped out of the University and are
applying to return.
"All students applying for re-admission will be individually counselled, and
those judged unlikely to make adequate academic progress will be advised of potentially more suitable educational alternatives," he said.

H. K. Edgerton, a black student representative to regents' committees, expressed
his concern that the publicity on enrollment limits would scare away marginal students from minority groups who may be thinking about attending the University.
Magrath said there would be enough scholarship money to continue programs which
emphasize the recruitment and retention of students from minority groups.
The University proposed enrollment controls in 1968 and, because of the publicity the idea generated t the number of applicants declined so much that the controls
were not necessary,

t~grath

said.

ilThere is some indication that the publicity surrounding our proposed enrollment controls for 1977-79 might be leading to the phenomenon that was experienced
in 1968-69.
"In other words, there is some preliminary evidence, which we will be watching
carefully during the next few weeks, including that even in the fall of 1976--well
in advance of the enrollment controls projected for the fall of 1977--some students
may not be coming here because of publicity about overcrowding and inadequate resources or potential enrollment limitations," Magrath said.
The enrollment limits were incorporated into the University's request to the
1977 Legislature and are intended to hold a potential 67,247 enrollment peak in 1981
at about 61,000 in order to control the University's physical growth during the expeeted enrollment bulge in the next 15 years.
(MORE)
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In other action, the regents voted to support a petition from United Way of
Minneapolis to the Public Service Commission (PSC) to allow the Northern States
Power Company (NSF) to deduct its charitable contributions from operating expenses.
Student Regent Michael Unger voted against the proposal.

"I

don~t

think our

stake as a board is great enough to get involved in thiS," Unger said.
University Vice President James F. Brinkerhoff said the University is not only
a potential recipient of

corpo~

.te contributions but also has an obligation as a

corporate employee to encourage voluntary social respollsibility on the part of corporations.
iiI agree with encouraging corporations to m2ke cOli.tributions. II Unger saisl. "but
in this issue, we're talking about government-regulated monopolies and, in effecc,

~n

indirect assessment of taxes for these charities.!t
The PSC ruled last October that rlSP had to deduct its charitable contributions
and advertising costs from profits rather than from operating expenses, which can be
charged to its customers.
In their two days of meetings, the regentB also:
--heard 11agrath's recommendation against funding a

stud~nt

owned and operated

Frl radio station;
--agreed to investigate purchasing procedures in light of a protest by an office
equipment company whose low bid for room dividers was rejected;
--heard a preliminary report by a consultant hired to study the feasibility of
an extensive University fund-raising campaign. and
--accepted a $2 million grant from the federal Energy Research and Development
Administration to build a system for the gasification
for the Duluth campus.
-tJNS-
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SHEDISi.1 POLITICAL LEADER
TO SPE&( AT UNIV~RSITY
(FOR Dll1EDIATE RELEASE)
Cecilia

i.~ettelbrandt~

former deputy speaker of the Swedish Riksdag (parliament)>>

will discuss recent developments in Swedish politics at a seminar at the University
of Hinnesota Thursday (Oct. llf) at

l~

30 p.m. in Uurphy Hall auditoritre1 on the Tt"in

Cities campus.
lJettelbrandt was a Liberal member of the Riksdag from 1961 to 1976 and is now
consul general of

S~leden

for the western United States.

The discussion of "1973-1976: Three Unique Years in the S\1edish Parliament!; is
designed to provide background on the Swedish election results of Sept. 19, which
caused the Social Democrats to leave office after 44 years in government.
participating will be Professors Donald Hancock of the University of

Texas~

Also
Austin,

and Tom Anton of the University of lIichigan.
The program is sponsored by the University of Minnesota Center for Northwest
European Languages and Area Studies in cooperation with the Swedish Consulate
General in llinneapolis.

It is open to the public with no admission charge.

·-UllS(AO.3~13~27;Bl;CO~3~13~
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COMMITTEES HELPED TO DESIGN
NEW 'u' LAW SCHOOL BUILDING

/

By Bill Huntzicker
University News Service Writer
Committees proliferate like rabbits in a university community.
There are committees on grades t grievances and growth.

There are committees of

students t committees of faculty, committees of administrators and committees of regents.

And there are committees on committees.

Now, at the University of Minnesota, there will be several additional committees: at least two for every new building to be constructed.

One committee will be

concerned with physical planning and technical specifications and the other with the
needs of the academic departments that will use the building.
At a recent Board of Regents committee meeting, members of committees that
helped in the design of the new University Law School building now under construction
discussed how the process works.
Remarkably, in the case of the Law School at least, all the parties seem satisfied with the end result, despite the number of compromises that must inevitably be
made in such a committee structure.
Robert A. Stein, professor of law, was chairman of the committee that considered the Law School's needs.

His group broke into subcommittees for each of the

following areas: courtrooms, classrooms, student space, faculty space, library, public service areas and a proposed residence facility that eventually was dropped from
the plan.
"We had a close working relationship with the University's physical planning
department," Stein said about his committee.

nWe think our new law building will

be functionally the most outstanding law building in the country."
A number of specific design needs were created by trends in legal education,
Stein said.
(MORE)
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"The advanced law students move away from classrooms into more independent
directed study,1I he said.

"There is independent study space for 400 students, about

half the projected student body, in the new building design, compared to only 18
study carrels in Fraser Hall. 'I

The new building also includes 12 seminar rooms,

while there are none in the present building.
There are five 30-student classrooms in the new building.

The larger class-

rooms will be U-shaped, with the instructor lower in the center.

Small conversa-

tional areas were created outside all classrooms for the small groups that gather
around a professor after class.

This way, Stein said, the discussions won't be

broken up by the next class that meets in the larger room.
ilBecause there is more legal education taking place outside the classroom, there
will be a central lounge area, which will force increased contact among the faculty
and students, I; Stein said.
"There will be a legal services wing with a separate entrance," he said.

This

lipublic servicell area loTill house legal aid and public defender offices and will include interview rooms with video equipment to enable faculty members to critique
legal aid students' interviews with their clients.
A lawyers· advisory committee made suggestions about the design of the courtrooms in which students will practice for trials.

Stein said the judge who was

chairman of this committee believes the courtrooms are better designed than those in
the new Hennepin County government complex.
'iWe hope the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals and the Minnesota State Supreme
Court will actually hold trials in the building," Stein said.

"We will have video

equipment so the trials can be taped for classroom use .,j
D. Eric Wheeler, assistant director of physical planning for the University,
was chairman of the committee that considered the building's architectural relationship to the rest of the campus.
Wheeler said the structure benefits from sharing a wall with the AuditoriumClassroom Building already completed on the West Bank.

(MORE)
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liThe largest classroom in the new Law School will accommodate 200 students, and
the Auditorium-Classroom Building can accommodate the 800-or-larger groups without
duplicating facilities,1I Wheeler said.
Although the building was designed before the State Energy Code was developed,
t~eeler

said, it will exceed the code's requirements.

fiThere is a heat recovery system to convert and recycle exhaust air," he said.
The shared wall, a heaVily insulated

roof~

a roof garden with one foot of soil and

cantilevers designed so that only the winter sun will shine into

th~

classroom win-

dows also will help to conserve energy, he said.
Law School Dean Carl A. Auerbach said law schools are only beginning to adapt
their facilities to clinical education in the way that medical facilities have.
Auerbach was chairman of a committee named ten years ago to study the future of
legal education.

His group

recommended the new building at that time.

Auerbach said the problems of planning a law library alone were the subject of
a 60-page memorandum.
Clint Hewitt, University assistant vice president for physical planning, said
an advisory committee of faculty and students is named every time the legislature
appropriates money for a new building.

The idea is to integrate the physical design

concerns with the needs of the academic departments that will use the facility, he
said.
The discussion at the regents' committee meeting arose out of criticism of
University buildings by Regent George Rauenhorst, who says he is still not satisfied
that the University does its best to build energy-efficient structures.
The $13.8 million Law School building is expected to be completed by December,

1977.

Architects for the project were Parker Klein Associates of Minneapolis.
-UNS-
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CEIDfY TO BE HO~OP~D FOR
CONTRIBUTIONS TO ARCHITECTURE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Robert G. Cerny, who retired from his position as professor in the University
of Minnesota's School of Architecture this past June, will be honored by friends and
alumni at a dinner on Friday (Oct. 15) at the Radisson South Hotel in Bloomington.
Cerny is president of The Cerny Associates. Inc., a local urban planning and
design firm that has received 26 national awards and citations and more than that
number of Minnesota Society of Architects awards for excellence in design.
A 1932 graduate of the University's School of Architecture, Cerny received a
master's degree in architecture from Harvard University one year later.

He joined

the faculty of the University of Minnesota in 1936 and was instrumental in the development of a contemporary curriculum in the School of Architecture.

In the early

1940's he was one of the region's foremost exponents of contemporary architecture.
Cerny's influence on the profession is evident in the number of Minnesota
architects who owe some or most of their training to experience in his office.

More

than one firm in five listed in the roster of the Minnesota Society of Architects
has one or more principals t-lho are "Cerny graduates."
Among the projects for which his firm has been responsible are Gateway Center.
one of the first major urban renewal projects in the country; the lIinneapolis-St.
Paul International

Airport~

11etropolitan Stadium, the Sheraton Ritz and Radisson

South hotels, and the Blue Cross office building.
Cerny is being honored in recognition of his service to the profession, to
education and to the community.
-Ui~S-
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'u' VICE PRESIDENT
TO LEAVE HIS POST
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
James F. Brinkerhoff, 53, vice president for finance and development at the
University of Minnesota, will become vice president and chief financial officer of
the University of Michigan on Dec. 1, 1976.
Brinkerhoff's appointment is expected to be confirmed Friday by the University
of Michigan Board of Regents, which had authorized Michigan's President Robben W.
Fleming to negotiate with Brinkerhoff.
Brinkerhoff left the Ann Arbor campus in 1971 to take his Minnesota position
and returns to succeed his former boss, Wilbur K. Pierpont, who will return to
Michigan's accounting faculty.
IiJim Brinkerhoff's return to this university comes after a thorough national
search," Fleming said.

"We are immensely pleased that he will rejoin us so that we

may enjoy the benefits of his long experience on our campus, and the additional and
varied experience which he has accumulated at another Big Ten University."
University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath said he is sorry that
Brinkerhoff is leaving but, he added, III understand the feelings Hr. Brinkerhoff
has about returning to his alma mater.

Jim Brinkerhoff has done an outstanding job

as the University of Minnesota's chief financial officer for the past five years."
At Michigan, Brinkerhoff will be responsible for fiscal affairs, personnel,
purchasing, business operations, investments, legal affairs, audit programs and
plant operations and building construction.
Brinkerhoff came to Minnesota after serving as associate vice president and
director of business operations at the University of Michigan.
since 1962 in a variety of management positions.
(MORE)
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He was a member of the Ann Arbor City Council from 1958 to 1960 and was general
chairman in 1963 of the Greater Ann Arbor Area United Fund.
In Minneapolis, he is a board member of the North Star Research and Development
Institute and the Greater Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce.

He is a finance committee

member of the United Way and a trustee of the Westminster Presbyterian Church.
Brinkerhoff was born Feb. 10, 1923, in Chicago and graduated from the University of Toledo.

He earned a master of business administration degree from Michigan

in 1948.
He became executive assistant to the president and director of industrial
relations for Argus Cameras, Inc., in 1951.

After Argus became a division of

Si1vania Electric Products, Brinkerhoff was made division manufacturing manager and
later became vice president for operations.
The University of Minnesota has not yet named a search committee to find a
successor for Brinkerhoff.

"Within a very short period of time, I will be announc-

ing how tlr. Brinkerhoff's assignments will be handled on an acting basis pending a
search for a new vice president for finance and development,fl Magrath said.
-UNS-
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PROFESSOR PREFERS U.S. OVER
CHINESE HIGHER EDUCATION
(FOR RELEASE AT 8 P.M. WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13)

A University of Minnesota professor who returned recently from a visit to China
said he prefers the American system of individualism and academic freedom over the
forms of higher education practiced in the People's Republic of China.
Robert Beck, Regents' Professor of the History and Philosophy of Education, spoke
Wednesday evening (Oct. 13) at a retreat of the University of Minnesota Board of
Regents in suburban Plymouth.

Beck was presented with his Regents' professorship

award at the meeting.
Beck said he and his colleagues were struck by a number of aspects of Fu-tan
University in Shanghai, where they spent a day.
"The most striking was what was said by the Chinese scholars about their research,1i Beck said.

1I1n China few, if any members of a faculty, carry out research

to which he or she is personally devoted.

The Chinese scholar is a servant of 'the

needs of the people'--as is said over and over again.
IlMoreover the research is done by a group and, if I have selected a representative university, rarely if ever, by individuals,': he said.

liMy own experience

contrasts with the Chinese practice."
Beck said U.S. institutions allow more room for an individual's priorities and
his private interests in his scholarship.
The American system often allows faculty members to turn away from immediate
practical needs to do esoteric research while the Chinese rarely undertake abstract
kinds of research, Beck said.
(MORE)

BECK

-2He admitted that American academic people are often competitive and that they

are dependent on the people who fund their research.

In China, he said, "they do

not select their subjects of inquiry and take their chances in the process of peerreview."
He said the Chinese students and faculty took a break from their summer
vacations to return to the campus and give Beck and his University of Minnesota
colleagues a chance to see their university in action and to discuss it with them.
Beck, who will receive an annual bonus of $5,000 because his colleagues
selected him for the Regents' professorship, teaches courses in values in American
education.

He has been on the University faculty since 1947.

-UNS(AO,l,l5,Bl,CO,15;DO;E15;F5)
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There will be an exhibition preview from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 14, at the University Gallery.
INDIAN MINIATURE PAINTINGS
ON EXHIBIT AT 'u' GALLERY

(FOR INMEDIATE RELEASE)
A collection of 78 Indian miniature paintings on loan from the Elvehjem Art
Center at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. is currently on exhibit at the University of Minnesota's University Gallery in Northrop Auditorium.
The paintings, which will be exhibited through Dec. 3, depict scenes of life in
Imperial and regional courts, and deities,

myths~

and legends from classical Persian

or Indian literature.
Produced using opaque colors mixed with a gum solution which was first used on
palm leaf and later on paper, the paintings were intended to be viewed by only one
person at a time and the sheets were originally included in portfolios or books.
The paintings were given to the Elvehjem Art Center by Ernest C. Watson and his
wife Jane Werner Watson and are part of a larger collection.
the Watsons while they were in New Delhi in the 19608.

They were collected by

A catalogue of the Watson

collection is available.
Gallery hours are Uonday through Friday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday, 2 to
5 p.m.

Admission is free.

-UNS(AD, 2, 3l;Bl;E3l)
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BROWN TO BE ACTING VP
FOR U OF M FINANCE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Donald P. Brown, 40, has been named acting vice president for finance at the
University of Minnesota to replace James Brinkerhoff, who announced his resignation
Wednesday (Oct. 13).
Brown, who will serve as vice president until a replacement for Brinkerhoff can
be found, is currently assistant vice president for finance and administration.
During Brown's term as acting vice president, liinterim administrative coordination" of the development and alumni offices will be the responsibility of Walter
Bruning, vice president for administrative operations, according to University President C. Peter Magrath.
"Don Brown is a highly competent finance man who is also a broad-gauged administrator,Ii Magrath said.

liHe has worked very closely with Mr. Brinkerhoff in most

aspects of his job.
IlWe have some real momentum in our finance and development operations, our
directions are set and Mr. Brown will help us to work them through," Magrath said.
According to Brown, studying the University's request to the 1977 Legislature
will be his first priority.
Bro~m

has been at the University of Minnesota since 1970, first as associate

director of development, then as director of investments and cash management and
finally as assistant vice president.
Prior to 1970, he worked for Dain, Kalman and Quail, Inc., of Minneapolis and
Monsanto Company and Westinghouse Electric Company of St. Louis, Mo.
He holds bachelor's and master's degrees in commerce from St. Louis University
and is a 1973 graduate of Harvard University's Institute for Educational Management.
-UNS-
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LAY AWAKE NIGHTS? YOUR
INSOMNIA MAY BE NORMAL
By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service Writer

Everybody sleeps and, despite what you may believe about your own sleeping habits, everybody dreams--every night.

But for all its predictability, sleep is still

an exotic foreign bazaar, strange even to its frequent visitors.
Some people claim they never dream, but, this cannot be true, according to
neurologist Fernando Torres, director of the University of Minnesota brain wave
laboratory.
Everybody dreams, but dreams can only be remembered for a short time, Torres
said.

Consequently, some of us may not be waking up soon enough after a dream to

have any memory of it.
Also, people vary in the number of dream periods they have each night, so some
people actually have fewer dreams to remember.

"There may be personality differences

involved in the amount of dreaming people do, but we don't know yet what they are,1t
Torres said.
Eight hours has come to be the magic number--liif you don't get eight hours of
sleep, you're in trouble" the axiom goes.

But sleep needs are actually quite in-

dividual, Torres said, and are very difficult to change, even if a person would like
to get used to fewer hours of sleep.
IIA few people have been studied who regularly sleep less than one hour a night
and still function normally,n Torres said, but the average amount of sleep needed by
adults is somewhere between four to 10 hours a night.

After age 50 or 55, everybody

needs less sleep.
Worry about sleep loss can drive people to sleeping pills, but most of these
pills fail to provide a normal night's sleep, Torres said.

The pills alter sleep

cycles in ways not yet fully understood and, taken continuously, most kinds also are
habit-forming.
Sleeping pills are often unnecessary, he said.

Some people who think of them-

selves as insomniacs actually are getting all the sleep they need, even if it's less
than eight hours a night.
Perhaps the most confusion about sleep centers on its purpose, Torres said.
Scientists don't consider sleep a waste of time, but none of the theories on its
purpose have been established.

Rest, re-synthesis of brain proteins, safety from

predators (dating from the Stone Age), vestigal hibernation, an outlet for repressed
emotions--all are still just theories.
(MORE)
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Shakespeare's Macbeth has perhaps the most poetic reason of all: "Sleep that
knits up the ravell'd sleeve of carel The death of each day's life, sore labour's
bath/ Balm of hurt minds ••• "
~fuatever

said.

its purpose, the basic patterns and cycles of sleep are known, Torres

Stage one sleep is very light, stage two is moderately deep and stages three

and four are very deep.

Next comes

P~M

sleep (rapid eye movement sleep) which shares

characteristics with both deep and light sleep.
Stages three and four usher in dreaming and sleep-walking, if it occurs.

But

most dreams, especially those which are most emotional, occur during REM sleep, which
starts about an hour to an hour-and-a-half after you first fall asleep.
During Rm1 dreaming, brain-wave patterns and blood pressure change, blood chemicals called uamines" change in concentration and the eyes twitch under the lids.
After the first

R~l

period every night, a very brief time of near wakefulness occurs.

Then the four stages begin again, but in a less organized fashion.
progresses and morning nears,

RE~l

As night

periods follow each other more quickly.

No two

people have exactly the same number of REM periods, and the number varies in the same
individual from night to night.
Normal sleep cycles in people can be affected by various sleep disorders.
most common sleep disorder is insomnia,lI Torres said.

"The

It is especially common among

older people, chronically ill patients, invalids and people who are depressed.
Much less common is the narcolepsy syndrome, which includes sudden attacks of
sleep often associated with cataplexic collapses, temporary paralysis after sleep
and hallucinations just before falling asleep.

This disorder can be diagnosed by

personal history and verified in Torres' Electroencephalography (EEG) lab.
Very unusual sleep problems include somnambulism (sleep-walking), nocturnal
terrors (when awake, especially in children) and drug-related nightmare seiges
(sometimes from the abuse of tranquillizers).
:lIn our lab we can also detect abnormalities in brain-wave electric patterns
seen in epilepsy.

These problems may be present only during sleep in some epileptic

patients, even though the epileptic attacks may occur during day or night," Torres
said.
The EEG lab at the University of Hinnesota is also used to find unusual REM
sleep patterns which might signal mental illness.

Schizophrenics have less REM sleep

than other people, Torres said, and have different proportions of the chemicals
called amines normally associated with different sleep stages.
cinations are a kind of dreaming when awake," he said.
-Ul~S-
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UNIVERSITY OF liImmSOTA, liIHNEAPOLIS AiID ST. PAUL CA£,1PUS EVENTS ( )

Oct. 17-23
Sun., Oct. l7---St. Paul Student Center: Oriental Paintings by Aun Chung Park,
Horth Star Gallery:; \\Hild Life of the Canoe Country" by Lynn Rogers, Rouser
Room Gallery; di\ Exhibit by n,ick Skare, Terrace Lounge Gallery; Baskets by
Jenny Yellowleaf, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. rton.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun.
Through Oct. 29. Free.
Sun., Oct. l7---Jaques Gallery; Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. Huseum of
Natural History. 9 a.m.-S p.m. l~n.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed., 2-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Jec. S. Free.
Sun., Oct. l7---University Gallery: Photography by Keith Laumb, through Oct. 22;
liThe Classical I~evival,: through Oct. 31; East Indian Hiniature Painting,
through Dec. 3. Horthrop Aud. 11 a.m.--4 p.m. !lon.-Fri.. 2--5 p.m. Sun. Free.
Sun., Oct. l7---Recital~ 20th Century 11usic by Clifton ~Jare, Paul Freed, David
Baldwin and John Anderson. Scott Hall aud. 8 p.m. Free.
}wn., Oct. l8---West Bank Union Gallery: Honors Exhibit by Phil Waters. Lower
concourse, Auditorit~ Classroom Bldg. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. lwn.-Fri. Through Oct. 29.
Free.
110n., Oct. l8---T\v-o-Bit Flick~ -=m:lispering Shadow--Chapter 4:' and 'Road Runner.: i
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11;15 a.m. and 12:10 p.n. 25¢.
Hon., Oct. l8---British Film Series~ ;'Billy Liar.; Theater-lecture hall, Coffman
Union. 2~15 and 7:30 p.m. Discussion \Jith Dennis Bro~ln, Jonathan Copk and
Allan Smith folIous 7; 30 shol-7ing. $1 students, $1. 50 public.
Mon., Oct. l3---Coffman Galler~~ Sculpture by Wayne Potratz. Gallery I, through
Hov. 17; Juried( Student Photo Exhibit, Gallery II, through Oct. 27. Opening
7-9 p.m•• regular hours 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Hon.-Fri. Free.
Tues., Oct. 19---Film: "Accattone;' directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini.
i~tural History aud •. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m.
$1.75.

Huseum of

Tues., Oct. 19---Lecture: "India, Islam, and Hedieval Europe': by A. L. Basham.
ilurphy Hall aud. 3;15 p.m. Free.
Tues., Oct. 19---Film/Discussion: 'A Streetcar Named Desire. H
Classroom Bldg. 7:30 p.m. Free.
Tues., Oct. 19---The Whole Coffeehouse:
open 8:30 p.m. $1.50.

Dale Dahlquist.

175 Auditorium

Coffman Union.

Wed., Oct. 20---Lecture: "Voyageur's national Park' by l1yrl Erooks.
lecture hall, Coffman Union. 12;15 p.m. Free.
(OVER)

Doors

Theater-
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Wed., Oct. 20--American Film Series: ,jThe Iceman Cometh. t. Theater-lecture, hall,
Coffman Union. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m. Discussion of film l1ith Ross Smith at
5:30 p.m. $1.50 students, $2 public.
Wed., Oct. 20---Lecture; HThe Vocabulary of ;:iachismo': by 11arcela Gaitan.
Hall. 3;15 p.m. Free.

10 Bfegen

Wed., Oct. 20--...Lecture; "The Lost fiyth and J. R. R. Tolkien li by ClydeS. Kilby.
llurphy Hall sud. 3:15 p.m. Free.
Wed.~·

Oct. 20---U Film Society: "The I-Iarder They Come.'
aud. 7:30 and 9~30 p.m. $1.50.

Wed., Oct. 20---Poetry Reading~ Lyn Lifshin.
8 p.m. Free.

I1useum of Hatural

Histor~

125 Auditorium Classroom Bldg.

I

Wed., Oct. 20---Schumann Festival.

Scott Hall aud.

Thurs., Oct.• 2l---Schumann Festival.
Fri., Oct. 22---Dance Performance:
Front of Coffman Union or the

Scott Hall aud.

8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Free.
Free.

Ballet Folk Lorigo de Mcxico~ 11exican folk dance.
Coffeehouse. Noon. Free.

t~ole

Frio, Oct. 22---U Film Society: <'Vincent, Francois~ Paul) and the ,Others. Ii Uuseum
of Natural History aud. 7~30 and 9~30 p.m. $2.
Fri., Oct. 22---The vfuole Coffeehouse: Piper Road Spring Band ~nth Jeff Cahill as
front act. Coffman Union. Doors open 8'30 p.m. $2.50 in advance at MSA
Store, $3 at the door~
Sat., Oct. 23---U Film Society: "Vincent, Franco::'.s, Paul, and the Others.'l Huseum
of l,\Jatural History aud. 7 ;30 and 9~30 p.m. $2,1
Sat., Oct 23---~he lfuole Coffeehouse: Piper Road Spring Band with Jeff Cahill as
front act. Coffman Union." Doors open 8:~0 p.m. $2.50 in advance at MSA
Store, $3 at the door.
-UllS(AO~BI;F2)
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contact SHARON EMERY, 373-5193
STOCKWELL, PRIEDE
TO EXHIBIT WORKS
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
"Sensory Focus," an exhibition of 40 collages by Sharon Stockwell and Zigmunds
Priede, will open Sunday (Oct. 17) at the Art Lending Gallery in the Loring Park
Office Building, 430 Oak Grove, Minneapolis.
A reception, which is open to the public, is set for 3 to 5 p.m.

The exhibit

will run through Nov. 12.
Priede is a professor of studio arts at the University of Minnesota.

Stockwell

teaches at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and noon to 3 p.m.
Saturday.
-UNS(AO,2,3l;Bl)
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MINNESOTA REGENTS MAY
PUSH VETERINARY ISSUE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will try to push the State of Wisconsin into making a decision on the controversial development of a veterinary medicine program at the University of Wisconsin.
A discussion which indicated the regents' frustration with Wisconsin's failure
to decide whether to develop its own facilities or contribute to Minnesota's Coliege
~__~

Veterinary Medicine surfaced during an informal meeting of the regents Thursday
°'9

Radisson Hotel in suburban Plymouth, Minn.

Regent Lloyd Peterson, a poultry farmer from Paynesville, said the tmprovement
of veterinary medicine facilities in Minnesota is being held up by Wisconsin's failure
to deal with the issue.
Peterson said there is greater pressure for admission of Minnesota students in
veterinary medicine than in any other professional program at the University.

Uni-

versity officials esttmate that about 680 people applied for the 80 positions available to new students in veterinary medicine this year.
Peterson touched off the discussion at the end of a presentation by University
President C. Peter Magrath and Vice President Stanley B. Kegler on the regents' options for the future of the reciprocity agreements in light of proposed enrollment
restrictions.
One possibility, Kegler added at the end of his presentation, "is zero Wisconsin
students."
ilThat's right,ll Peterson said.

"That'll get them off their can. 1l

Regent Erwin L. Goldfine, a Duluth merchant who served on a board to study a
proposed merger of the Duluth and Superior campuses of the two systems, charged Wisconsin Gov. Patrick Lucey with ducking the education issues.

REGENTS
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"Gov. Lucey is just trying to farm out his problems~" Goldfine said.

"We

shouldn't be locked into that agreement. 1I
Under the agreement, Wisconsin sends 17 new students each year to the University
of Minnesota College of Veterins4Y Medicine in St. Paul. It is part of a larger reciprocity agreement negotiated between Wisconsin and Minnesota by Govs. Patrick Lucey
and Wendell Anderson.
"We were brought in at--wel1, the eleventh hour wouldn't describe it--it was
more like two minutes to

twe1ve~"

Kegler told the regents when he was asked how the

agreement was arranged.
"Why turn away Minnesotans when Wisconsin can't make up its mind?" asked Regent
Robert

Latz~

a Golden Valley attorney_

"We ought to have a time deadline for a Wis-

consin decision on a veterinary medicine facility.

We should deliver a message that

we mean business and we have time constraints."
Magrath said he would place the options on the agenda of the Nov. 12 regents
meeting.
lIthe issue is not just to accommodate the student
is~

demand~

as important as that

but to accommodate the needs of the industry and the whole issue of food pro-

duction," Magrath said, adding that there are only between 17 and 19 vet2rinary
schools in the nation.
Henry Koffler, vice president for academic affairs, said there are other states
that would be willing to pay for the capital improvement costs associated with sending veterinary students to the University.

Wisconsin has not paid those costs.

llThe Board of Regents in Wisconsin is not any better off than we are in terms
of knowing how this issue will go, 11 Kegler said.

"The dec:l.sion has to be made on

the capitol hill 1n Madison. H
IIWe should state our position and see if we can stimulate an answer," Magrath
said.
Kegler began his presentation by suggesting that the regents consider increasing the number of Wisconsin students under the agreement to around 50 or 60 if there
(MORE)
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is no development of the Wisconsin school but that the costs of buildings be included
in instructional costs.
There are currently 67 Wisconsin students in the veterinary school and another
ten students from Nebraska and 13 from North Dakota.

Nebraska and North Dakota reim-

burse the University for instructional costs and pay an additional amount for improvements in buildings.
Kegler said his proposals assumed plant expansion and an increase in the number
of faculty members.

It was at this point that the regents launched into their dis-

cussion.
Magrath and Kegler said they want the University to take a leadership position
in the region but they said they need assurance that the University will be reimbursed
for full costs.
IIIf the enrollment goes to 30 Wisconsin students, you're talking about a sizable
amount of cash which we can't risk if we are to do long-range planning," Kegler said.
He said the Minnesota Legislature has reimbursed the University for instructional
costs encountered under the current reciprocity

agreement.

In response to a question, he said the regents have the authority to review the
reciprocity agreements.
"It is within the regents' authority to look at the whole question of reciprocity
and ratify those parts of it that are appropriate,li Kegler said.
After the meeting, Magrath said the University would not seek a deadline from
the Wisconsin regents.

"It's not an abrasive kind of thing, but we have to inform

them of our need to move ahead,1I he said.
-m~s-
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"NO-FAULT II INSURANCE EXPERT
TO SPEAK AT BUSINESS INSTITUTE
(FOR

II~DIATE

RELEASE)

An accident law specialist and author of the leading book on no-fault automobile
insurance will deliver the keynote address at the 23rd Annual Institute of the University of Minnesota College of Business Administration Wednesday, Oct. 27, in St.
Paul.
Jeffrey O'Connell, professor of law at the University of Illinois, author of
liThe Traffic Victim: A Blueprint for Reforming Automobile Insurance" and numerous
other works on accident law, is scheduled to speak following an afternoon of panel
discussions on current business issues.
The three 50-minute discussions, beginning at 3:30 p.m.,are entitled liThe 1976
Election: Its Impact on Business;" "How Can Management Science Effectively Assist
Management1" and

II

Indus trial Relations on the Road to Equality, Employment and

Justice." 1
Following a 6:30 p.m. dinner, a prominent College of Business Administration
graduate will be honored with the University's Outstanding Achievement Award.
Norbert R. Berg, senior vice president for administration and personnel at Control
Data Corporation, will be cited for his leadership in business, community and educationa1 affairs.
Additional information about the institute, which is open to the public, may
be obtained from Richard D. Thorsen, telephone 338-4212.
is $15.
-UNS(AO,12,28;Bl,6,7;CO)
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CHINA TO GIVE PRIORITY
TO AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPt,mNT
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
An American scholar who visited the People's Republic of China said the elevation of Rua Kuo-feng to succeed Mao Tse-tung as chairman of the Chinese Communist
Party may illustrate the importance of agriculture to China's modern development.
Prof. Chae-jin Lee of the University of Kansas and four other professors who
visited China this year compared notes during a panel discussion at the Midwest Conference on Asian Affairs last weekend at the University of Minnesota.
Lee said it would be risky to link Rua's promotion solely to his association
with the recent campaign to emulate the Tachai Production Brigade, but, he said, it
must be considered one of Ruats assets in his elevation to head of the party.
"The Tachai campaign stresses agriculture as the basis for the development of
modern industry, defense, science and techno10gy,1i Lee said.
Lee and Prof. Lloyd Eastman of the University of Illinois visited China with
delegations of farmers and other agricultural experts.
They said Hua gave the concluding speech at a 1975 agricultural conference that
supported the campaign to emulate Tachai which used Chairman Mao's slogan, "In agriculture, learn from Tachai. II
The Tachai campaign stresses increased mechanization in agriculture, "but the
Chinese do not see the U.S. as a model, 11 Eastman said.

"The interplanting of crops,

for example, is not amenable to the U.S."
Eastman said that in many areas Chinese farmers will plant wheat, rice and
cotton on the same fields in the same year.

Two of the crops may be planted at the

same time and the third planted after the others are harvested, he said.
Lee said that Chinese agriculture does not emphasize a decrease in human labor
through increased reliance on machines as has been done in the United States.

"Auto-

mation in the United States means to expand the use of machines so labor is squeezed
from agriculture, ,; he said.

"Mechanization in China may release some of the labor

force, but they will stay in rural areas in side occupations like forestry and crafts
or work in flour mills and brick yards."
At Tachai, Lee said, the emphasis has been on finding a safe mix of organic and
chemical fertilizers and on improving crop output and the transportation system for
the movement of men, fertilizers and grain.
(MORE)
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He said Tachai is considered the "mecca of China's agricultural development."
The Tachai

Production Brigade is a unit of the Tachai Commune in Shansi, a north-

central Chinese province.
Lee said three important aspects of the Tachai brigade are emphasized by the
campaign.

"There is first the spirH of Tachai,

emphasizing self-reliance and the

use of committees, second, the improvement in living conditions, material
productivity and transportation, and third, the training of leaders.

benefits,

Cadres and

bureaucrats visit Tachai to learn leadership techniques.
"Our experts agreed that this was the most efficient system of agricultural extension in the under-developed world," he said.
mission of knowledge down to the people.

"There was an almost instant trans-

H

Lee said that about a third of the posters and signs he read in China were about
the importance of the Tachai campaign and agriculture.

"Since 1962, during the Gr.eat

Leap Forward,the highest priority has been attached to agricultural development," he
said.
The Chinese produced 180 million metric tons of grain in 1962 and now produce
about 250 million metric tons of grain a year, he said, adding that they still imported seven million metric tons in 1974.

The goal of the Tachai campaign is to give

China the capacity to feed an additional 200 million people, he said.
In Tachai, Lee said, the people have moved from primitive cave dwellings to
brick rooms and their average annual payment share per family almost tripled between
1955 and 1974.

All their housing, food and medical care is provided.

Eastman said his impression of the material conditions of the Chinese people was
a very positive one.

"They seemed to be well fed and have good health care," he said.

-UNS(AO, 13, 34;BljCO, 13, 18;DOjE13;G22)
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'u' MUSIC PROFESSOR TO
PERFORM IN RECITAL
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Bernard Weiser, pianist and professor in the departments of music and music
education at the University of Minnesota, will perform in recital at 8 p.m. Sunday,
Oct. 24, in Northrop Auditorium.
Weiser, well-known as a concert pianist, is author of the book "Keyboard Music."
He gives frequent lecture-demonstrations to students and teachers throughout the
Midwest and in 1976 received the Distinguished Teacher of the Year Award from the
University of Minnesota's College of Liberal Arts.
The program, which is free and open to the public, will begin with Bach's Fugue,
A minor, and will include works by Rachmaninoff, Beethoven and Hindemith.
-Ul'lS-
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'JACQUES BREL' TO OPEN
THEATRE SEASON

'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The cabaret-style musical "Jacques BreI is Alive and Well and Living in Paris"
will open the University Theatre's 46th season Friday, Oct. 29, at 8 p.m.
The opening night celebration will feature live music and refreshments from
6:45 to 7:45 p.m.
The songs of BreI, a Belgian-born poet and singer, are used as the total text of
the production and deal with love, frustration, death, bulls, dogs, statues, carousels, sailors, whores, old age, youth, loneliness and togetherness.
Kenneth L. Graham, professor of theater and director of the University Theatre,
is directing the production with musical direction by Stephen Schultz, associate
professor of music education at the University.
The acting troup includes Nancy Andreasen, a senior from Minneapolis, as
Monique; Shelley Chall, a graduate student from Minneapolis,as Gabrielle; Norman
Engstrom, a graduate student from Fremont, Neb., as Etienne; Carol L. Mabbott, a
graduate student from Kansas City, Mo., as Collette; Aaron S. Milgrom, an adult
special student from St. Louis Park, as Jean-Claude, and Sharon Walton, a graduate
student from Chicago, Ill., as Nicole.
Performances will be Fridays at 8 p.m. and Saturdays at 5:30 and 9 p.m. through
Nov. 13.

There will also be a performance Sunday, Nov. 14, at 3 p.m.

Admission is $3.50 for the general public and $2.50 for students and senior
citizens.

Tickets are on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.
-m~s-
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CRISPY, CRm~CllY FOOD
DEPENDS ON SOtnID EFFECTS
By Hike Finley
University News Service
Newton prOVided physics with laws of motion.
with the discovery of germs.

Lister turned medicine on its head

Now comes Vickers and her criterion for crunchiness.

The great thing about Zata Vickers' formula--which is certainly celery-snapping
if not earth-shaking--is that it is easy to understand.
entirety:

To quote her formula'in its

Crispness is an uneven, irregular sound produced when you bite food.

Vickers, an assistant professor of food science and nutrition at the University
of Minnesota, prepared a tray of foods, including butter cookies, ginger snaps, peanut brittle, carrots, celery and apples and had people test the foods, using several
tests.
The first was a hand test, in which the subjects tapped the food on the plate
or broke it in their fingers.
front teeth.

In the second, the subjects bit the food using their

In the third test, they bit the food with their molars.

liThe front-teeth biting test was the best test for detecting crispness," Vickers
said. "The ginger snap was found to be crisper than the butter cookie, followed by
the peanut brittle--which some people thought was brittle, all right, but not exactly
crisp--then the carrots, celery, and apple. 11
But after all this testing, Vickers still had found no working definition of
crispness, just the consensus of the subjects.

"Everyone knows what he or she means

when the word 'crisp' is used, but I asked several people what they meant by crisp
and could come up with no clear conclusion. 1I
It occurred to Vickers that she'd been approaching the problem from the wrong
angle.

Crispness may not be an expression of texture, she decided.

Crispness and

crunchiness might be expressions of sound.
Sure enough, tests with sound-measuring equipment demonstrated what tapping and
breaking with the fingers could not: that "crispness is an uneven, irregular sound
produced when you bite food."
Advancing quickly where no scientist had been before, Vickers found that there
are two basic kinds of crisp food--wet crisp foods and dry crisp foods.

A strip of

green pepper--one of the loudest of all foods--belongs in the first category.

A

chow mein noodle belongs in the second.
According to Vickers, the explosion of pressurized cells within the living green
pepper tissue causes the crunch.

Biting into it is like popping a balloon.

(MORE)
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crunch of the chow mein noodle has a different origin--it is simply the shattering of
rigid, dead tissue, more like the explosion of a grenade.
Interestingly enough, the wet

and dry types of crisp foods enjoy opposite prop-

erties. If you soak a carrot in water, it becomes crisper.
water, it becomes very un-crisp.

If you soak a saltine in

The reason potato chips are curved, Vickers said, is because that way, when we
bite them, we break them at many points, causing maximum crunch.

If potato chips

were flat, their crunch potential would be greatly inhibited.
Crunch, she said, is a component of crispness.

Specifically, it is the low-

pitched sound that we hear vibrating through our jawbones, as opposed to the highpitched, crisp tones that pass from the potato chip out of our mouths, into the air,
and around our heads to our ears.
"The snack-food industry has gone pretty crazy about crunchy food in the past
few years," Vickers said.
candy bar Krackel.

The first food with a name advertising its sound was the

Since then, advertisements for extra-crispy chicken, tortilla

chips, kids' breakfast cereals, and TV snacks have addressed themselves almost exclusively to the sound effects of the products.
lilt's really understandable, from a marketing point of view," Vickers said.
"How, for instance, can you convey the taste of a product, or the way it smells?
just can't do that on television.

But crunch is easy to do.

You

You just have someone

crunch the product. Ii
Beyond her research on food sonics, Vickers has other thoughts about crunchiness.

lilt's somehow pleasant, reassuring.

something quiet, like chocolate pudding.

When company comes, you don't offer them
Carrot sticks and corn chips are much more

comforting in a social situation."
How does Vickers feel to be the Einstein, Edison, and Galileo of her chosen
specialty, all rolled into one?

'lWell, I think the fact that no one's studied it up

to now gives you an idea of how important it is."

-UNS(AO,4;Bl;CO,4;DO,4;G29)
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U OF M TO SPONSOR STATEWIDE
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CONTEST
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The University of Minnesota has received $10,000 from the Northwest Area Foundation to sponsor a statewide competition for innovative and unusual designs that can
be used to solve environmental problems.
Huldah Curl, coordinator of the contest, said the project was conceived as a way
of making use of fresh and ingenious ideas people have for solving critical problems.
The contest will begin late this winter, with winning exhibits receiving cash
prizes and touring the state.

Entries will be judged on economy, simplicity, in-

ventiveness and the possibility of adaptation for wide use.
All Minnesotans are eligible to compete.

Ideas for exhibits range from energy

conservation techniques to building rehabilitation to do-it-yourself projects.
Entries may be in the form of drawings, photographs, diagrams, models or written
descriptions.

More information on the contest is available from Huldah Curl, Con-

tinuing Education in the Arts, 320 Wesbrook Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455 or call (612) 373-5147.
The exhibit will be co-sponsored by Continuing Education in the Arts and the
Minnesota Society of Architects.
The Northwest Area Foundation is a philanthropic organization which supports
projects that promote public welfare in the arts, humanities, education, environmental and physical sciences, human services, health and social sciences.
-UNS(AO,4,18;Bl,8.CO,4)
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ART HISTORIAN TO LECTURE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
"Styles of Art and Styles of Life'l is the topic of a free public lecture to be
presented at the University of Minnesota Tuesday (Oct. 26) at 8 p.m. in 175 West
Bank Auditorium.
E. H. Gombrich, noted art historian and currently a Hill Foundation Visiting
Professor at the University, will deliver the lecture sponsored by the art history
deparbDent and the Graduate School with the assistance of the Minnesota Forum.
Gombrich is director of the Warburg Institute and professor of the history of
the classical tradition at the University of London.
Story of Art," now in its 12th edition.
-UNS(AO,2,3l;Bl)
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RECORD FALL ENROLLMENT
SHORT OF PREDICTIONS
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
A record fall-quarter enrollment of 55,761 was announced today by the University of Minnesota.

Although up more than 1,000 students from a year ago, enrollment

is less than had been predicted earlier by University officials.
University President C. Peter Magrath said that recent talk

of necessary en-

rollment controls for next year already may have had an impact.
IiSome students may have voluntarily decided to begin or continue their college
educations elsewhere in Hinnesota,H Magrath said.

liStil1, it must be noted that

this new enrollment peak places a further burden on the University.

We are currently

enrolling several thousand more students than the legislature had anticipated when
it determined our funding levels for this biennium."
Major increases in enrollment came in the technical and professional colleges
and schools and at several of the coordinate campuses.

The number of new students

enrolling for the first time declined from a year ago while the number of students
returning to the University after having dropped out increased.
"It is encouraging that so many students are continuing to place their faith
in the University of Minnesota.

I believe their faith is well justified," Magrath

said.
The number of women enrolled in every college increased, even in those colleges
which showed a decline in total enrollment.

The increased number of women students

is "a particularly reassuring development," i1agrath said.
New enrollment records were set at the University's technical college at
Crookston, with 992 students registered; at Duluth with 6,561 students; at the technical college in Waseca with 851 students, and at the Twin Cities campus, which has
45,788 students enrolled.
dents registered.

Enrollment declined slightly at Morris, with 1,569 stu(MORE)
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The College of Liberal Arts on the Twin Cities campus» the largest collegiate
unit in the system» has a fall-quarter enrollment of 17,220» nearly the same as one
year ago.

FALL QUARTER ENROLU1ENT
Fall 1976

Fall 1975

992

930

Duluth

6»561

6,210

Morris

1,569

1,593

Waseca

851

705

Twin Cities

45,788

45,289

TOTAL

55,761

54,727

Crookston

NOTE TO EDITORS
Enrollment figures this year do not include students in the Mayo Graduate
School of Medicine. Last year's fall-quarter enrollment has been adjusted for
comparison purposes.
-UNS-
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TWO PARTIES MAY BE REVIVED
BY 1976 PRESIDENTIAL CPl1PAIGN
By Bill Huntzicker
University News Service

Obituaries on the American two-party political system have been written by
everyone from liberal commentators to Republicans looking for votes this year.
But these reports of the death of the two-party system may be premature, according to two University of Minnesota political scientists.
illf the leadership of the political parties does nothing to create interest and
support, there will continue to be a decline in party followers,': said Prof. William
H. Flanigan in an interview.

"But we would expect voters to respond to leadership."

Flanigan said that the American people will respond better to effective governance than they do to good campaigners.

lilt's been some time since we've had a

president and Congress who have been governing effectively," he said.
"It's not enough to have a good campaign, you have to have good leadership in
the presidency and the Congress for some time to change Americans' attitudes toward
the political system, toward the parties and toward the leadership," he said.
The new campaign reforms are inhibiting the candidates in many ways, but they
may strengthen the two-party system. according to Prof. Charles H. Backstrom.
IiDemocratic candidate Jimmy Carter is limited, in terms of real dollars, to one
half of what John F. Kennedy spent to get elected in 1960," Backstrom said.

IVA can-

didate like Carter who needs to become known could be at a disadvantage."
On the other hand, the reforms could strengthen the voluntary organizations
which support the parties.

"Kennedy bought all his get-out-the-vote and fund-raising

drives but Carter relies on local party organizations." Backstrom said.

"With the

spending limit, the candidate has to rely on a lot of volunteer work through local
organizations. iJ
States with strong party organizations will be more likely to deliver the votes
to their candidates and therefore strengthen the party system, he said.
(MORE)
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The increasing number of primaries and the media attention that they get have
changed the process under which the party's candidates are selected, Backstrom said.
"The showing of people like Goldwater, McCarthy and McGovern in the primaries
indicates that the people who win the primaries may not be the kind of people who can
win the election," Backstrom said.
Backstrom said each of those primary winners was a candidate who appealed to a
particular segment of the electorate that could organize well enough to win statewide elections.
IlCarter won the nomination because he could turn on a few people who like a new
face and simplistic anti-llashington policies," Backstrom said.

"Large numbers of

people feel he should look more decisive on specific issues."
Carter's pollsters feel there are enough voters in the anti-Washington camp to
win the election and the candidate appears to be returning to the strategy he used
in the primaries, Backstrom said.
"Television coverage is critical in the primaries and is a vast distortion of
reality," Backstrom said.

Less than one per cent of the delegates are in New Hamp-

shire, but the New Hampshire primary is vitally important in terms of media coverage
because it is the first primary, he said.
Television also builds images.

IlCarter with his smile and use of words like

love could blossom into a crediblecandidste because of television with these impressions rather than the more prosaic candidates who have a record of accomplishment
like Morris Udall and Sen. Henry Jackson.
IIIn a debate with Jackson or Udall, Carter would have been creamed on the
issues," Backstrom said.
"I'm impressed as to how little substance the TV news picks up of the campaign,"
Flanigan said.

liThe news now pick out the minutes that are funny or otherwise differ··

ent from most of the content of speeches so they perpetuate a non-issue impact."
IIMore than most recent campaigns, the presidential campaign offers a more realistic, clearer issue choice although the media are treating it as a worse campaign,"
Flanigan said.
(MORE)
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Flanigan said the quality of the discussion of the first two Ford-Carter debates
compared favorably with the Nixon-Kennedy debates of 1960.
Backstrom feels the debate format is a difficult one for a discussion of complex
issues, but can provide a feel for how candidates will deal with the issues. "The debate is a general expression of the issues," he said.

"If the candidates spent 90

minutes on tax policy alone, for example, then you could explore some of the issues."
Backstrom said the candidates begin to look more alike as the election nears.
IiBoth campaigns are trying to get voters from the same group," he said.

lilt makes

it look as though there's no difference between the parties."
But there is a difference, he said, indicating that appointments to the U.S.
Supreme Court and the federal regulatory agencies will be determined by the party in
power.
The party platforms, he said, provide a clue as to whom a particular candidate
will look for advice on specific issues.

The platform indicates which groups will

have access to the president.
The outcome of the election will depend on whether the Democrats can get their
rank and file out to the polls on Nov. 2, Flanigan said.

The Republicans, he said,

are more likely to get their followers out to vote.
Backstrom said there has been a general decline in the percentage of voter
turnout over the years.

Some 60 per cent of the eligible people voted in 1960 and

that number declined to 56 per cent in 1972.
less than half this year, he said.
-UNS-
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CONTROL DATA EXEC
TO RECEIVE 'u' AWARD
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
A Control Data Corporation vice president will receive the University of Minnesota's Outstanding Achievement Award during the College of Business Administration
Alumni Institute Wednesday (Oct. 27).
Norbert R. Berg, Control Data senior vice president for administration and personnel and assistant to the chief executive officer, will be cited as an "innovative
expert in personnel and management practices, a concerned businessman responsible
for locating plants in inner-city areas of high unemployment and an advocate of emp10yment of the handicapped."
Berg, 44, received his master of arts degree in industrial relations in 1957
from the University of Minnesota.

He is now president of the Industrial Relations

Advisory Council for the University.
He is also board chairman of the St. Mary's Hospital Extended Care Center and
a board member of the St. Paul Urban Coalition, the First Trust Company of St. Paul,
the H. B. Fuller Company, and St. John's University, from which he earned his bachelor's degree.
In 1914, Berg was named Minnesota Corrections Association Corrections Man of
the Year for his work in the field, including a term as chairman of the Minnesota
Ombudsman for Corrections Commission.
Berg was nominated for the honor by Gov. Wendell Anderson, college of business
Dean C. Arthur Williams, Jr., First National Bank of St. Paul board chairman Philip
Nason and others.
-Ul.:rS-
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OF llIi'1NESOTA, IUilUEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CA::IPUS EVENTS
Oct. 24-30

Sun., Oct. 24---St. Paul Student Center: Oriental Paintings by Nun Chung Park,
North Star Ga11ery;IHi1d Life of the Canoe Country by Lynn Rogers, Rouser
t{oom Gallery) l:IA llichibit by Ilich Skare, Terrace Lounge Gallery; Baskets by
Jenny Ye110wleaf, display cases. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. :ion.-Sat.~ noon-10 p.m. Sun.
Through Oct. 29. Free.
Sun., Oct. 24---Jaques Gallery: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. !iuseum of
Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. lfun.-5at., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed., 2-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Dec. 5. Free.
Sun., Oct. 24---Univarsity Gallery: liThe Classical Reviva1,n through Oct. 31; East
Indian Hiniature Painting, through Dec. 3. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4p.m. 11on.Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.
Sun., Oct. 24---Concert:

Bernhard Weiser, piano.

Northrop Aud.

8 p.m.

Free.

iion., Oct. 25---vlest Bank Union Gallery: Honors Exhibit by Phil Haters. LOl-Ter
concourse, Auditorium Classroom Bldg. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. lfun.-Pri. Through Oct. 29.
Free.
lIon., Oct. 2S---Coffman Gallery: Sculpture by Wayne Potratz, Gallery I, through
Nov. 17; Juries Student Photo Exhibit, Gallery II, through Oct. 27. 10 a.m.4 p.m. llon.-Frio Free.
Mon., Oct. 25---'fi1o-Bit Flick: l!l.Jhispering Shadcm--Chapter 5' and "Road Runner. II
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11;15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. 25~.
i10n., Oct. 25---Ski Swap:
l'Joon-6 p.m.

Preparation.

North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center.

Hon., Oct. 25---British Film Series: "Privilege.' "History of the Beatles,ll short
precedes film. Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 2;15 and 7:30 p.m.
$1 students, $1.50 public.
Mon., Oct. 25---Poetry Reading:
room Bldg. 8 p.m. Free.

Cary Waterman.

Tues., Oct. 26---Ski SwaE: Preparation.
Center. 9a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Lower concourse, Auditorium Class7

Jorth Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student

Tues., Oct. 26---Film: ';The Conformist," directed by Bernard Berto1ucci.
11atura1 History aud. 2~15 and 7;30 p.m. $1.75.

~iuseum

of

Tues., Oct. 26---Lecture: "Styles of Art and Styles of Life" by E. H. Gombrich.
175 Auditorium Classroom Bldg. 8 p.m. Free.
Tues., Oct. 26---The l'llio1e C~ffeehouse:
open 3:30 p.m. $1.50.

D1egan and Sayer.

Coffman Union.

Doors

Wed., Oct. 27---Theater Residency: Raymond Clark. Discussion of one-man show, noon.
Acting workshop, 3 p.m. Third floor, Coffman Union. Fre~.
(OVER)
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Sale~'

Wed. ,Oct. 27---Ski Sw'ap:
2-10 p.m.

North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center.

Wed., Oct. 27---American Film Series: "Luther. Ii Theater-lecture hall, Coffman
Union. 2:15 and 7~30 p.m. Discussion follows film. $1.50 students, $2 p~blic.
Wed., Oct. 27--';'Lecture: IIA Child Who Reads 'Cinderella v Cannot Go Hrong:
heim aI)d Boobism" by Chester G. Anderson. 10 Blegen Hall. . 3~15 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 27---U Film Society:
7:30 and 9~30 p.m. $1.50.
OCt. 28---Ski Swap:
9 a.m.-2 p.m.

~hurs.,

"Tout Va Bien. iI

Sale.

l~orth

Thurs., Oct. 28---Exhibit and Sale:
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

I1useum of Natural History aud.

Star Ballroom, St.

Oriental Art.

Bett-elFree.

Pa~l

Student Center.

Gallery II, Coffman Union.

Thurs., Oct. 28---Discussion: ileet the candidates of District 57.
'hall, Coffman Union. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Theater-lecture

Thurs., Oct. 28---The<J.ter Re~idency: Raymond Clark. Acting 't'Torkshop, 3 p.m.
Performance, "Oscar," G p.m. Third floor, Coffman Union. Free.
Fri., Oct. 29---Exhibit and Sale:
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Oriental Art.

Gallery II, Coffman Union.

Fri., Oct. 29---Concert: Judy Larson and Bill Hinkley.
Coffman Union. Noon. Free.

The Hhole Coffeehouse,

I

Fri., Oct. 29---U Film Society: l"The iIan Who T-1ould Be King.!l
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2. Also Oct.• 30.

Huseum of Natural

Fri., Oct. 29---U Film Society. The Erotic Cinema of Russ Heyer: "Faster Pussycat
Kill Kill!,;] 7:30 p.m., and I'Beyond the Valley of the Dolls,:; 9:30 p.m.
Nicholson aud. $1.50 per film, $2 both. Also Oct. 30.
Fri., Oct. 29---University Theatre: 11Jacques BreI is Alive and Hell and Living in
Paris" by Eric Blau and Hort Schuman, directed hy Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll
thrust theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior
citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's. Also Oct. 30, 5~30
and 9 p.m.
Fri., ,Oct. 29---The t-fuole Coffeehouse: Roberta Davis Trio and Portland Place.
Coffman Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $2.50 in advano'e at l'lSA Bookstore.
Also Oct. 30.
Sat., Oct. 30---Concert:
8 p.m. Free.

Chamber :Iusic by llusique Vivant.
-UHS--
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DRUGS VS. DIET: TREATMENT
FOR HYPERACTIVITY STILL CONTROVERSIAL
By Kathryn Kahler
University News Service
Jimmy is, at times, unusually active.
and learning in school.

He seems to have trouble concentrating

His teachers, his parents and his peers find his behavior

hard to tolerate.
Jimmy, like many other children today, may be what is commonly described as a
"hyperactive child."
But at least one University of 11innesota researcher contends that what is often
characterized as hyperactivity or hyperkinesis is really "an attention defect, often
accompanied by special learning disabilities."
Whatever one calls the problem, it is clear that some sort of treatment is necessary to control the child's activities.

But just what treatment is appropriate is

still the subject of hot debate.
One group contends that various mood-elevating drugs, especially Ritalin, should
be used even if they help "only a little. 1l

Others openly disapprove of drug therapy

and insist that maintaining a special diet, such as the Feingold diet, which eliminates synthetic colors and flavors as well as some natural foods (especially fruits)
is more effective than drug treatment of hyperactivity.
"There is a lot of research which provides overwhelming evidence that drugs, at
least temporarily, improve the child's behavior.

He can sit still in school, and

that's an improvement," said Gordon T. Heistad, professor of psychiatry and psychology at the University of Minnesota.
Heistad, who has conducted research on hyperactive children and those with
special learning disabilities, says the "most disturbing thing is that these children have no friends.

They are systematically excluded by kids their own age."

However, Heistad points out that these children have "semi-earned that rejection by
their own behavior."

(MORE)

HYPERACTIVE
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By the time a child with a special learning disability becomes a teenager, his
problems are largely social, Heistad said.

"Something is missing :l:n his learning

history which often makes him unable to acquire normal friendships, I: he said.
Although Heistad is quick to admit that drug treatment is "one whale of a long
way from adequate,1l he insists that it is better than no treatment at all.
One important result of drug therapy seems to be a reduction in "stray aggression.

If kids are overly aggressive, they won't have friends," he said.
In his research, Heistad used both Ritalin and a placebo and monitored any

change in the group of children he studied.

Although Heistad did not find that the

drug speeds up academic learning he did see more rapid improvement in the children's
social behavior when they were using the drug.

But in addition to the improvement

from drugs, Heistad claims that an enriched social-learning environment can be even
more beneficial to the child with special learning disability.
Children with a special learning disability are often labeled by parents, teachers and peers as linaughty, peculiar, queer or dumb,li Heistad said.

And even if the

drugs prOVide some improvement, the child still must learn to cope with the social
stigma which comes from the label.
But not all persons who have worked with hyperactive children endorse drug
treatment.

In fact, one recent University of Minnesota graduate who consults with

hyperactive children contends that children's rights are being violated by the use
of drugs.
"Children don't understand their rights and they just let their parents give
them their 'smart pill',iI said Michael Appelman.
"In secondary school, we say speed kills, but in grade school, we think that
speed helps you learn," Appelman said in reference to the drugs prescribed to counter
the actions of a hyperactive child.
"Using drugs is the easiest way to deal with these children," Appelman said.
"But drugs do not allow the child to learn better.
down because parents and teachers don' t

,~ant

Rather, drugs merely hold them

to deal with their problems. II

(HORE)
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Appelman contends the Feingold diet is the key to controlling the child's behavior.

However, should a child on the diet have even a single candy bar, the

symptoms of hyperactivity can return because of the artificial flavors.

Appelman

says the additives stay in the child's system for about 48 hours, and during this
time the child exhibits hyperactive behavior.
In the last ten years, Appelman said, the use of artificial colors and flavors
has increased at about the same rate as the rise in hyperactivity in children during
the same period of time.
Despite Appelman's satisfaction with diet as a means of treatment, many researchers are skeptical.
A recent scientific status summary by the nationwide Institute of Food Technologists' Expert Panel on Food Safety and Nutrition contends that there is still no
conclusive research to "support the efficacy of the experimental diet."
Researchers not only disagree on the best way to treat hyperkinesis, they also
are not sure what causes the problem in the first place.
searchers must look for tlmultiple causes.

Heistad contends that re-

We are not dealing with a single disease."

The Food Technologists' report noted several possible causes including "lowlevel lead poisoning, carbon monoxide poisoning, oxygen deprivation at birth, fluorescent lights, and allergic reactions to milk as well as to food additives."
But Heistad offers still another theory which he characterized as just a "personal hunch.

I think a substantial number of children develop defects due to their

mother ingesting junk while she is pregnant."

Research with chickens has shown this

to be true--that although the offspring look perfectly normal, those whose mothers
ingested unhealthy substances displayed different brain chemistry that lasted into
adulthood.
Despite the controversy over both the cause and the treatment, there is agreement that hyperactive children or those with special learning disabilities do need
help.

Otherwise, only more severe social and academic problems can be expected.
-UNS-
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TO NE1;JS PEOPLE

A public hearing on a University of Minnesota committee recommendation to
phase out all but two programs of University College is set for Wednesday (Oct. 27)
from 2 to 5 p.m. in room 375 of the Science Classroom Building on the Twin Cities
campus.
The Scholastic Cmmmittee on Educational Policy (SCEP) has recommended that
Experi~ental

College, University Without Walls, Student's College, the Foreign

Studies Degree Program and the University Scholars Program be ended.

Two programs,

the Horris Learning Center and the Intercollege Program would be retained.
Final recommendations of the committee will be forwarded to the University
Senate and then to the administration for action by the Board of Regents.

-UNS(AO;Bl,Gl)
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PROTESTS NCAA ACTION

I~mDIATE

RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota will seek a court order preventing the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) from enforcing its "indefinite prObation"
against all University men's sports on the Twin Cities campus.
The NCAA said Thursday that it was imposing the probation because the University's refusal to declare three basketball players ineligible was a "failure to fulfill its conditions and obligations of membership in the Association."
University President C. Peter Magrath said at a news conference Friday that the
University would not engage in "lifeboat ethics" by "throwing three students overboard'; to keep the Gopher teams in good standing with the NCAA.
Last year, when the NCAA imposed its penalties against the Gopher basketball
team for its rule violations under former Coach Bill Musselman, the University's
Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics (ACIA) was conducting hearings on
whether to declare the players ineligible.
The ACIA decided not to rule the players ineligible which prompted the NCAA to
make the decision announced Thursday.
"I do not understand how you can have a hearing when the result is pre-ordained
by someone external to the hearing process,1i Magrath said.

He added that the NCAA

told him last spring it was satisfied that the University was in compliance with
NCAA rules.

"I am convinced that the rights of Mike Thompson, Dave Winey, and Flip Saunders
are fundamental,1I Magrath said.

"They must be defended, regardless of the economic

and other sanctions the NCAA is attempting to impose on us. 1I
He said the University will go to federal district court Tuesday and will establish a flfairness fund" with a $75,000 goal to finance the legal battle.
(HORE)
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"It's important for the student athletes to know that the institution will
stand behind them," 11agrath said.

"I think we are running a program that is abso-

lutely in compliance with NCAA rules and in the spirit we want on this campus," he
said.
He was sharply critical of NCAA procedures.

"NCAA enforcement procedures

frankly resemble a Rube Goldberg contraption gone mad.

There is little that is

fair about them, there is little that is rational about them, and, in truth, there
is probably little that is effective about them, II he said.
"We are convinced that we are following the rules and those rules provide for
opportunities for a hearing," he said.

"The NCAA tells us we may hold due process

hearings, but they make it unmistakably clear that if such hearings do not lead to
the desired results--as pre-ordained by the NCAA--then we are in contempt of NCAA
rules and regulations.
"Due process hearings under these kinds of circumstances are nothing short of
a sham, both for the students and the universities they attend," Magrath said.
He said the University could have decided, as many institutions have done, to
go along with the NCAA desires and find itself in court against the basketball
players who would sue for due process.
Magrath said the University is not protesting the two-year penalty and threeyear probation imposed against the Gopher basketball team last year for NCAA rule
violations during the Musselman era.
The University's action will evolve around the due process issue and an effort
to prove that it has complied with the NCAA rules.
Magrath would not rule out withdrawal from the NCAA, but said he wants to show
that the University is working within the rules and will try to prove that the NCAA
is violating its own rules in its latest sanction.
He said the charges against the institution "seem in no way commensurate with
the penalty levied by the NCAA."
(MORE )

NCAA
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The charges are that Thompson sold his season tickets for greater than their
face value; Winey went to the lake cabin of a Gopher booster for Christmas and Memorial Day weekends; and that Saunders used a car, made long-distance phone calls
and visited Musselman's basketball camp overnight.
l'Each of these instances under question--instances that the NCAA is describing
as violations--was either arranged, or occured under the auspices, of two members
of the coaching staff, neither of whom is any longer at the University of Minnesota," Magrath said.
"Our student-athletes naturally looked to the coaching staff for guidance.

To

say now that they should have known better than their coaches as to what was, and
what was not, acceptable behavior seems enormously unfair," he said.
Paul Giel, director of intercollegiate athletics, said he was "disappointed,
distressed and disturbed over this most drastic sanction handed down by the NCAA.
"We have made tremendous strides in many areas over the past several years and
it seems almost incomprehensible that after such a complete and totally thorough and
honest investigation of our basketball program that the NCAA would be so unyielding
as to put our entire program on indefinite probation and, in doing so, jeopardize
the very existence of men's intercollegiate athletics at the University of Minnesota~"

Giel said.

The probation would prevent the University from playing in post-season games
and televised NCAA games.
The fund-raising effort will be headed by former letterman and University
Regent Lester A. Malkerson of Minneapolis.
Bill Werb, speaker of the

~win

Cities student assembly, gave Magrath a $100

check from the students to begin the fund drive.

-UNS(AO,1,15;BI;CO,1;DO,1;El5;F5)

'u' REGENTS SEEK VIEWS
ON STUDENT RADIO STATION
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Should the students at the University of Minnesota own and operate an FM radio
station?
If you have an opinion on this issue, the University Board of Regents would like
to hear from you before Nov. 3.

"We will receive and transmit to the regents letters

regarding the proposed FM radio station," said Duane A. Wilson, secretary to the
board.

IiWe will also provide, as much as we can, an opportunity for people to

appear in person to expand on their statements."
A hearing on the proposal will be held by the regents' student concerns
committee at 11 a.m. Nov. 11 in the regents' room, 238 Morrill Hall, on the Minneapo1is campus.
Student groups have studied the possibility of operating an FM station for
some time and have concluded that a local station could be purchased for about
$800,000.
University President C. Peter Magrath has opposed the proposal but said he
might support a station which would cost much less.
The regents may decide on the issue on Nov. 12.

-UNS(AO,I;Bl;CO,I;Dl)
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

CHILDREN IiPLAY" AT REHABILITATIOH
IN U OF MINNESOTA HOSPITALS
By Bob Lee
University News Service
A television set that works only when you pedal a connected stationary bicycle
fast enough is just one of the gadgets used by University of Minnesota Hospitals to
motivate children recovering from physical disabilities.
Occupational therapists and physicians in the department of physical medicine
and rehabilitation (PMR) use behavior modification techniques, such as the bicycleoperated television set, to encourage children to strengthen an arm or leg to improve their coordination.
Adapted toys are used every day for rehabilitation.

As the children regain

their health the devices can be adjusted to provide even more of a challenge.
Weights and pulleys attached to a weaving 100m are used to build strength and a head
band with mercury switches connected to tape-recorded sound is used to reinforce
erect head posture.
"We're trying to make occupational therapy fun and rewarding," said Kay Dole,
a

P~1R

occupational therapist.

"All of our devices tell the children how well they're

doing while giving them a reward, such as a sound or flashing 1ight. 1I
Each of the devices was "prescribedl1 --built or modified by the department's
biomedical engineers--to meet the specific needs of one child, according to Dr.
Joseph Capell, assistant professor of physical medicine and rehabilitation.
llWe've found the behavior modification technique to be very successful for
patients after we've found something to motivate them,ll Capell said.

Iilf we've had

any problems it's been because we haven't broken down the behavior we want to effect
into discrete enough events for the patient to experience a progression of
successes. Ii
-UNS(AO,22,23,24;Bl;CO,5;DO,5;E22,23,24;G29)
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AUTHOR OF BOOKS ABOUT BLACKS
TO BE GUEST AT 'u' OPEN HOUSE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Poet and anthologist Arnold Adoff will be a guest at a public open house in
the Kerlan Collection of children's literature on the University of Minnesota Twin
Cities campus

Thursday (Oct. 28) from 1:15 to 3 p.m.

Adoff's most recent book is "Big Sister Tells t1e That I Am Black," published
this year by Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

His story/poetry books also include "Black

Is Brown Is Tan," published by Harper and Row and cited by the School Library
Journal as one of the best children's books of 1973.

He has also compiled several

award-winning anthologies of poetry including "The Poetry of Black America,"
published by Harper and Row in 1973.
Adoff, who spent 12 years as a teacher and counselor in the public schools of
Harlem and the Upper West Side of New York City, now lives in Yellow Springs, Ohio,
with his wife, author

Virginia Hamilton, and their two children.

His visit to

the University campus is sponsored by the College of Education.
The Kerlan Collection is located in Walter Library.
charge.
-m~s-
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EILEEN DAVIS TO DEBUT IN TWIN CITIES
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Lyric soprano Eileen Davis will make her Twin Cities debut in a performance in
Scott Hall auditorium at the University of Minnesota Monday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m.
Davis joined the University of Minnesota music and music education departments'
faculty this fall.

Her recital will be a scholarship benefit sponsored by the

St. Paul and Minneapolis Alumnae chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota music fraternity in
cooperation with the University music departments.
Davis has appeared as a guest soloist with orchestras throughout the world.
Last season she performed in Beethoven's Hissa Solemnis with Gary Bertini and the
Scottish National Orchestra.

In March she began a series of performances of Donna

Elvira in Mozart's Don Giovanni with the Scottish Opera in Liverpool and Sunderland.
Most recently she sang Mahler's Symphony No. 2 with the Cleveland (Ohio) Orchestra.
Her European debut in 1971-72 included recitals in London, Amsterdam, Brussels,
the Hague and Athens.

Her debut recital at Carnegie Hall in 1968 was described in

the New York Times as "excellent."
Davis' Scott Hall program includes works by Mozart, Debussy, Schubert and
Barber.

She will be accompanied by pianist Paul Freed, professor of music at the

University.
Davis is also scheduled to perform in the Twin Cities with the Bach Society
on Feb. 13.
Admission to the Scott Hall concert will be by a minimum donation of $1.25
for students and $10 per person for the general public.
-UNS(AO,2,29;Bl;CO,2;DO,2;E29;F13)
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SCANDINAVIAN CHILDREN'S BOOKS
TO BE DISCUSSED AT UNIVERSITY
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
"Scandinavian Children's Books in the Ker1an Collection" will be described
by Kerlan. Collection curator Karen Hoyle at a public meeting Monday, Nov. 8, at
7:30 p.m. in Walter Library at the University of l11nnesota, Twin Cities.
Manuscripts and illustrations by Karin Anckarsvard, Erik Haugaard, Virginia
Allen Jensen and Ib Spang Olsen will be shown.
The talk is co-sponsored by the Twin Cities chapter of the American Scandinavian Foundation and the Ker1an Collection of children's literature.
There will be no admission charge.

-UNS(AO,3;B1;CO,3,17jF13)
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FLYWHEELS: UEW ENERGY SAVINGS
FROt1 AN OLD IDEA
By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
A big one could store all of the power used by a city of a million people for 30
seconds and release it all later in less than one second.

A small one could store

the energy a car wastes when braking for a stoplight and release it during acceleration.

The mechanical device in both cases is a flywheel.
Flywheels are as old as the potter's wheel and as common as a child's top.

They

store energy and release it any time they are allowed to "unwind. II
"There has been a lot more interest in the flywheel for energy storage as energy
has gotten more expensiveJ'1 said Arthur Erdman J University of Minnesota mechanical
engineer.

Power companies are interested in using flywheels to store energy at night

and release it at peak demand periods during the day.

Using flywheels J the whole

country could save some of the energy now wasted for use later.
"Every time an elevator goes down or a car is braked J energy is wasted and given
off as heat.

If some of this energy could be stored easilYJ then used to help move

the elevator up or the car forward J we could save millions of expensive kilowatt
hours every year JIt Erdman said.
Engineers have listed nearly 150 possible uses for the new flywheels now being
developed J according to David Hagen J University of Minnesota graduate student.

En-

ergy storage to make X-ray machines portable and 200-ton storage flywheels at electric utilities are just two of these ideas.
Flywheels could be used in home energy storage.

A flywheel one yard in diameter

buried in the backyard could pay for itself in less than 10 years.

This handy ver-

sion J able to store one day's worth of home energYJ might be made of wood in a protective casing and weigh

about one ton J said Hagen.
(HORE)
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FLYWHEELS

"Home and small industry flywheels would become even more economical if offpeak pricing by electric utilities were more common," Erdman said.

People and

businesses could turn on their flywheels at night to store up cheaper power for the
daytime, a system which would pay for the cost of the flywheel in savings, according
to Hagen.
Other uses include energy storage for back-up generators at hospitals, high performance use in spacecraft,

and help for future nuclear reactors.

"The fusion re-

actors need a surge of very high power for a fraction of a second at one stage of
their power generation, Ii Hagen said.

lOA flywheel only six feet in diameter has been

designed to deliver 500 megawatts of power in less than one second."
Flywheels can store any amount of energy, which can then be translated into
virtually any kind of work.

They "collect" the energy gradually, store it for min-

utes Or even years if kept in a near vacuum, and release it at any rate needed,
Erdman said.

Both old and new models work this way.

Industry has made limited use of
punchpresses and gyroscopes.

fl~1heels

for a long time--in printing presses,

A simple flywheel already in your car has a limited

but essential function--to keep the engine cycles going.
But most of these flywheels are made of steel, Hagen said, and steel is heavy
and expensive.

It also can be extremely dangerous if the flywheel flies apart while

spinning at high speeds, so it cannot be used near its limits of strength unless encased in a protective covering, also heavy and expensive.
The new flywheels, which will be much more ambitious and versatile, will be made
with different, renewable, safe and inexpensive materials.
Materials now under consideration include high quality glass, new high-strength
plastics, compressed paper or fiberboard, laminated wood, bamboo and concrete.
choice depends partly on the task, Hagen said.

A very light strong flywheel would

be best for spacecraft and a heavier, less expensive flywheel might be
for industry or home use.
(MORE)
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Choice of material also depends, critically, on cost.
a pound is a good candidate, tI Hagen said.

"Anything that 1s a penny

""lood and wood products are usually rela-

tively cheap, in good supply, renewable, and actually as strong as steel for the
same weight.

So they are especially promising."

Since all of these materials are new for use 1n flywheels, more research is
required to iron out potential problems.
a wood flywheel,iI Hagen said.

"We aren't sure yet quite how to construct

"No one has ever tested how wood behaves in a vacuum

when it spins faster than three times the speed of sound, a typical speed for flywheels."
Also, the flywheels have to be built for long life, high efficiency, and low
friction.

The covering that protects the flywheels must encase a good vacuum and

better bearings must be designed.
Information like this is being gathered and designs studied and detailed "cost
feasibility" studies are only just beginning.
New uses for flywheels in cars will probably come first, within five or six
years, Erdman said.

lfuen you can put a 33-inch flywheel in your full-sized car with

a Volkswagen engine, and use it to accelerate from zero to leO mph in less than 12
seconds with no extra use of gasoline, you'll know that the new flywheels are ready
and here to stay.
-UNS-
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POET, LITERARY CRITIC
TO SPEAK AT UNIVERSITY
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Noted poet and literary critic I. A. Richards will make two public presentations
of his work at the University of Minnesota next week.
Richards, 83, is the author of "Principles of Literary Criticism," "Practical
Criticism," "The Meaning of Meaning" (with C. K. Ogden), and many other works in the
fields of literary criticism, psychology, philosophy, far-eastern studies, linguistics, rhetoric, education and poetry.

He retired as a professor of English at Har-

vard University in 1963 and is now associated with Magdalene College, Cambridge, in
his native England.
"Whither, Poetry?" is the title of his presentation Thursday, Nov. 4,
in Murphy Hall auditorium.
pretative commentary.

at 8 p.m.

It will include readings from his poems and an inter-

He will talk in an informal session Friday, Nov. 5, at

12:10 p.m. in 110 Lind Hall.
Both events are open to the public with no admission charge.

His visit is

sponsored by the departments of English and concerts and lectures and others.
-UNS(AO,3;Bl;F8,11)
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fU' FIUl SOCIETY OFFERS AMERICAN
DOCUMENTARY FILMS AND WORKSHOP
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
A workshop with documentary filmmaker Al Maysles and the showing of four Maysles
brothers' films are scheduled by the University Film Society for next week at the
University of Minnesota.
Al Maysles will be the guest of the Film Society at the area premiere of his
newest film, "Grey Gardens," to be shown at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 5, and
Saturday, Nov. 6, in the Bell Museum of Natural History Auditorium.
The film, recorded by David Maysles, is a portrait of Edith Bouvier Beale and
her daughter Edie, in their decaying East Hampton, N.Y., mansion surrounded by their
raccoons, their garbage and their memories.
The workshop with Maysles is set for 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday in Murphy Hall
auditorium.

Admission will be $2.

Three other Maysles films scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 3., are "Meet Marlon
Brando," 7:30 p.m.; "Christo's Valley Curtain," 8 p.m., and "Salesman," 8:30 p.m.
They will be shown in the Bell Museum of Natural History Auditorium.
-UNS(AO,2,32;Bl;C2)
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THEATRE PORTRAIT GALLERY TO OPEN

(FOR lMl>tEDIATE RELEASE)

More than 25 former University Theatre students who have achieved recognition
in theater, films, television, radio and academic theater will be honored in the
University of Minnesota Theatre Portrait Gallery opening Friday (Oct. 29) in Rarig
Center, Twin Cities campus.
Kenneth L. Graham, University Theatre director, will cut the ribbon to the
second floor "Hall of Fame" at 7 p.m. before the opening performance of "Jacques
Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris" at 8 p.m. in the Stoll theater.
music will be performed in the lobby from 6:45 to 7:45 p.m.

Live

"French-type" refresh-

ments will be served.
Locally and nationally known personalities in the gallery include John Astin,
Ray Christensen, Arlene Dahl, Jed H. Davis, John Clark Donahue, Stephanie Edwards,
Keith M. Engar, Roger Erickson, Tovah Feldshuh, Larry Gates, Peter Michael Goetz,
Peter Graves, Richard Halverson, Linda Kelsey, Nicholas Lewis, Kevin McCarthy,
William R. McGraw, William McKereghan, Dave Moore, Jergen Nash, Michael P. Price,
Archie Sarazin, Gale Sondergaard, Robert Vaughan, Carole Peterson Wendt and William
C. Wendt.
Also included in the gallery will be past directors of the University Theatre:
Ariel McNaughton, Lester Raines, Edward Staadt, A. Dale Riley, C. Lowell Lees and
Frank M. Whiting.
-UNS(AO,2,30;Bl;CO,2;DO,2;E30)
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PUNCHINELLO PLAYERS
TO OPEN WITH 'FANTASTICKS t
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The Punchine110 Players will open their 62nd theater season Friday, Nov. 5,
with a production of the musical comedy "The Fantasticks."
William Marchand, professor of rhetoric, will direct the play which has run
continuously off-Broadway in New York City for 16 years.

The Punchine110 Players

are a student theater group based on the St. Paul campus of the University of
Minnesota.
"The Fantasticks" tells the story of two fathers who believe their children
will do exactly the opposite of what they are told and they act on that philosophy.
The book and lyrics were written by Tom Jones and Harvey L. Schmidt composed the
music.
Performances will be at 8 p.m. Nov. 5, 6, 12, 13, 19 and 20 in the North Hall
arena theater on the St. Paul campus.
Other Punchine110 productions scheduled for the 1976-77 season are "The Effect
of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon l1arigo1ds," Feb. 18, 19, 25 and 26 and March 4 and
5, and "Ca1igu1a,1t 1-1ay 6, 7, 13, 14, 20 and 21.
Tickets at

$2 each will be sold at the door or can be reserved by calling

373-1570 from 2 to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
-OOS(AO,2,30;B1;CO,2;DO,2;E30;F11)
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'FAIRNESS FUND' REACHES $22,000
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The Minnesota Alumni Association has contributed $7,500 to the Fairness Fund
to support the University of Minnesota's court fight with the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA).
The University filed a complaint in U.S. District Court Tuesday (Oct. 26) to
seek an injunction against the NCAA's indefinite probation imposed on all men's
sports after the University refused to declare three basketball players ineligible.
"The University did everything that could reasonably be expected in abiding by
NCAA procedures and protecting the rights of all student athletes,lI said Tom Swain,
president of the Alumni Association.
IiBut the NCAA in its latest action, which smacks of Vindictiveness, levied
an unfair and unjust penalty, which no reasonable person can countenance, against
the institution.
tation.

I regret that this affair has reached a stage of public confron-

I am convinced the University had no other course of action," Swain said.

Two Alumni Association members served on the Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics (ACIA) during the investigation of NCAA allegations over the
past year and a half, Swain said.
The Alumni Association's contribution raises the Fairness Fund total to around
$22,000, according to officials of the University of Minnesota Foundation.

The

stated goal is $75,000.
The Twin Cities Student Assembly (TCSA) contributed the first $100 last week
from student fees and the TCSA passed the hat at the football game last weekend to
raise another $13,694.
(MORE)

FUND

-2An estimated $700 has been raised through the contributions, mostly in $5 and

$10 amounts, which have been received through the mail.

Contributions can be sent

to Fairness Fund, l10rrill Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.
TCSA members and University officials are planning a number of other fundraising activities including a button sale, a rock concert and collections at other
Gopher sports events.
University President C. Peter Magrath, Regent Lester Malkerson and Paul Giel,
director of men's intercollegiate athletics, will speak Nov. 5 at a breakfast in
Minneapolis and a luncheon in St. Paul for community leaders and potential contributors.
~ia8rath

wrote a letter to the Ninnesota Daily thanking students and others for

their support of the fund.

lIThe response to our decision to legally challenge the

National Collegiate Athletic Association's unfair sanction against us has been very
gratifying,;; he said.
-UHS(AO, 1, 15 ;Bl, CO ,1; F5)
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NOT ALL QUESTIONNAIRES
ARE l~ORTH ANSWERING
By Sunita K. Yawalkar
University News Service
How often have you grunted in exasperation at the sight of one more annoying
questionnaire in your mail box?

Perhaps you were so fed up you followed the example

of the ninety-two-year-old man who makes it a point to return every questionnaire he
receives with 'TO HELL WITH YOU' printed across the first page.
Yet, questionnaires seem to grow like irrepressible summer weeds.

Questionnairt

experts Douglas Berdie and John Anderson of the University of Minnesota Measurement
Services Center say that of every ten questionnaires to cross their desks nine will
be poorly constructed.
"Some questionnaires are long and tedious, some absolutely confusing and some
nothing but advertisements in disguise.

Some are utterly useless in that, even

after all the time and energy you've spent answering them, the data obtained are not
acted upon,1I Anderson said.
For example, a graduate student once sent out questionnaires with a covering
letter stating that the questionnaire was for IIresearch purposes only and that the
recipients should rest assured that the data obtained would be used in no way whatsoever."
Considering all this, it is not surprising that public response to questionnaires is so poor.

Most of those who send out questionnaires assume that many

recipients--about 40 per cent--simply never answer them, although Berdie and Anderson believe that the reason people don't answer questionnaires is not because they
get so many but because they get so many bad ones.
Ideally questionnaires could be a boon to the running of a democracy.

By

gauging public opinion on various issues, businessmen and legislators could act on
(!'10RE)

QUESTIONNAIRES
the opinions gathered.

-2In fact, the overwhelmingly large number of questionnaires

flowing in the mail these days shows

~hat

various institutions, agencies and firms

have realized the potential of such questionnaires but have failed to use them
properly.
Speaking about the innate nuisance value most questionnaires seem to have acquired, Berdie said that some questionnaires are intended to be genuinely helpful.
Among the questionnaires you might have thrown away could have been one that asked
whether a highway should be built through your backyard.
A highly reputed Engineering College in India, for example, wanted data from
its graduates to back a demand they were making to the state government about starting apprenticeships for its unemployed graduates.

The demand could not be put

through because less than 20 per cent of the students contacted answered the questionnaires despite two reminders.
The genuine questionnaires often can be sorted out from the rest by a little
scrutiny.

The questions asked should be straightforward, sincere and reasonable.

As Anderson advised, don't answer loaded questions like i"shouldn't all abortion laws
be repealed?" and "isn't it true that our President is doing a good economic job?"
Such questionnaires are often meant to serve no other purpose than to reinforce the
so-called researcher's preconceived notions.
Though length is not necessarily a criterion of quality, most careful researchers should be able to limit their questions to one or two sheets of paper and
still get most of the information they want, the researchers said.

They've carried

out many research projects for the University of Minnesota and have found that if
the questionnaires are reasonable, the response has always been good.
"One hundred per cent response is our best record," Anderson said.
ducted many surveys with this rate of response,1i

"We've con-

He believes that as response de-

clines from 100 per cent, the results of the questionnaires become less and less
dependable.

When looking at the results of research, people often get intimidated

by something just because it is in print.

They should check the percentage of

(UORE)
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response the researchers got to their questionnaires (if it is mentioned at all) and
then judge for themselves the validity of the article.
Many research projects draw false conclusions, despite the high-sounding statistics used, because the response to the questionnaire was very meager and the
sample therefore incomplete.
This is another reason you should answer the genuine questionnaire--you might
be part of a carefully selected sample.
for this research

Often, you, as the taxpayer might be paying

if it is being conducted by a state or federal government agency.

So next time you get a questionnaire, read it before you throw it away.

A

golden rule to remember may be 'Questionnaires are dangerous, so handle with care.'
And, always reserve the right to check hack with the research authority to find out
what the information you give is soing to be used for, if it is used at all.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF HumESOTA, 11INl'lEAPOLIS AIID ST. PAUL CAl1PUS EVENTS
Oct. 3l-·Hov. 6
Sun., Oct. 3l---$t. Paul Student Center: Drauings, Paintings and Prints by Nancy
Leeper and Laura Blaw, ilorth Star Gallery; Acrylics by Walter Goldstein, Rouser
Room Gallery; Sculpture II Native Stone by Don Holmquist, display cases.
a a.m.-10 p.m. don.-Sat., noon-10 p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 29. Free.
Sun., Oct. 3l---Jaques Gallery: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. 11useum of
tlatural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. }~n.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed., 2-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Dec. 5. Free.
Sun., Oct. 3l---University Gallery: East Indian Miniature Painting.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. lron.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 3. Free.

Northrop Aud.

Sun., Oct. 3l---U Film Society: :'Joanna the Frenchwoman.';J Director Carlos Diegues
will be present. j-:useum of :Uatural History aud. 7~30 p.m. $2.
Hon., Nov. l---West Bank Union Gallery: Ceramics and Dratfings by Joe Havel~ Ceramics
and Drallings by Bruce Lindert. Lower concourse, Auditorium Classroom Bldg.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.11on.-Fri. Throu~h Hov. 19. Free.
Hon., nov. l---Coffman Gallery: Sculpture by Hayne Potratz, Gallery I~ Painting
and Drawing, BFA Honors Exhibit by Lynne l~eaver, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
lion.-Fri. Through rwv. 17. Free.
l1on., Uov. l---l1niversity Gallery: Recent Accessions.
llon.-Frio, 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 3. Free.

Northrop Aud.

11 a.m.-4 p.m.

110n., Nov. l---Two-BitFlick: "Hhispering S,hado\l--Chapter 6' and h'Road Runner."
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11:15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. 25¢.
:Ion., Hov. l---British Film Series: HThe Hireling.;' Theater-lecture hall, Coffman
,Union. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m•. $1 students, $1.50 public.
Tues., Nov. 2---Betty Boop Films: ;jUot Air Salesman," ;'1'10, No, A Thousand Times
No" and "Banana Peel Deal. 1\ North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center.
i'Joon. Free.
Tues. ,Nov. 2---Lecture; ~:India and Southeast Asia' by A. L. Basham.
aud. 3:15 p.m. Free.
Tues., Hov. 2---Film/Discussion:
Bldg. 7:30 p.m. Free.

'The Glass iienagerie. t:

l1urphy Hall

175 Auditorium Classroom

Tues., Hov. 2---Election Hight Party: lIusic, B-B-Que, political speakers, free
film passes, door prizes. St. Paul Student Center. Party begins 8 p.m•.
Admission free, B-B-Que, 75¢.
Wed., Nov.3---American Film Series: liButley.·: Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
2:15 and 7:30 p.m. 'Discussion uith Art Geffen at 4:30 p.m. $1.50 students,
$2 public.
(OVER)
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Wed., Nov. 3---Lecture: \;l1erner Heisenberg (1901-1976): Physicist, Ph;1losopher of
Science, Humanist~l by Alfred Aeppli. 10 Blegen 'Hall. 3~15 p.m. Free.
Wed., Nov. 3---U Film Society: "Heet Harlon Brando,;' 7 ~30 p.m., ';~Christo's Valley
Curtain," a p.m., and ;'Salesman,B 3~30 p.m., bl David and Al ~'laysles. Uuseum
of Natural History aud. $2.
Wed., Nov. 3--Concert:
$6.50, $5, $3.

Thad Jones/liel Le\lis Orchestra.

i.~orthrop

Thurs., ~ov. 4---Conversation with Alexis Weissenberg, pianist.
Noon.. Free.
Thurs., Nov. 4---Poetrr Reading/Discussion:
Hurphy Hall aud. 6 p.m. Fr,ee.

Aud.

a p.m.

Room 4, Scott Hall.

IIWhither, Poetry" by 1. A. Richards.

Fri., Nov. 5---University Gallery: Ross Hoffett Uonotypes. Horthrop Aud.
4 p.m. Hon.-Fri., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 3. Free.
Fri., Nov. 5---Concert:
Hoon. Free.

The, Three Fires.

Fri., Nov. 5---Discussion:

11 a.m.-

The tlliole Coffeehouse, Coffman Union.

I. A. Richards.

110 Lind Rall.

12;10 p.m.

Free.

Frio, Nov. 5---U Film Society: "Grey Gardens': by David and Al Haysles. Director
Al ~iaysles \;111 be present. liuseum of Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
$2.
'
Fri., Nov. 5---Punchinello Players: liThe Fantasticks" by Tom Jones and Harvey L.
Schmidt, directed by ~illiam ~~rchand. Arena theater, North HalLa p.m. $2.
Frio. Nov. 5---!!!!..iversity Theatre:,IJacques BreI Is Alive and Well and Living in
Paris ll by Eric Blau and Ilort Schuman, directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll
thrust theater, Rarig Center. a p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior
citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.
Fri., Nov. 5--"!'"The Whole Coffeehouse: Robin and Lin4a Hilliams.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $2.50 in advance at MSA Store.

Coffman Union.

Sat., Nov. 6--U Film Society Uorkshop: "Hol<1 to H.ike a Documentat;y" with Al Maysler
}furphy Hall aud. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. $2.
Sat., Nov",6---Un!versity Theatre: :'Jacques BreI Is
Paris" by Eric Blau and tiort Schuman, directed
thrust theater, Rarig Center. 5:30 and 9 p.m.
and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig

Alive and ~Jell and Living in
by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll
$3.50 public, $2.50 students
Center and Dayton's.

Sat., Nov. 6-...-U Film Society: "Grey Gardens" by Davitand Al Maysles.
Natural History sud. 7~3a and 9:30 p.m. $2.
Sat., Hov. 6---Concert:
dents, $3 publiZ

University liarching Eand.

Uorthrop Aud/.a p.m.

lluseum of
$2 stu-

l.

Sat., Nov. 6---Punchinello Players: "The Fantasticks" by Tom Jones and Harvey L.
Schmidt, directed by lJilliam Harchand. Arena theater, North Hall. 8 p.m. $1
Sat., Nov. 6--~The ~llioleCoffeehouse: Robin and Linda Williams.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $2.50 in advance at MSA Store.
(AO;BI;F2)·
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U OF M BUSINESS PROFS
COMPARE FORD, CARTER
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Presidential candidates Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter are acting the traditional
roles of their parties with regard to business, a panel of University of Minnesota
College of Business Administration professors told alumni Wednesday (Oct. 27).
The panel, part of the college's 23rd Annual Alumni Institute, stressed that
neither candidate would probably put his stamp on government-business relations
until 1978 or 1979, but that either would pursue traditionally partisan policies
after that.
"President Ford is perhaps the most business-oriented president we've had in a
long time," Bruce Erickson, professor of management, said.
Ford seems to favor less government regulation, less government spending, which
would free money for business borrowing, less government tinkering with the economy
and control of inflation as a top priority, Erickson said.
Carter, on the other hand, would emphasize reducing unemployment rather than
controlling inflation and would favor more regulation and government stimulation of
the economy, Erickson and Delbert Hastings, also a professor of management, agreed.
Hastings pointed out, however, that Carter has promised to balance the federal
budget and that he is not completely a mainstream Democratic presidential candidate
in that he is a Southerner,a Southern Baptist, a former military officer and a
successful businessman.

These factors might indicate a more favorable attitude

toward business than has been discerned in his campaign statements, Hastings said.
Erickson predicted

that election of Ford would mean a slow recovery from the

recession, lower interest rates and an inflation rate of about 4 per cent, with
continued unemployment in the 6 or 7 per cent range.
(MORE)
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Carter might be permitted by the Democratic Congress to centralize economic
control through legislation granting the president authority to appoint a Federal
Reserve Board chairman, Hastings observed.
Whoever is elected will deal increasingly with international economics, Hastings
said, assuming "a position governors used to occupy."
"There's only one economy today, and that's a world economy," said Blaine Cooke,
Frederick Kappel professor of business and government relations and moderator of the
panel.
Cooke, a former Trans-World Airlines senior vice president, said his greatest
concern with the election is that voter participation may be very low.

"'Nobody'

may be the winner of the election," he suggested.
The current disaffection is reflected in the real unemployment figures, he said,
which include many people who are underemployed and others who have stopped looking
for work.
"When you have 30 to 50 million dissatisfied people," he said, "something's
wrong."

-UNS-
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FUTURE HEALTH CARE WORKSHOP
TO BE HELD AT U OF 1'1
(FOR INHEDIATE RELEASE)
The future of health care will be explored in a series of workshops at the
University of Minnesota Health ScienceS Center starting Saturday. Nov. 6.
Keynote speaker will be Dr. Arthur Harkins, director of the future studies
department at the University.
Workshop participants have been asked to submit beforehand lists of pressing
health problems facing the world and the United States and an outline of a health
care system for the year 2001.

The survey will be used as a basis for planning

health care 25 years from now.
The workshops are sponsored by the University's School of Nursing and the
Minnesota League for Nursing.
$7.50 for students.

Fees are $25 for league members, $30 for others and

Registration must be received by Nov. 1.

Further information is available from Sharon Vegoe, program coordinator,
Nolte Center for Continuing Education, 315 Pillsbury Dr. SE., University of
~tlnnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

-UNS(A17,22,23,24,25;B1,4,5)
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HEALTII CAREERS GET NEW DIRECTION

FOLLOWING STUDENT

INTE~~SHIP

(FOR Dft1EDIATE RELEASE)
Three recent graduates of the University of Minnesota School of Nursing have
chosen careers in public-health nursing largely as a result of their experiences
during an eight-week internship in rural areas of the southeastern United States.
Lynn Ayers, Pat McGovern, and Debby Nikkari returned to the Twin Cities campus
recently to visit with health-science students and share the experiences they had as
participants in the American Medical Student Association internship project.
The eight-week program, offered three times a year, places groups of three to
five students under the direction of health professionals in rural communities in
Virginia. Tennessee, North and South Carolina.

Students receive

about $100 a week

and may arrange for credit through their school.
Lynn Ayers, currently a health coordinator for Project Head Start in St. Cloud,
Minn •• called the internship a "valuable lesson" on the importance of the team
approach to health care.
IITeam members were of various disciplines and we would come back after a day's
work and talk for hours about our experiences. 1l she said.

"The pharmacy student,

for example, would ask if an individual had considered the drug treatment aspects of
a case.

I

also learned just what a health planner and individual in environmental

health really does."
McGovern, now a public health nurse for Scott County, said the internship
probably helped her get her current job.
I!Having experienced some things in public health work during the internship, I
am not surprised when I encounter many of the same things now," McGovern said.

(MORE)
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She found that learning about different lifestyles, especially in rural,
poverty-stricken areas, was essential for setting up any program of health care.
liThe educational level is low and it is important to put the health-care education
on a practical level," HcGovern said.

For instance, keeping things sterile is diff-

icult when there is no running water in a home.
The student interns discovered that medical problems varied with the area.
"There were medical problems in the coal-mining areas due to mine injuries, and also
a lot of mental anxiety among the families of miners over their safety in the mines,"
McGovern said.
The internship included work with public-health nurses, with health-education
programs in schools and with surveys on the use of health programs.
Nikkari, who is now working in the newborn nursery at University Hospitals,
found that lack of understanding about preventive medicine was common.
nore a problem and hope it will go

away~"

"People ig-

Nikkari said.

All three nurses said it was important to avoid type-casting the areas they
worked in as entirely rural and poor, and stressed that the people living there
represent all economic levels.
Approximately 70 students a year participate in the Health Training Team
Project.

Nikkari said that though many students in the program come from Minne-

sota and the eastern states, students from other areas of the country are being
sought.
Applications and information about the internships may be obtained from the

M1SA Foundation Field Office, University of Tennessee, HPER Building, 1914 Andy
Holt Ave., Knoxville, Tenn. 37916.
Feb. 1.

The deadline for the spring internships is

There is an April 1 deadline for the summer program.

-UNS(A22,23,24;BI,4,SjE17,22,23)
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DISASTER STRUCK THE MII~TESOTA,
WISCONSIN BORDER LONG AGO
By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
Your house may be sitting on top of a volcano.
But there's no need to start packing the furniture and clothes.

Minnesota and

Wisconsin are not racing California for first prize for disaster in technicolor.

Tht

volcanoes around here are dead and buried,and probably will stay that way.
The Minnesota-Wisconsin border area used to be lively, even violent.

Volcanoes

erupted and lava welled up from a deep chasm that split the states apart.
The excitement began about a billion years ago, lasted 50 million years, and
left evidence found only recently by geologists.
Minnesota and Wisconsin were continuous before the disaster.

Then the two land

areas or "plates" split apart along a line from Lake Superior to Kansas.

The split

created a wide chasm, which was then filled with lava from under the earth's crust.
"When the lava came up from under the earth's crust, it brought valuable coppernickel with it," said Clement Chase, University of Minnesota geologist.
The Twin Cities area was a giant chasm, 65 kilometers wide and some three kilometers deep, filled with hot lava.

Earthquakes may have shaken the area between

Duluth and the Twin Cities, Chase said.
The lava chasm is covered and quiet now.

But it took a long time to repair the

damage.
Erosion leveled the chasm 600 million years ago.

At that point the Minnesota-

Wisconsin area looked like the Snake River Plain near Yellowstone Park, flat and
lifeless.

No grass or trees existed.

"There were ponds with algae, and there may

have been some moss on ground rocks," Chase said.
(MORE)
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Then came the sea.

By 500 million years ago, the Cambrian sea covered southern

Minnesota and part of Wisconsin.
giant ditch.

It washed sediments into what was left of the

These rocks compressed and hardened over the lava.

liThe exact chronology of the disaster's damage and repair is hard to figure
out,1l Chase said.

"No useful fossils existed that early.1!

earthquakes cannot be found.

Also, evidence of ancient

The faults change and the evidence is erased.

Even

the cones of the ancient volcanoes were eroded and buried long ago.
Without such evidence, geologists find it difficult to map the giant rift system.

Over the hardened lava lie the sediments, and over them lies the "glacial

drift, II rocks pushed across the Upper Northvlest by recent glaciers.

Only near Lake

Superior and at Taylor's Falls has erosion made part of the lava visible, Chase said.
What is left of this ancient and now concealed geological drama is called the
"Hid-Continent Gravity High. ll

It is a 1,300 kilometer-long crooked ribbon of cold,

buried lava, running from Lake Superior along the Minnesota-Wisconsin border and
Duluth, under the Twin Cities, a swatch of Iowa, a corner of Nebraska, and into
Kansas.
Though most of the lava is invisible, its mass has made it possible to find.
Heavy rocks like lava have more mass, detectable when a gravitometer measures the
force of graVity.

So the lava actually increases the force of gravity along the

"gravity high."
Other detection methods used by geologists include boring holes into the earth
to retrieve rocks, beaming seismic waves underground to bounce back information,
using seismic refraction studies to measure the thickness of the earth's crust over
the filled-in chasm, and, of course, lots of mathematical analysis.
The result of all this detective work is a detailed map showing the
point where the plates split and the lava spilled.
quite exactly, like a jigsaw puzzle, the

ex~ct

The two plates fit together

way South America' and Africa would fit

if the ocean were removed.
(MORE)
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The study of "fits" like these is called "plate tectonics."

It is based on a

worldwide system of rigid continental plates breaking apart. shoving together. and
crashing throughout geological time, Chase said.
I~e

don't know why

the plates move or even exactly why the Minnesota and

Wisconsin plates split apart. a he said.

The action could have been caused by the

force created when the eastern United States and East Canada crashed into North
America.
Whatever their cause, gravity highs like the one mapped by Chase are not uncommon.

They have also been found at the edge of the continental shelf off the

Atlantic coast, near Norway, and at the bottom of the Red Sea.

There may be a

common cause based on ancient splits between the continents, but it has not yet been
proven, Chase said.
Another volcanic chasm could form in the Upper Northwest in the future, Chase
said.

Such a phenomenon is beginning to happen now in New Mexico, where the Rio

Grande River runs through a great chasm, and there is an earthquake area near St.
Louis that might be the beginning of another rift system, Chase said.
"But we would have plenty of warning,ll he said.

"Signs of a disaster like

this would begin appearing two to tell million years before a volcano or lava flow
surfaced in anybody Is backyard. II
-ill\jS-
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HALLUCINATIONS, NIGHTIiARES
NORHAL SYMPTOMS OF GRIEF
By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

How many times have you heard remarks like these?
summer and she's still depressed ••• "
he so upset at her death ••• 1i

"Her husband died way last

"He never got along with her anyway so why is

IlThat boy must not have loved his grandmother very

much--all he did at her funeral was run around like crazy ••• "
People lIin mourning" don't wear black clothes any more or refrain from dancing
for a year.

But University of Minnesota psychology professor John Brantner feels

perhaps they should, because many people don't realize how severe and how long-lasting normal grief can be.
Hallucinations, nightmares, dazed feelings and irritability are normal symptoms
of grief.

"People sometimes think they are going crazy," Brantner said, but extreme

reactions are common and normal in severe grief.
Grief begins with a sense of dazed shock which creates confused behavior and an
inability to concentrate, Brantner said.

This first phase lasts a few days.

During

this time the person "in mourning H needs massive support from the family and from
those not grieving intensely themselves, such as fellow church members or co-workers.
The next phase of grief lasts three or four months, Brantner said.

During this

time of intense mourning, the bereaved person is depressed, sad and lonely most of
the time.

This is the time of nightmares and hallucinations.

disturbed, concentration is difficult.

Sleep and appetite are

The person wants others nearby but also wants

them to leave because they set off more waves of sadness and bring out more irritability.
Gradually, after about a year, the symptoms diminish.
terns return to normal.

Attention is again turned outward.

Sleep and appetite pat"Normal grief for a

significant death goes on longer than many people think,1I Brantner said.
(MORE)
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Even after this first, intense mourning is over, holidays and special days are
especially lad.

The birthday or death day of the loved person, Christmas or even

the time of year when vacations were spent together can re-awaken painful grief for
the rest of one's life.
"Some people are like swans, II Brantner said.

"They learn to be happy again, but

they really have mated for life. Ii
Only a few people exhibit what psychologists call "pathological grief."
Queen Victoria, according to Brantner.

One was

She shut herself up after the death .f her

husband and would not sign government bills for years.
Other people have more than the typical number of normal suicide thoughts--they
brood and dwell on suicide.

Grief, like any stress, also can trigger mental illness

in susceptible people.
Normal grief in children is a special case, according to Richard Obershaw, mortuary science counselor at the University of Minnesota.

Five to eight-year-01d

children often grieve by running and jumping widly, talking very loudly, losing their
appetites and developing an upset stomach.
behaving this way," Obershaw said.

"Parents should not punish children for

"This acting out can help the child work through

his grief."
By age 10 or 13, children begin to reach the adult realization that death is
permanent.

"Anxiety about this results in a lot of giddiness and giggling, even at

funerals," Obershaw said.

Again, he reconnnends no punishment for this normal form

of childhood mourning.
Of course, normal grief patterns in both adults and children vary a lot, Brantner said.

Some deaths are much harder to take than others, such as a prolonged

suffering death, a sudden unexpected death, the death of a young person and the death
of a child.
In his own experience as a psychologist, Brantner has found that two kinds of
death are most difficult for the survivors.
you.

One is the angry suicide directed at

"A suicide like this kills two people," Brantner said.
(MORE)
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of a parent's 18 to 25 year-old child.

"Parents seem to feel that they had launched

a child this age into adult life, to live after them.

It is normal never to get over

a death like this completely--in the sense that some serious sadness remains, though
you can lead a normal life. 1f
Other factors also can make grief more difficult.

One is excess guilt, an

exaggeration of the normal guilt all survivors feel at not having behaved perfectly
towards the dead person before the death.
people around the bereaved person.
harder.

Another is lack of understanding from

Even lack of "practice" in mourning makes grief

"Many people now do not experience serious mourning until they are 20 or

30-years-old or even older," Brantner said.
"One myth about mourning is that less love means less grief," Brantner said.
liBut you can grieve just as hard for a husband you had come to dislike heartily.

He

still tied up your feelings."
Although nothing can ever make grief easy, there are a few things that make it
somewhat less painful, he said.
aged person.
intensely.

One is mourning the gentle, easy death of a very

Another is learning from the grief to feel other relationships more
Still another is to have previous contact with grief and have gotten

through it successfully.

And grief can be made easier if financial and other plans

have been made in advance by survivors.
"But only people who avoid love can avoid grief," Brantner said.
to learn from it and remain vulnerable to love."

-UNS(AO.6,19;BI;CO,6;DO,6;E6;G29)
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THREE U OF M IT GRADS TO
RECEIVE ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
(FOR DmEDIATE RELEASE)
Three alumni of the University of Minnesota's Institute of Technology will receive the University's Outstanding Achievement Award Friday (Nov. 5) at the Insti- .
tute's Alumni Association Science and Technology Day.
The awards will be presented to John E. Naugle, William J. Bailey, and Rudolph
Pariser at a dinner at the Radisson South Hotel in Bloomington.
Naugle, associate administrator with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), earned three degrees at the University of Minnesota, including a
doctorate in 1953, and was a research associate and physics instructor at the University from 1953 to 1956.

He joined NASA in 1959 and was appointed to his current post

in 1975.
He is responsible for overall planning and management of work carried out by the
offices of applications, aeronautics and space technology, space science and tracking
and data acquisition and is a recipient of NASA's highest award, the Distinguished
Service Heda!.
William J. Bailey, research professor at the University of Maryland's department
of chemistry, graduated from the University of Minnesota in 1943.

Bailey is known

for his innovative approaches to research and his work on such polymers as po1ypropylene, vinyls and peroxides.
Rudolph Pariser is director of exploratory research and product manager of the
elastomer chemicals department of E. I. du Pont de Nenours & Coopany experiment.al
station.

He was awarded his doctorate from the University of Minnesota in 1950.

He

is recognized for his help in developing the Pariser-Parr-Pople semi-empirical method

for molecular orbitRl calcalations and his basic research at du Pont which haa led to
the synthesis of Dllperior dyes and stable colored nolecules.
-UNS(AO,4;Bl;CO;DO;E4,9)
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MILITARY EFFECTS ON AMERICAN LIFE
TO BE DISCUSSED AT U OF M
(FOR llfi1EDIATE RELEASE)
Sociology, political science and history will be applied to a discussion of the
effects of the military on American life during a seminar Friday (Nov. 5) sponsored
by the University of Minnesota Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) and World
Affairs Center.
Leading the discussion beginning at 9 a.m. will be University of Chicago sociologist Horris Janowitz, author of "The Professional Soldier," 19 other books and more
than 100 articles.
Also speaking and responding to Janowitz' remarks will be University of Minnesota professors Rodney Loehr, history; Harold Chase, political science; and Frank
Boddy, economics.
An

afternoon panel presentation beginning at 1:15 p.m. will include Angus

McDonald, Jr., assistant professor of history; David Kieft, associate professor of
history; Maj. David Collins, Air Force ROTC; Capt. Edward Bouffard, Navy ROTC; and
Robert

~lliite,

assistant

editorial page editor of the Minneapolis Tribune.

The seminar, at the Bell Museum of Natural History on the University campus,
is free and open to the public.
-Ul~S-
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(For more details, contact News Service writer whose name is given by each item.)
RUSSIAN CELLIST TO PERFORM

(Judy Vick)

Russian-born cellist Tanya Remenikova will perform Wednesday, Nov. 10,in a recital with her husband, pianist Alexander Braginsky, at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall auditorium, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
Remenikova joined the University music and music education departments faculty
this fall as an assistant professor. After studying music at the Ippolitov-Ivanov
Music College and the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow, she immigrated to Israel
in 1972 where she accepted a position as cello teacher at the Jerusalem Academy of
Music.

She has toured as a soloist and with her husband in Israel, England, Italy

and Belgium and has performed as a soloist with the Florence Symphony Orchestra, the
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra and the Jerusalem Symphony.
The program for Remenikova's Nov. 10 recital will include Sonata, composed in
1962 by Lloyd U1tan, chairman of the University music and music education departments,
and works by Beethoven, Schubert and Schumann.

The event is sponsored by the music

and music education departments and is open to the public with no admission charge.
11/1/1

MUSIC EVENTS SCHEDULED AT

'u'

(Rosie Campbell)

A series of "Conversations with the Artists" have been scheduled by the departments of music and music education at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
Pianist Alexis Weissenberg will be featured Thursday (Nov. 4) at 12:25 p.m.,
room 4, Scott Hall auditorium. Other programs scheduled are: Jean-Pierre Rampal,
flutist, Thursday, Jan. 20, 11:15 a.m.; Erich Leinsdorf, retired conductor of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Friday, March 4, 11:15 a.m.; and Phyllis Bryn-Julson,
soprano, Friday, April 15, 11:15 a.m.
All programs will be in Scott Hall auditorium and are open to the public with
no admission charge.
-Ul~S-
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'u' THEATRE PRODUCTION
TO TOUR PACIFIC
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The University of Minnesota Theatre's current production of "Jacques Bre1 is
Alive and Well and Living in Paris" has been selected by the USO (United Service
Organization, Inc.) to tour the Pacific.
The selection was made after a USO-American Theatre Association (ATA) screening
committee viewed the opening night production last Friday (Oct. 29) in Rarig Center
on the Twin Cities campus.
This is the fifth University of Minnesota production to be selected for a USO
tour in the University

Theatre's history.

The six-week tour will begin Jan. 13, and will include performances for U.S.
military forces in such places as Japan, Guam, Korea, Wake Island and the Phi11ipine
Islands.
The tour is sponsored by the USO and the U.S. Department of Defense.
Kenneth Graham, professor and director of the University Theatre, is the director of the cabaret-style musical, which inciudes a cast of seven theater students.
The selection committee included Lt. Col. Arthur Brooke, USO; Russell Bice,
director of USO shows; Jean Korf, chairperson of the American Theater Association
Overseas Touring Committee, and Lewin Goff, member and past chairperson of the ATA
Overseas Touring

Committee~

Performances of I1Jacques Bre1" will continue in the Stoll theater of Rarig
Center through Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. Fridays; 5:30 and 9 p.m. Saturdays, and at 3 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 14.
-UNS(AO,2,30;B1;CO,2;DO,2;E30)
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MAGRATH SAYS RESEARCH
ESSENTIAL TO ECONOMY
(FOR RELEASE 10 P.M. NOV. S)
Research-oriented industries are tied to the national economy and especially
closely to Minnesota's, University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath told members of the Institute of Technology Alumni Association Friday night.
"When one thinks of Minnesota's economy, it is not at all difficult to pinpoint
two of its main sources of strength: agriculture and its related industries, and a
constellation of vital enterprises known as high-technology industries," such as
computer firms, Magrath told the alumni during the association's annual Technology
Day dinner at the Radisson South Hotel.
llBoth these activities are securely grounded in a common endeavor," Magrath
continued.

"That common endeavor is research."

The university president observed that high-technology industries assumed a
leaderehip role in Minnesota's economy over a very short span of time since the end
of World War II.
Computer and related businesses are desirable

additions to the state's economy

because of the quu.lity of employment they provide without polluting the environment,
Magrath pointed cut..

Btlt~

i:::'J.

recent years. states in the

begun to attract such ind'..lstry,

~vhich

SCt1~.::h

and Southwest have

mi,p;ht spell trouble for Minnesota in the near

future.
The key to preserving the state's leadership role in the industry--and all the
benefits--is "the very process that has provided our bounty: scientific research,"
Magrath said.

"In a corresponding vein, we must become increasingly vigorous in

expounding on our region's virtues, and defending its interests, in the national
(HORE)
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marketplace of products and ideas.

But, our ability to remain competitive will de-

pend in large measure on what we do in our laboratories, in our classrooms and in
our libraries."
A problem that especially plagues pub1ica1ly funded research is a general misunderstanding of its significance, which occasionally turns to hostility when a very
specialized project is misunderstood as an expensive, irrelevant undertaking, he
said.
liResearch is critical, not only for the economic reasons I have stated, but
also because there is so much more that we critically need to know about ourselves
and our environs," Hagrath said, but "if it is to be deserving of substantial and
broad-based support, it must be defended on more pragmatic and utilitarian grounds.
"If we accept the notion that research and innovation--far more than oil or
coal or any other quickly expendable material--is the real fuel that powers our
nation, then I think we must agree that support for research must remain strong and
uncompromised," he said.
When this research is conducted by a major university, it is not removed from
the other functions, such as education, Magrath added, rather, they are inextricably
tied.

'lNew knOlvledge," he said, "cannot be taught unless it is first discovered."

-UNS(AO,4;B1;CO,12)
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MPIRG ATTORNEY CALLS
FOR PRESSURE ON RESERVE
(FOR n1MEDIATE RELEASE)
Public pressure on Minnesota politicians and the Reserve Mining Company will be
the only way to stop the dumping of 67,000 tons of taconite tailings daily into Lake
Superior, according to an attorney who has fought Reserve for the past two years.
Elliot Rothenberg, attorney for the Minnesota Public Interest Research Group
(MPIRG), told University of Minnesota students during a speech Thursday that the
opening of new hearings in Lake County District Court is an indication of Reserve's
interest in "dragging out ll the case.
"The long years of litigation have been replete with stonewalling, misrepresentation, and innumerable and constant threats to shut down by Reserve and its
parents Armco and Republic Steel,1l Rothenberg said.
"It is high time for the state, public officials and everyone else to grasp the
nettle and to call their bluff," he said.

"It is time finally to enforce the law."

Rothenberg was sharply critical of Gov. Wendell Anderson's $70 million plan to
subsidize the difference between the costs of the Midway and the Mile Post 7 on-land
sites.
"Midway would cost about $75 million to $80 million more to construct and operate than Mile Post 7, but these costs will be spread over a period in excess of 40
years.

Th~s

must be compared with Armco's and Republic's profits of greater than

$200 million annually, about half the profits coming from Reserve's operations," he
said.
Rothenberg said Reserve should be granted an immediate permit for the Midway
site and construction could begin immediately if the company were interested in reducing health and enVironmental hazards.
(r-10RE)
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Anderson's plan, on the other hand, would delay operation of an alternative sitp
two and one-half years beyond the deadline of next July set by

u.s.

District Court,

Rothenberg said.
"The governor's plan bows to irresponsible corporate power by encouraging Reserve's owners, Armco and Republic Steel Corporations, and other large corporations
who choose to follow that precedent to continue flouting the law," he said.
flIt sets the precedent that large and wealthy corporations who can stonewall the
law and public opinion long enough can force a government to succumb out of sheer
exhaustion, if nothing else," he said.
Rothenberg said that public pressure could speed up the process which the companies would otherwise drag out for many years.

"Good will is important, even to

corporations which appear to disdain public opinion, and public pressure could have
a surprisingly beneficial effect on the conduct of these giants," he said.
Rothenberg said Gov. Anderson's subsidy plan accepts Reserve's definition of
the situation and would be at the expense of other companies on the Iron Range.
"All of the other companies have built on-land tailings disposal sites which
presumably meet the legal requirements,1l he said.

"Now they are told that Reserve

is not only to be rewarded for its intransigence, but that these other companies who
have obeyed the law are to finance the reward."
Rothenberg said Reserve is using its employees as hostages to prevent the introduction of the pollution-control measures.

"Armco, Republic and Reserve now want

to pose for their workers the Hobson's choice of unemployment or damage to their and
their children's health," he said, adding that Reserve's pollution is harmful to
the workers and their families in Silver Bay, Minn.
Rothenberg said the deadline should be extended only if Reserve can assure the
rapid completion of the alternate Midway disposal site.
-Ul~S-
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ARE CONSUMERS SUFFERING
FROM "ADOITIVE PHOBIA?"
By Sunita K. Yawalkar
University News Service
Food colors and preservatives seem to be making headlines with alarming regularity these days.

The coal-tar derivative Red No. 2 was banned not long ago.

More

recently, the coloring agent used on maraschino cherries, Red No.4, has been banned.
"A stage has come, II said University of t1innesota Prof. Vernal S. Packard, Jr.,
Il

when in the minds of the consumer, the word additive is spelt p-o-i-s-o-n."
First cyclamate, the articial sweetener was banned.

over the safety of BHT, a flavor protector.

Then questions were rai8ed

After that came concern over monosodium

glutamate (MSG), a flavor enhancer, and sodium nitrite, the preservative used in
cured meat products.
"Such announcements can cause real consumer concern," says Packard, in his
recently published book "Processed Foods and the Consumer: Additives, Labeling
Standards, and Nutrition" (University of Minnesota Press).
In his book, Packard said, he has tried to place the use and nature of food
additives in the proper perspective.

According to Packard, additives can be divided

into three general classes: intentional additives, which would be better understood
simply as food ingredients; incidental

additives, or contaldnants of "known ori-

gin,1I and chance contaminants, the dirt and dust and pieces of miscellany that
happen to be in food by chance alone.
Sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) is an example of an intentional additive.
the home, it is added to bread dough to make it rise.

In

t1hen the commercial baker

uses sodium bicarbonate, it is considered an additive.
Or after one has finished washing and drying dishes at home, some detergent
might still remain.

When a food processor cleans his equipment, a similar deter-

gent remaining afterwards (in the same minute amounts) becomes a food additive, an
incidental food additive.

(MORE)
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ADDITIVES

Chemical names associated with additives are often the cause of fear and hesitancy, but chemicals are literally the stuff

of life, Packard said.

"All things,

living and unliving, can be broken down into a baker's variety of chemical compounds. '1

As the book states, Aceton-3-hydroxy-2-butanone may sound dangerous to

those unschooled in chemistry, but it is one of the characterising flavors found
naturally in butter.
Not many people would knowingly drink wood alcohol, a well-known poison, yet
wood alcohol (methanol) is a natural ingredient of coffee.

So is caffeine, which is

three times as toxic as the dandelion spray 2,4 D, according to Packard.
Salt, the universal consumer product consumed everyday, is a toxic compound,
comparatively speaking.
household insect sprays.

It is more toxic than piperonyl butoxide, a compound of
"There's no such thing as absolute safety in any food,"

Packard said.
Then how is it that we manage to survive?

Packard explained that it is a

simple, yet unimaginably complicated question of the amount consumed and the relative
toxicity of the individual chemicals.
Anything consumed in overdose is lethal and so there are real dangers in our
passion to eat mountains of commonplace foods like sugar and meat, the author claims.
Use of additives is often hard to aVOid.

There are a number of poisons that

can be produced by bacteria, molds and fungi that have the ability to grow on a
variety of foods and feedstuff.

Certain Salmonellae (bacteria) can cause flu-like

symptoms, while some toxins produced by molds and fungi can cause illness as slight
as mild nausea or as complex as cancer.

Another bacterium, C. Botulinum produces

a toxin that can cause death in a matter of days.
For a food processor the alternatives are often limited: risk the growth of
toxic agents or add a preservative, Packard said.
Suspected of causing cancer, the sweetener cyclamate was banned in 1969, but
at cyclamate levels of one-fourth to one gram per 12 ounce bottle, the amount each
person would have to consume

to equal the toxic dosage consumed by the test ani-

mals in early experiment amounts to 138 to 552 bottles per day.
(HORE)
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As Packard points out, scientists have not yet been able to prove that cyelamates cause cancer.

An ad hoc committee of the National Cancer Institute recently

questioned whether or not any substance, once banned with widespread notoriety,
could be expected to regain acceptability i f indeed it should be reinstated.
whether or not it serves a useful purpose," Packard adds.

"And

"That's where perspective

is badly needed. "
Color additives are a case in point.
are both synthetic coloring additives.

Recently banned Red No. 2 and Red No. 4

Naturally occuring coloring agents such as

riboflavin (vitamin B2) and tumeric (a spice) are also used to color food.
able daily intake levels for these natural coloring agents are no

Accept-

higher--in fact,

they average lower--than levels for the coal-tar synthetics, the author writes.
"I do not want to remove concern (about additives in food) but I would like to
see it tempered with realism and fact," Packard said.

"Clearly, the best way to

avoid food intoxication is to eat moderately a wide variety of foods, except where
allergies dictate exclusion of certain specified food tteos •"
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HU1~TZICKER,

CONFERENCE TO DISCUSS
IHTERDEPmWENT tlORLD
(FOR ImmDIATE RELEASE)
Uistorian Henry Steele Commager will discuss the IlDeclaration of Interdependence" at a one-day conference sponsored by the United Nationo

Association of

Minnesota and the University of Minnesota World Affairs Center Nov. 15.
Commager, who has been a professor of American history at Amherst College and
New York, Cambridge, Columbia, Oxford and Copenhagen universities, has written or
edited more than 40

books on the subject.

He recently wrote the "Declaration of

Interdependence,io which has been circulated by groups
Other speakers will include

~1ulford

~avoring

world government.

Q. Sibley and Charles H. McLaughlin,

professors of political science at the University of

Minnesota~

Salima Omer,

associate professor of the School of Social Development, University of

~finnesota,

Duluth} and William C. Norris, chief executive officer of the Control Data Corporation.
The conference will begin at 9 a.m. at the Sheraton Ritz in downtown Minneapolis.

Cost is $6.50 for the conference and lunch through the

55 S. 8th St., Minneapolis, Minn. 55402.

Association,

Registration deadline is Nov. 10.

-UNS(AO,13;Bl)
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ilEHO TO NEWS PEOPLE
The monthly meetings of the University of Minnesota Board of Regents will be
Thursday and Friday (Nov. 11 and 12) on the

~~in

Cities campus.

The full board meeting will begin at 10:15 a.m. Friday in the Regents' room,

238 l10rrill Hall.
The committee of the whole uill convene at 8;30 a.m. to discuss the annual
report on affirmative action and a number of finance and development issues raised
by outgoing Vice President James F. Brinkerhoff.
Half of the board will meet with Walter Plotch, a consultant studying the
feasibility of a capital fund drive by the University, at 10:30 a.m. Thursday in

300 Morrill Hall.

The other half of the board will meet with him at 4 p.m. in the

Regents' room.
The physical plant and investments committee will discuss the 1977 capital
improvements request at 1:15 p.m. Thursday in 300 ifurril1

l~ll.

The faculty and staff affairs committee will hear new rules proposed for University Civil Service employees at 1:15 p.m. Thursday in the Regents' room.
The educational policy and long-range planning committee will meet at 3 p.m.
in 300 Harrill to discuss the development of the College of Veterinary rledicine and
the establishment of a llortheast 11innesota Historical Center at the University's
Duluth campus.
The student concerns committee will discuss the proposed deferred tuition plan
at 3 p.m. in the Regents' room.
At 5:50 p.m. Thursday, the Regents will dine in the campus club with the faculty
consultative committee.
-U118-
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'u' PSYCHOLOGIST BEGIHS
STU"VY OF SEHSE TRAUSLATIOl:lS
(FOR IIIUE.UIATE RELEASE)
All alone t the old woman put her scratched Bessie Smith record on the phonograph.
As Bessie sang the

blues~

the woman's mood turned from dark blue to a warm purple--

somehow someone else from long ago, singing the blues, had changed the old woman's
visual sense.
rlany people are familiar with the phenomenon of synesthesia--the translation of
one sense modality into another--but little is yet known about it.
better understand the phenomenon, University of

~!innesota

In order to

research psychologist

Charlie Rader has begun a study of synesthesia.
"We are looking for volunteer subjects between 18 and 35 whether they feel they
possess this ability or not.

lve'll be studying the most common type of synesthesia,

visual-auditorYt and the personality processes which may be related to it.

There

''1i11 be one testing session at the University about tHO hours 10ng,:1 Rader said.
Interested volunteers may contact Rader at 378-9260 or 347-5632 or write to
327 Sixth Ave.

SE.~

Apt. l-B t Minneapolis, ilinn. 55414.

"The movie 'Fantasia' contained many examples of visual-auditory synesthesia t "
Rader said.

"Some people find that listening to music, to a voice or to other sounds

arouses vivid visual images such as colors.

This is called visual-auditory

synesthesia.
:'Synesthesia is not limited to sounds evoking visual images.

Textures, smells,

or tastes may also be involved in synesthetic experiences so that there are several
types of synesthesia.
Rader explained.

Certain tastes, for example, may also evoke visual images t "

A post-intern in psychology at General Hospital in Elinneapolis, Rader has done
previous research on hypnosis and criminology. He is completing work for a Ph.D.
degree in clinical psychology at the University under the direction of Prof. Auke
Tellegen.
-UH8(AO t 6;Bl t 4,5,9;CO t 6;D6;E6)
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'FITNESS t OF WmmN HEASURED AT U OF 1-1
USING ANCIID~T SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLE
by Sunita K. Yawalkar
University News Service
"Eureka:" Archimedes shouted as he leaped from his bath and ran down the streets
of ancient Greece.

As most high school students know, Archimedes was not shouting

because his bath water was too hot, but because he had suddenly struck upon his
principle of density.
Archimedes' principle says that

il

a body totally or partially immersed in a fluid

is buoyed up with a force equal to the weight of fluid displaced."
University of Minnesota researcher Amy Lewis is using Archimedes' ancient principle to investigate the effects of physical activity on women's body composition
and physical fitness.
"Oh, wow, it's warm down here!1I Valerie Rogosheske exclaimed as the chair she
was sitting on was slowly lowered into a tank of water in the Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene

at the University of Hinnesota.

Taking a deep breath through the snorkel in her mouth, Rogosheske was then
totally submerged.

She blew out all the air she could (a "maximal expiration") and

when the whooshing of exhaled air through the snorkel stopped, her underwater weight
\TBS

read on the scale from which the chair was suspended.
Her weight in water compared with her weight in air (actual weight) was then

used to calculate the density of her body.

For any given density, a simple formula

is applied to estimate the percentage of total body weight that is fat in the women
tested.
"Since the air remaining in the lungs after maximal expiration increases a
person's buoyancy, this lung volume must be measured," Lewis explained.

To do this,

women participating in this research project will breathe pure oxygen for seven
minutes.
der.

All the air expired is collected in a IITissot tank"--a large metal cylin-

The exhaled air is analyzed for its nitrogen content, and the percentage of
nitrogen is used to calculate the residual lung volume.

All of the nitrogen in the

collected air comes from the subject's lungs, since e3ch woman breathes only oxygen
before the experiment, Lewis said.
(HORE)

FITNESS

-2I;The more body fat a person has, the lower their density.

That's why women,

who have about eight per cent more body fat than men, will float when they go swimming while men tend to sink," Lewis said.
Lewis, who has nearly completed work on a masters' degree in nutrition, is
conducting the research with Rogosheske, a graduate student in physical education.
Associate Professor Art Leon, M.D., is Lewis' advisor.
Volunteers for the research are members of the University women's swim team and
a group of "normal" vleight women who do not exercise regularly.
the ages of 18 and 25 years.

Results for the two groups are being compared.

The second part of the study involves measuring the women's
capacity.'·

All are between

I1

maximal aerobic

According to Lewis, "aerobic capacity is the amount of oxygen which can

be taken up and delivered to the working muscles.

Since the tissues require oxygen

for sustained activity, aerobic capacity is actually a good measure of an

individ~

UBI's level of physical fitness."
Aerobic capacity is measured in the lab by having each woman run on a motordriven treadmill at six miles per hour.
each minute, until

The slope of the treadmill is increased

she is too exhausted to continue.

Expired gas is collected and

analyzed for oxygen and carbon dioxide, and the heart rate is monitored throughout
the test.
"When a person reaches their maximal aerobic capacity, fl Lewis explained,
"oxygen uptake will level off.

In other words, the heart and lungs have reached

their utmost capacity.ll
Lewis frankly admits that she is not expecting any great scientific breakthroughs to come out of her research.

It is already well known that endurance

training will improve the efficiency of the circulatory and respiratory systems so
that a person can work longer without fatigue.

It also has been established that

increased actiVity level decreases the percentage of body fat and increases the
amount of lean body mass, she said.
There is less known, however, on the relationship between percentage of body
fat and aerobic capacity.
research.

Furthermore, ·'women have been neglected in this area of

}lost of the studies on body compositions and maximal aerobic capacity

have been done on men,1i Lewis said.

"I hope to provide some basic data on young

women, correlating physical activity with the per cent fat and level of physical
fitness. II
-trrIS-
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ANTI-TUMOR DRUG
TESTED AT U OF M
by Bob Lee
University News Service

Some tumors do not respond very well to radiation or chemical treatment because
they have a small percentage of cells that do not contain enough oxygen to make the
treatment 100 per cent effective.
These Ijhypoxic ll cells are the target of research efforts in the University of
Minnesota's department of therapeutic radiology.
About two years ago a Purdue University biochemist announced that he had found
a chemical compound which inhibited sperm production in mice by suppressing the
glucose necessary for energy.
Since testes and hypoxic tumor cells need more glucose than normal to grow, Dr.
Chang Song, director of radiation biology at the University of Minnesota, theorized
that the compound (5-Thio-D-Glucose) might be used in killing residual hypoxic cells
in tumors.
Over the years various techniques have been used to make hypoxic tumor cells
more responsive to treatment.

Twenty years ago high-pressure oxygen chambers were

introduced to make hypoxic cells more sensitive to radiation.
mately failed.

The experiment ulti-

"A lot of those chambers are fish tanks today,'/ Song said.

High-energy radiation beams have been tested at several cancer institutes in
Europe and in this country but, according to Song, the trials proved too expensive,
the treatment too time consuming, and the results disappointing.
Song and his colleagues Dr. Jacob Clement and Dr. Seymour Levitt began testing
the compound a year ago on hypoxic cells grown in a tissue culture.
(MORE)

COMPOUND
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"We were surprised that the compound was so successful," Song said, "and now
our preliminary results with tumors in mice indicate that it kills hypoxic cells
throughout the tumor and makes the rest sensitive to radiation treatment. 1t
The compound is practically non-toxic, based on animal research, and the
University of Minnesota group has asked the National Institutes of Health to do a
toxicity study preparatory to clinical trials which, optimistically, could begin
within a year.
Further investigation, according to Song, is needed to determine the best
dosage and schedule for the compound and the effects of temperature and tumor type.
Ilflfl

NOTE TO EDITORS: Dr. Roy Whistler, professor of biochemistry at Purdue University,
and Dr. Song will discuss the biochemistry of 5-Thio-D-Glucose as an antifertility
and tumoricidal agent at 4:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 11, in Room 2-580 of the Health
Sciences Unit A Building, Twin Cities campus.
-illiS-
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'u'

THEATRE TO PRESm-IT 'HEDEA'

(FOR mUElHATE RELEASE)
"Hedea, ,I the classic Greek tragedy about a forsaken wife who seeks revenge
against her unfaithful husband, will open Thursday (Nov. 11) in the arena theater
of Rarig Center at the University of Hinnesota.
Jean Congdon, associate professor

of'~heater,

is directing the University

Theatre production of the Euripides play which has been adapted by Robinson Jeffers.
Performances will be

~ov.

11 through 21 at 8 p.m. Thursdays and Fridays; 5:30

and 9 p.m. saturdays and at 3 p.m. Sunday, IJov. 21.
Tickets are on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Admission is $3.50 for the

general public and $2.50 for students and senior citizens.
reservations.
-UNS(AO,2,30~Bl;CO,2)
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ELECTION EFFECT ON
FOREIGN POLICY ASSESSED
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Third World and energy considerations will be priorities in the Carter administration's foreign policy, University of Minnesota analysts told a group

of alumni

last week.
There will be "more weight given to democratic values, more sympathy for Third
World countries and continued awareness of energy considerations," Yvette 01dendorf,
director of the University Year for Action told the audience at the Alumni Club
during the discussion sponsored by the club, the World Affairs Center and Continuing
Education and Extension.
Oldendorf, Carter campaigner, was balanced by Public Service Commissioner Arlen
Erdahl, a former Republican state representative and Minnesota secretary of state,
who observed that the "new concern for the Third World is not because of our (the
United States') continued power but because of their increased power."
Predictably, Erdahl and 01dendorf disagreed on the question of whether Carter
will appoint another secretary of state of Henry Kissinger's stature, with the
Democrat placing Carter adviser Zbignew Brzinski in that class and the Republican
saying Kissinger is one of a kind.
Two other participants, Burton Pau1u, University director of Media Resources,
and William Rogers, director of the University's World Affairs Center, pointed out
that an American presidential election is watched abroad more closely than most
Americans realize.
"It must be very difficult to be watching this election approach and know what
it means to you, but to not be able to vote,"
(MORE)

Rogers said.

ELECTION

-2-

Paulu said that foreign news coverage of the American election was very
thorough, certainly much more so than American coverage of other nations' political
affairs.
"The same information available at KUOH (the university radio station) is
available at the BBC or in Moscow or nearly anywhere else
said.

around the world," Paulu

One recent BBC program featured 15 minutes devoted to a detailed account of

Carter's early political activities.
But despite such complete coverage of American elections, there is not much
understanding of the American system, even of foreign policy, which Oldendorf
attributes to the fear of presidential candidates, particularly Democrats, to
discuss openly foreign policy alternatives.
Whatever changes are made in American foreign policy, however, they're not
likely to be made rapidly, although Carter and the congressional majority hail from
the same party.
"Sometimes the executive and legislative from the same party fight more than
if they were from different parties. 11 Erdahl observed.
"There really isn't a Democratic party--it's a coalition," Oldendorf said.
"So don't expect too much change too quickly."

-UNS(AO,13;Bl;CO,13;D13)
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'u' SYMPHONY TO PERFOID1
STRAVINSKY'S 'FIREBIRD SUITE'
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
"The Firebird Suite" by Igor Stravinsky and performances by a male chorus and a
guest violist will be featured in a free public concert by the University of Hinnesota Symphony Orchestra Saturday (Nov. 13) at 8 p.m. in Northrop Auditorium.
The 86-piece orchestra will be assisted in the performance of Gustav Holst's
Six Choruses for Male
Chorus.

Voices, Opus 53, bY the 43-voice Univer~ity of Minnesota Men's

Richard Massmann, music professor, conducts the orchestra.

Dwayne

Jorgenson, assistant professor of music, conducts the chorus.
Clyn Barrus, principal violist for the Minnesota Orchestra, will be guest
soloist for the concert.

With the orchestra, he will perform William Walton's

Concerto for Viola and Orchestra.

Barrus is also a violo instructor at the

University.
The concert will open with Richard Wagner's Overture to Die Meistersingers von
Nurnburg.
The event is sponsored by the departments of music and music education.
-UNS(AO, 2, 29 ;Bl,F13)
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'ROMEO AND JULIET' TO OPEN
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
"Romeo and Juliet" will open Friday, Nov. 19, in the Whiting proscenium theater
of Rarig Center at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus.
David W. Thompson, professor of theater, is directing this production--the
sixth of the Shakespeare classics to be presented in University Theatre history.
Both of the young lovers are double-cast.
Frank L. Csuti, a 22-year-old graduate student from Cumberland, Wis., and
Lesley Carol Schreiber, a 22-year-old graduate student from Springfield, Ohio, will
play the roles in performances at 8 p.m. Nov. 19 and Dec. 3;at 5:30 p.m. Nov. 20 and
27 and at 9 p.m. Dec. 4.
Grant Wheaton, a 25-year-old graduate student from Wayzata, and Margaret Silk,
a 24-year-old graduate student from Skokie, Ill., will perform at 9 p.m. Nov. 20 and
27; at 8 p.m. Nov. 26; at 5:30 p.m. Dec. 4 and at 3 p.m. Dec. 5.
Admission is $3.50 for the general public and $2.50 for students and senior
citizens.

Tickets are on sale at Dayton's and Rarig Center.

accepted.
-UNS(AO,2,30;Bl;CO,2;DO,2)
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PAIN TRANSHITTERS FOUND
~f RESEARCHERS

BY U OF
(FOR

IMl-ffiDIATE RELEASE)
A newly discovered class of substances called "neuropeptides" may be responsible

for sending and inhibiting information about pain and other sensations within the
brain.
Dr. Robert Elde, assistant professor of anatomy at the University of Minnesota,
and colleagues at the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden, reported today in
Toronto at the annual meeting of the Society for Neuroscience that they have found
strong evidence that these potent substances are used by the nervous system to
transmit information.
Somatostatin, first discovered because of its ability to inhibit the release of
growth hormone from the pituitary gland, has been found to inhibit many endocrine
and nerve cells.

Another neuropeptide, substance P, seems to be an excitatory mole-

cule in most situations, according to the researchers.
Elde and his co-workers have found two parallel systems of primary sensory
neurons which enter the spinal cord.
P.

One contains somatostatin, the other substance

Laboratory experiments have established that these substances are transported

toward the spinal cord, and can send nerve impulses at the first site of information
transfer near the "sensation-gathering" nerve cells within the spinal cord.
"The two pep tides contained within these parallel sensory systems are, therefore
pr~e

candidates for the chemical messengers in the first steps of pain transmission.

In addition, the discovery of an inhibitory peptide, somatostatin, in this pathway
is most interesting, since this may be a substance which is activated in procedures
used to relieve pain, as in acupuncture and transcutaneous electrical stimulation,"
Elde said.
(MORE)

PAIN

-2Elde and his colleagUes

the neuropeptides.

used a method called "iIll1Ilunohistochemistry" to detect

They modified small amounts of the neuropeptides to "trick"

rabbits into producing antibodies against the peptides.

The antibodies were then

applied to thin sections of rat brain tissue where, after additional treatment, the
neuropeptides could be seen, using a special microscope, as brilliant flourescent
dots against the dark background of the brain.
A third peptide also may be involved in regulation of pain transmission and
perception.

Elde has localized enkephalin, a newly-characterized neuropeptide dubbed

lithe brain's own morphine,li in some of the nerve pathways near the somatostatin and
substance P systems.
"Although this work is just beginning, i t is intriguing to find that the brain
has what may be a 'built-in' system for pain relief," he said.
Elde also reported that other higher brain systems contain neuropeptides.

He

and his co-workers have shown all three peptides present in a brainstem center which
regulates breathing.

Somatostatin is also present in centers that regulate eating

behavior.
These somatostatin-containing pathways are very close to, but anatomically and
functionally separate from, the somatostatin system which is the brain's regulator
of growth hormone secretion from the pituitary gland, according to Elde.
"Purely theoretical considerations have led neuroscientists to postulate the
'need' for only two chemical messengers for information transfer within the brain-one that could mediate stimulatory 'news' and another to mediate inhibitory 'news'
to the various parts of the brain.
"Experiments from many laboratories in the past few years have established a
number of types of molecules as possible messengers.

Our work makes it very likely

that neuropeptides are also messengers and that they may play a prominent role in
the function of the brain," they concluded.
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A JOINT RELEASE FROM TIlE MINNEAPOLIS COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN AND THE UNIVERSITY
OF MINNESOTA
FIRST HOLOGRAPHY CONVENTION
SET FOR MINNEAPOLIS NEXT WEEK
(FOR nmEDlATE RELEASE)
The first holography convention for artists will open Monday (Nov. 15) in
Minneapolis.
The first complete American showing of the newest Russian holograms (released
in Moscow Oct. 30) will be featured at the opening session, which will also include
a lecture and demonstration by Tung Hon Jeong, pioneer in the field of holography.
A hologram is a three-dimensional image created by laser light and film.

Holo-

graphy was first begun about 30 years ago but technological limitations did not
permit its full development until the 1960's.

Only recently has it been used as a

medium by artists.
Among the few places

holograms have been seen by the public are the University

of Minnesota's State Fair exhibit and in the Haunted House in Disneyland in Anaheim,
Calif.
The five-day convention will be held at the Minneapolis College of Art and
Design, 200 E. 25th St., Minneapolis, and is sponsored by the college and the University of Minnesota.

The main laser has been contributed by Hughes Aircraft

Company of Carlsbad, Calif., and other equipment and consultation has been given by
E & W Optical, Inc. of Minneapolis.

Coordinating the event are Gary Dale, MCAD media center technical director,
and Ludwig Redl, visiting professor in studio arts at the University.

Also

participating will be Craig Challgren of E & W Optical, Inc., and Rick Silberman,
holographer from Boston, Mass.
(MORE)

HOLOGRAPHY
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Registration for the seminar

portib~

of the convention is $5 and will include

the opening program at 1:30 p.m. NondaY'Q.nd daily seminars from 4 to 6 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

The convention will also include workshops, which are already

filled to a capacity of 36 persons.
The convention will conclude with ~ special laser light performance, "L1.ght
Motif" by Challgren Friday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. in room 109 MCAD.

Admission to this

event is $1 for convention participants and $2 for the general public.
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NOVAK TO SPEAK AT 'u'
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Author and philosopher Michael Novak will deliver a free public lecture at
the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Friday, Nov. 19, at 8 p.m. in Mayo
auditorium on the East Bank campus.
Novak, former associate editor of "Commonweal,lI is the author of "The Rise
of the Unmeltable Ethics, II "Choosing Our King" and "The Joy of Sports."
His topic for the lecture at the University will be "On Not Having 'Faith'
in America: Politics as Religion."

It is sponsored by the Minnesota Forum.

Novak will be in the Twin Cities Nov. 15 through 19.

He will serve as

Hubert H. Humphrey lecturer at Macalester College and will also give

~o

public

lectures there at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 16 and 11:30 a.m. Thursday, Nov. 18.
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STRING QUARTET TO PERFORM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Quartets by Mozart, Bartok and Brahms will be performed in a concert by the
University of Minnesota String Quartet Saturday, Nov. 20, at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall
auditorium.
The event is sponsored by the de.put:lllent.8 of IDUsic and murie- eda'carton and
is open to the public with no admission charge.
Members of the group are Lea Foli, Minnesota Orchestra concertmaster and music
professor; Richard Massmann, music professor and director of the University
orchestras; John Tartaglia, associate principal viola, Minnesota Orchestra, and
assistant professor in the music department; and Robert Jamieson, principal·
violincellist.

Minnesota Orchestra, and cello teacher at the University.
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SPECIAL PROGRAM AIDS
WOMEN STUDENTS AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Women accounted for the entire increase in the number of students this fall at
the University of Minnesota.
Systemwide enrollment fall quarter at the University was 56,103, an
of 1,024 students from a year ago.

increase

The number of women enrolled increased by 1,190

while the men's enrollment declined by 166.

On the Twin Cities campus, the enrollment of women totaled 19,391, an increase
of 787.

The number of men enrolled declined by 269 to 26,980.

Fred Amram, director of the Consolidated HELP (Higher Education for Low Income
Persons) Center on the Twin Cities campus, knows only too well the special problems
of a certain group of women now enrolling in University courses.
"They are in a panic.

Some are in the midst of a divorce or recently divorced

and want a marketable skill today," Arnram said.
While the HELP Center counselors and support groups can assist with the selfconfidence problems--"I am too old for school,"

"It's been too long"--guilt fee1:f.ngs

about leaving the children at home and the problems in finding child-care services,
the center has been frustrated in being unable to help with financial worries.
"They are the suddenly poor.

The majority do not qualify for AFDC assistance

and some refuse to even think. of receiving welfare assistance," Amram said.
Still others are married to husbands who are unable or unwilling to contribute
toward their wives college expenses.
Amram said the HELP Center sought sources of support and last summer received
a four-year grant of $40,000 from the Dayton-Hudson Foundation for eligible students
who have minor children and are in difficult financial circumstances but are not on
welfare.

(MORE)
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Twenty-two women received the first money from the program this fall.

A total

of $5,409 was distributed in sums ranging from $13.95 to $900, with $193 the average
payment.
IlThe need is just enormous," Amram said, adding that it is not likely that very
many more women can be helped during the rest of the school year, with half of this
year's funds already allocated and the women who received the funds this quarter
needing assistance the remainder of the year.
Earlier, Amram had predicted that there would be about 20 women who would
graduate with the assistance of the grant money during the four-year period.

He has

been happy to discover that he underestimated the number.
IYHalf of those who enroll have previous college experience and did adequate work
when they were here until they left to get married and never finished school.

They

have less than four years remaining to achieve marketable skills," Amram said.
The women receiving grant money fall quarter range in age from 23 to 57 with
the average age being 35.

Five of the women are seniors and there are six juniors,

five sophomores and seven freshmen.
Amram said the success rate of the women students served by the HELP Center is
much higher than that of the average University student.
"They are like the World War II veterans who did so much better because they
felt it was their last chance and a great opportunity for them," he said.
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SCHIZOPHRENIA MARKER FOUND
BY U OF M RESEARCHERS
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
An abnormal protein has been discovered in the brains of patients with schizo-

phrenia and associated mental disorders by researchers at the University of Minnesota
and the Medical College of Ohio.
Their findings were reported Wednesday at the Society for Neuroscience's annual
meeting in Toronto, Canada.
The researchers, Drs. Gary D. Miner, Leonard Heston, and William Rush of Minneapolis, and Dr. Stephen Mayor in Toledo, stressed that further work is needed to
determine whether the protein plays a role in causing schizophrenia or is caused
by the disorder.
"The term schizophrenia," their report stated,

fl

may actually be a 'catch-alIt

for several disorders having distinctly different causes but similar clinical symptoms--just as a fever can be due to many causes. fl
If there is a direct relationship and if the protein can be detected in more
accessible tissue--such as blood or urine--or by another test, the possibility
exists of early diagnosis, treatment or prevention of schizophrenia.
The protein, called Sc-P protein, appears to be unstable in brain tissue when
"artificially stressed" in the laboratory.

Prolonged freezing or heating causes the

Sc-P protein to disappear from tissue extracts.
lIThese tests are all done in the test tube," the researchers reported, "but it
is possible that the protein responds to internal or external environmental stresses
causing schizophrenic symptoms.
(MORE)

,
I

SCHIZOPHRENIA
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"Although there is clear evidence that schizophrp.nia has a genetic basis, that
basis alone does not appear to be sufficient to cause the disease, leading to the
commonly held hypothesis about the significance of environmental stress."
The group emphasized that further research is necessary, using careful controls,
to insure their discovery is real.
i'Careful controlled research takes time, people, and money.

Scientists are

increasingly dependent upon private foundations, with limited resources, as less
and less federal funds are available for basic research," they concluded.
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Hov. 14-20

EVEI~TS

Sun., Nov. l4---St. Paul Student Center: Dra\<Yings, Paintings and Prints by Nancy
Leeper and Laura Bla~1, NorthStar Gallery~ Acrylics by Walter Goldstein, Rouser
Room Gallery; Sculpture II Native Stone by Don Holmquist, display cases.
8 a.m.-lO p.m. !10n.-5at., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 29. Free.
Sun., Nov. l4---Jaques Gallery: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. lluseum of
Uatural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Hon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Hed., 2-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Dec. 5. Free.
Sun., Nov. l4---University Gallery: East Indian 11iniature Painting~ Recent
Accessions; Ross Uoffett :lonotypes. l'lorthrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. lion.-Fri.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 3. Free.
Sun., Hov. l4---Concert: University l1arching Band.
$2 students, $3 public.

Northrop Aud.

3 p.m.

Sun., Nov. l4---University Theatre: tiJacques Brel Is Alive and Well and Living in
Paris" by Eric Blau and iIort Schuman, directed by Kenneth L. Graham. Stoll
thrust theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m~ $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior
citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.
Hon., Nov. l5---Hest Bank Union Gallery: Ceramics and Dra\<1ings by Joe Havel;
Ceramics and Drawings by Bruce Lindert. Louer concourse, Auditorium Classroom
Bldg. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. tron.-Fri. Throu&h Nov. 19. Free.
Mon., Nov. l5---Coffman Gallery: Sculpture by Wayne Potratz, Gallery I; Painting
and Drawing, BFA Honors Exhibit by Lynne lveaver, Gallery II. 10 a.m.-4 p.m•.
i,wu.-Fri. Through Hov. 17. Free.
11on., Nov. lS---Two-Bit Flick: tiWhispering Shadow--Chapter 8" and "Road Runner. Jl
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11:15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. 25¢.
lion.,

i~v. l5---Third World Film:
7:30 p.m. Free.

IlLucia.;'

Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.

Hon., Nov. 15---Lecture: i:How Yeats Ends Poems:
~furphy Hall aud.
8 p.m. Free.
Hon., Nov. l5---Poetry Reading:
room Bldg. 8 p.m. Free.

Philip Dacey.

Some Instances tl\ by Helen Vendler.
Louer concourse, Auditorium Class-

Tues., Uov. 16---Fllm; lethe Dentist; featuring
St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

H.

C. Fields.

North Star Ballroom,

Tues., Nov. 16---Lecture: "India, Central Asia, and China: 1 by A. L. Basham.
4 Mechanical Engineering. 3:15 p.m. Free.
Tues., Nov. 16---Film:
7 p.m. Free:----

IIRush to Judgement.

if

(OVER)

Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.

/
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Tues., Nov. 16...--Film/Discussion:
Bldg. 7:30 p.m. Free.

ioThe Iceman Cometh. ,;

175 Auditorium Classroom

Tues., Hov. 16---The HIlole Coffeehouse: Tom Lieberman and Jack Hart.
Union. Doors open lL30 p.m. $l.5~.
vIed., Nov. l7---Lecture: ;'Star of Bethlehem" by Karlis Kaufmanis.
'Coffman Union. lioon. Free.'

Coffman
'\

Great Eall,

Hed.,. iiov. l7-......American Film Series: "Three Sisters.; Theater-lecture hall,
Coffman -Union. 2 :15 and 7 ~ 30 p.m. Discussion with Leonard Polakieuica follol'l1s
2:15 showing. $1.50 students 5 $2 public.
'V-Jed., 110v. l7---Lecture: ;iGods Beyond ~Iy God> The Poetry of D. H. Lat·rrence:' by
:: Iichael ,Jennis Brovme.. 10 Blegen IIal!. 3: 15 p. m. Free.
vIed., .dov. 17---Film: "A Hauntin ' He Hill Go' featuring Laurel and Hardy.
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. 7:30 p.m. 50¢.
lied., Hov. 17----0 Film Society: \ Hou Tasty Has Yiy Little Frenchman ~
\ a Cangaco.~' iluseun of ~Tatural I:istory aud. 7:30alld 9:30 p.m.
Hed.,

~10v. l7---Lecture~

Coffman Union.

':Homen in Politics" by Shirley Chisholm.
Sp.m. Free.

Horth

"l:Iemorie~

of

$1. 50.
Great Hall,

Thurs., ..lov. lJ---University Tileatre :':.iedea' by Euripides, adapted by Robinson
Jeffers, directed by Jean Congdon. Arena theater 9 Rarig Center. 8 p.m.
$3.50 public, 02.50 students and senior citizens. Ticl:ets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's. Also .lov. 1:::, 8 p.m. t and lTov. 20, 5;30 and 9 p.m.
Frio, Nov. 19---Concert:
, Free.
Fri.,

Jeff Cahill.

The t'Rlole Coffeehouse, Coffman Union.

i.~ov. 19---U Film Society:
"Aguirre, The \-Jrath of God.;
History aud. 7:38 and 9~30 p.m. $2. Also Nov. 20.

!loon.

duseum of iJatural

Frio, Hov. 19---U Film Society: 'Dark Star," 7~3Q p.m., and "The Last ;)ays of Han
on Earth," 9:30 p.m. i.licholson aud. $1.5;) per film, $2 both. Also Hov. 20.
Frio ,,,Clov. 19---Lecture: ;'On i..1ot Having 'Faith' in America"
by ;achael ilovak •. lIayo aud. 3 p.m. Free.
Frio,
,/

Politics as Religion"

iJOV. 19---Punchinel10 Players~
"The Fantasticks" by Tom Jones and P..arvey L.
Schmidt, directed by tlilliam Uarchand. Arena theater, Horth Hall. 8 p.m. $2.
Also i.Jov. 20.

i

;

~

Fr1., Hov. 19---University Theatre: \/?-'omeo and Juliet'; by Hilliam Shakespeare,
direc,ted by David ~J. Thompson. Hhiting proscenium theater, Rarig Center.
8 p.m.' $3.50 Whlic, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and uaytonls. 1\lso ilov. 202 5·:3() and 9 p.m.
Fri., Hov. 19---The ~-Jhole Coffeehouse: Sonny Terry and Brot~ieIlcGhee with John
Pederson and Craig Salminen. Coffman Union. Doors open C;30 p.m. $3.50 in
advance at iJSA Store.
Sat., !Jov. 2()---Concert:
Free.

University String Quartet.

-UIrs(AO;Bl;F2)
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ORGANIST TO PERFORM IN NORTI1ROP
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Organist Elizabeth Sollenberger will perform in a recital Tuesday (Nov. 16)
at 8 p.m. in Itorthrop Auditorium at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
Sollenberger will be a guest artist in the University music department Monday
How a teacher at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine, she has a

bachelor's degree from Connecticut College and a master's degree from American
University and has studied lath Preston Rockholt.
"Collaborations,il written by Lloyd Ultan, chairman of the University of
Minnesota music and music education departments, will be featured in her recital
program which will include six works composed during the last

10

years.

The event is open to the public with no admission charge and is sponsored by
the departments of music and music education.
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U OF If RESEARCHER DISCOVERS
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE OF LEAJli~ING
(FOR IMrfEDIATE RELEASE)
A physical evidence of the abstract process of learning has been tentatively
identified by a graduate student in the department of anatomy at the University of
Minnesota.
Richard Altschuler today reported that rats placed in a stimulating environment
in his laboratory showed almost a doubling in the density of the connections between
neurons in an area of the brain (the hippocampus) associated with memory.

Altschuler

made his report at the annual meeting of the Society for Neuroscience in Toronto,
Canada.
IlWe can think of the nervous system, in its simplest terms, as a vast electrical
network, where neurons, the fundamental unit of the nervous system, make up the
wiring," he explained.

"One obvious place to look for changes in the wiring diagram

is at the level of the connection (the synapse) between neurons.
"If there are more synapses we can say that there are more connections between
neurons~

if the synapses are larger we can consider them more effective," he said.

"Changes in the number or size of synapses, or both (the density) as a result of
learning would then be a significant step in determining the anatomical basis for
learning and memory. ti
One group of rats was housed in a special "learning enriched environment"--a
large cage with two levels containing a small maze, a swing, mirrors with bells, an
exercise wheel and other similar devices.
The rats were, in addition, run in a large maze and the Krech Hypothesis
Apparatus, a deVice which forced them to make associations.

A second group of rats

was kept in a normal laboratory cage without extra learning opportunities.
010RE)

---

LEARNING
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After 80 days, brain tissue from both groups was examined.

High magnification

indicated that the llincreased learning" group had a synaptic density of 1. 97 per
cent compared to the 1.04 per cent for the control group.
Altschuler emphasized that further clarification was necessary, but that his
study suggested an increase in synaptic density may be associated with learning.
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U OF M ESTABLISHES
TASK FORCE ON CHICANOS
(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)
A task force on Chicano concerns has been established by University of Minnesota
President C. Peter Magrath, who made the announcement at a meeting of the Board of
Regents committee of the whole today (Friday).
Responding to concerns expressed by Chicano students, faculty and staff members,
Magrath said he appointed the l6-member committee to "look into how we can better
meet the needs of the Chicano-Latino community.1I
The task force will explore several areas, including methods of interesting
Chicano-Latino students in attending the University of Minnesota, methods of recruiting these students, ways to assure the academic progress and graduation of
students who do attend, and means of attracting Chicano and Latino faculty and
staff members.
Magrath has asked for a preliminary report from the task force about March 1,
1977 •
"We expect the task force to have far-reaching effects in both the community
and the University," said Maria Baltierra, student representative to the Board of
Regents and co-chairman of the task force along with Richard P. Bailey, dean of the
General College.
flAt the University, the most significant thing will be the creation of an
awareness of the Chicano," she said.
"It will also have an impact on the programs the University may be establishing
in the community, such as training bilingual and bicultural teachers.
"It will focus on the health and social needs of Chicanos that are also being
addressed in the legislature and in state government offices.
(MORE)

There is a gap that
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exists between the University and the Chicano community--we hope that this task
force will be a beginning in closing that gap," she said, adding, "The real value
of the task force will be in the action the University takes on the recommendations
of the task force."
There are approximately 300 undergraduate Chicano students at the University;
36 students in professional health sciences programs, and about 10 in other graduate programs.
Chicanos are the largest ethnic minority in the state of Minnesota, but the
smallest visable ethnic minority at the University of Minnesota.
In addition to Bailey and Baltierra, members of the task force are Paul
Carrizales, graduate student and Student Counseling Bureau staff member; James
Duarte and Raphael Esparza, students and members of the Chicano Coalition; Juan
Felipe, equal opportunity coordinator; Nils Hasselmo, 8Ssociate dean of the College
of Liberal Arts; Lu Lopez, director of the Ramsey Action Program; Michael Lopez,
associate professor of Chicano studies; Fred E. Lukermann, professor of geography;
Jeanne T. Lupton, professor and assistant to Magrath; Arturo Madrid, associate
professor of Spanish and Portuguese; Jose Cortez, Martin Luther King program
coordinator, Joseph Resch, assistant vice president of health sciences; August
Rivera, director of the Information Services Center, Minneapolis Public Schools,
and Donald Zander, assistant vice president for student affairs.

-UNS(AO,l,8,ll;Bl;CO,l,11;D8;Ell)
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NOTE TO EDITORS;

A news conference with Shirley Chisholm is set for 6 p.m.
Wednesday (Nov. 17) in the Great Hall of Coffman Union

SHIRLEY CHISHOU1 TO SPEAK
AT COFFMAN UNION ON WEDNESDAY
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
New York Democratic Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm will discuss women and
politics in an appearance Wednesday (Nov. 17) at 8 p.m. in the Great Hall of
Coffman Union, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
The lecture? sponsored by the Coffman Union Program Council, is free and open
to the public.
Ranked for the past three year's on the Gallup Poll's list of ten most admired
women, Chisholm represents New York's 12th Congressional District of BedfordStuyvesant.
In Congress, Chisholm is a member of the House Education and Labor Committee
and serves on the Select Education, General Education and Agricultural Labor
subcommittees.
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'u' TO PUSH VETERINARY
POSITION WITH WISCONSIN
(FOR

I~1EDIATE

RELEASE)

University of Minnesota officials will try to recover ten times the per-student
amount they now receive for the education of Wisconsin students at the College of
Veterinary Medicine in St. Paul.
The Board of Regents Friday gave the University administration power to negotiate a new agreement with University of Wisconsin (OW) officials and representatives
of the governors of the two states.
University officials would not reveal the time of their meeting but the regents
of the two states are meeting next Friday evening at the home of
Weaver.

m~

President John C.

They will be attending the Gopher-Badger football game together Saturday

in Madison.
Stanley B. Kegler, vice president for institutional planning and relations,
said that this will be the first time representatives of all of the groups have met
to discuss this issue.
Wisconsin currently sends 17 of the 80 entering students to the college each
year.

The policy adopted by Minnesota's regents would increase the class size to

120, allowing about 30 from Wisconsin and 10 to 25 from other states.
The regents' statement said that students can be obtained from other states
willing to pay for all the educational and building costs if Wisconsin decides to
construct its own veterinary college.
The statement was presented to the regents by Kegler and Albert J. Linck,
associate vice president for academic affairs.
A proposed $17.7 million building, which will be sought from the 1977 Legislature, is tied to the plan to enlarge the enrollment of Minnesota's college.
(MORE)
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University officials believe that the state can be reimbursed for about $6.6 million
of the building cost through contracts with states sending students to the college.
The current cost of educating one veterinary medicine student is estimated at
$13,900 a year.

The student pays $1,603 of that in resident tuition and the fed-

eral government provides a subsidy of $790, Kegler said.
The adjusted cost to the state is then $11,400 per student.

Wisconsin reim-

burses Minnesota only $1,485 per student under the current reciprocity agreement
while North Dakota and Nebraska pay the full cost, Kegler said.
Kegler said North Dakota, Nebraska and other states have expressed a willingness to pay some of the estimated $3,348 per student costs of the new construction
and renovation.
The regents expressed their belief that the full $14,900 should be sought from
Wisconsin as well, in the policy statement approved Friday.

"Full cost reimburse-

ment directly to the University of Minnesota must be a part of any expanded Wisconsin contract," the statement said.
Linck said the University will negotiate with Wisconsin on the number of students who could be admitted to the expanded program and that they would work toward
a deadline of next May I for having a contract completed.
If legislative action on the building is delayed, the contract would be negotiated on the same basis as the agreements with Nebraska and North Dakota, the
regents said.
In other action, the regents approved the appointment of Allen Myers, professor
of special education at Eastern Michigan University, as dean of education at the
University of Minnesota, Duluth (mID).
The regents also established a Northeast Minnesota Historical Center at UMD
to provide research material and student internships in studying the region.

The

center will be jointly funded with the Minnesota Historical Society.
University President C. Peter Magrath reported that the University now has
about $50,000 in its Fairness Fund to support its court case against the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.

REGENTS
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He also reported that enrollment at the Twin Cities campus was not as high as
expected this fall and that an increasing number of students are entering the
community colleges in the metropolitan area.
The University, as a result, can expect a greater number of transfer students
in their third year, he said.

Policies to limit enrollment may not have to be used

and changes may be made in the 1977 legislative request to reflect the reduction in
the number of entering students, Magrath said.
A group of about a dozen feminists demonstrated against the closing of the
University's abortion clinic earlier this year.

The students staged a demonstration

in front of Morrill Hall and distributed a leaflet calling for inexpensive abortions
at the University.
-UHS(AO,1,15;Bl,3;CO,1;DO,1,17;E15)
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NOTE TO EDITORS: The first holography
convention for artists opened today in
Minneapolis and will run through
Friday.
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HOLOGRAPHY: 3-D HOME MOVIES
OF THE FUTURE COMING SOON
By Karen Youngquist-Riley
University News Service
Some night in the future, the President may make an appearance in your living
room, standing there near the lamp.

At least, it will look like the President, with

his familiar smile and his hand reaching out to shake yours.
But what you will see will not be the President, it will be a hologram--a threedimensional image obtained from film shot in a single-color, man-made light called a
laser.
Holograms, like photographs, are produced on film, but the two carry entirely
different information.

Photographs are the record of an image created from changes

in light intensity, whereas holograms are a record of the lightwaves themselves.

It

is the presence of lightwaves on the hologram that provides the three-dimensional
effect, since the waves contain information about depth and perspective as well as
light intensity.
To create a holographic movie, like that of the President, you need only insert
a hologram into your home entertainment system.
on a light that shines through the hologram.

Then flip a switch which will turn

And, presto, the image appears in mid-

air.
Such a system exists only in the future but it is a not too distant future,
according to University of Minnesota physics professor Clayton Giese.

Several com-

panies are working on this kind of system right now, he said.
Until the system is developed, however, you can still purchase less complicated
holograms.

For example, with $85 you can buy a professionally made hologram of a

pretty girl winking and blowing a kiss.

And if you're willing to pay more money, a

few companies will custom-make holograms for you.

In greatest demand are short'·

holographic films for the more "progressive" pornographic bookstores.
(MORE)
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Those who like to make things with their hands can obtain holography kits for
less than $100, Giese said.

However, he warned, these holograms are usually of poor

quality.
"It's hard to do much good work with such an inexpensive laser,"
just doesn't have enough power."

he said.

"It

To compensate for this problem, Giese advises, a

hobbyist should overexpose his or her film and keep the studio free of stray lights
or movement.

Otherwise the sensitive holograms will blur, he said.

To appreciate the difficulty of producing a good hologram, you need only consider the way in which one is made.

The process begins when a laser beam is split

in half so that the two parts are pointed in slightly different directions.

One part

of the beam, called the reference beam, is directed toward a mirror and is reflected
to a photographic plate.
The other part of the beam is directed at the subject intended to be holographed.
Just as any other light source would, the beam illuminates the subject by reflecting
off of it.

The reflection changes the beam's lightwaves, so they now carry infor-

mation about how the object looks.

The reflected waves are then captured on the

photographic plate at more or less the same time as the reference beam.
The interference between the two parts of the beam is what is actually recorded
on the plate.

The degree of interference depends upon the difference in wavelengths

between the two, which is another way of registering information about their wavelengths.

This information consists of light intensity, the object's density and the

perspective of every point on the object from every other point on the object.
The interference is recorded as a change in variation between light and dark so
fine that it cannot be seen by the eye.

And because these differences are so minute,

studio conditions must be perfect.
Since holograms record such fine differences, they have been used to identify
changes in an object due to heat or stress by comparing holograms shot before and
after the change, according to Rolf Mueller, University of Minnesota electrical
engineering professor.
(MORE)
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Holograms have a tremendous capactiy for storing information and. at first.
were expected to revolutionize the computer industry, Mueller said.

However. recent

developments in the digital computer have limited holography's usefulness. Mueller
added.
Therefore, holography's most far-reaching application may well be that home
entertainment center of the future.

If so. there will be one catch.

The controlled

environment needed to produce a hologram severely limits holographic movie settings.
You may get three-dimensional hand shakes from the President, but it may not be
possible to get anything much more exciting.
the question.
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'u' DENTAL SCHOOL AWARDS
OUTSTANDING ALUMNI AWARD
(FOR n1MEDIATE RELEASE)
Dr. Robert J. Nelson, executive director of the American College of Dentists
(ACD), will receive the Outstanding Achievement Award from the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry Friday (Nov. 19) at the school's alumni meeting.
Nelson, a 1940 graduate of the School of Dentistry,is being honored for his
contributions to dentistry as a researcher, an educator and a clinician.
In 1952, while at the National Bureau of Standards, he developed the water
turbine dental handpiece, considered at the time the most significant dental instrument to be developed in 50 years.

His research interests have included radiation

hygiene, biomaterials, and biomechanical factors of jaw function.
Nelson has been executive director of the ACD since 1969.

In 1970 he co-

authored "Dental Science Handbook," a summary of dentistry for researchers and
others involved in dentistry who are not dentists.
-UNS(AO,17;Bl,E14)
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HISTORIAN SAYS AMERICANS
ARE VIOLATING TRADITION
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Historian Henry Steele Commager says American politicians, particularly conservatives, are breaking with tradition when they call for unchecked exploitation
of natural resources and an escalation of the military budget.
Commager, professor at Amherst

Coll~ge

and author of more than 40 books, was

among five speakers on world interdependence at a one-day conference sponsored by
the United Nations Association and the University of Minnesota World Affairs Center
this week in downtown Minneapolis.
"Conservatism should rest on the preservation of our natural resources, our
land, water, forests and air for future generations," Commager said, citing the
concern of the generation of Washington, Jefferson, John Adams and Paine for
"posterity," or future generations.
liThe notion that posterity would celebrate their actions, that posterity would
profit, was their animating
that

fo~ee,"

word in this last campaign.

Commager said.

"No one, to my

knowledge, used

I doubt that our candidates know what the word

means.
"Modern conservatives have no regard for posterity.
bills.

They veto strip-mining

Instead of conserving the land, they would conserve, I suppose, the party.

They are anarchists in their hostility to government and to conservation of our
natural resources."
Regulation of natural resource exploitation must be a part of the growing recognition of the interdependence among the world's peoples, he said.
"The U.S. transformed the concept that the resources were owned by the crown
to the concept that they are owned by those who exploit them," he said, adding that
the people should have a right to regulate exploitation of their environment.
(MORE)
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"We must raise the question about to whom these resources belong," Commager
said.

"They do not belong to individuals.

they don't even belong to one generation.

They do not belong to corporations;
They belong to mankind."

Resource conservation is only one aspect of the American tradition which should
make the U.S. receptive to concepts of world citizenship, he said.
The consolidation of states into a loose federation for dealing with common
concerns, without the loss of local autonomy, is the very basis of the United States
and could serve as a model for world government, Commager said.
A system of nation states is no more necessary a system of world organization
than feudalism was, he said.

There is a need on a world level for a means to have

a law of the seas, to stop disease epidemics and to save the oceans from pollution.
Jefferson, he said, was as concerned about the dignity of man as conservation
of the environment.

He said the American ideal was to have man's contribution

extend beyond himself, his nation and his generation.
Opponents of the Vietnam war, he said, often point out the loss of 55,000
American lives

as a high cost for a fruitless effort without even acknowledging

the one million people who died, including Vietnamese and Cambodians.
The changes which must take place are primarily changes in thought, he said,
listing the "No. 1 psychology': as one idea whose time has passed.
"We can allow Muhammed Ali to do this and we can allow the Minnesota Vikings
to have this mentality, but there is no special reason why we should have leadership in all areas on our own.
nuclear holocaust,1I Commager

We have to make all decisions under the threat of
said.

Yet physicists, he said, have predicted that nuclear war is inevitable by the
year 2000 if we continue at the present rate. Such a war would not be started by
the U.S. or the Soviet Union but by some minor power like a Middle Eastern country
or Ireland, and the major powers would react too strongly and too qUickly, he said.
Commager said the world arms traders were once considered "merchants of death"
and had a "filthy" image but today the U.S. sells $12 billion in arms annually,
making it the biggest Ilmerchant of death" in the world.
(MORE)
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Current leaders could follow the example of President Harding, whose administration had the only genuine arms conference in American history, he said.

"Hard-

ing's was the only administration to have a genuine disarmament conference.

They

got 20 per cent of the naval strength in the world destroyed," he said.

"It would

be a good start if we could destroy 20 per cent of our nuclear atmaments."
The assumptions of present arms limitation talks were also challenged by Mulford

Q. Sibley, University of Minnesota professor of political science and American
studies.
"These conferences largely failed because neither side really believes that the
possession of nuclear arms is a menace to the human race.

They say they do, but I

would question whether they really believe it,'· Sibley said.
He said our leaders have yet to prove a correlation between the size of a
nation's arsenal and its protection from invasion.
The world spends $250 to $300 billion a year on the premise that the possession
of large armaments will give protection from invasion, he said.

"If you question

that premise, you can get off the stalemate in the arms talks.
"Unless we can get outside the so-called realists' paradigms on this question,
there is no hope,11 he said.

"The realist is really the empty-headed idealist who

believes that he can provide stability through the increased sale of arms."
Sibley cited a study in the 1950s headed by Milton Eisenhower which found that
handguns are more likely to harm the person who owns them than to protect him from
someone else.
Something like this may be true for nations as well as

in~ividuals,

he said.

liThe arms you possess are more likely to lead to your destruction than your protection."
-m~s-
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CHAMBER SINGERS, CHOIR
TO PERFORi'of IN CONCERT
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota Chamber Singers and Concert Choir with orchestra
will perform in concert at 8 p.m. Sunday (Nov. 21) at Hope University Lutheran
Church, 601 13th Ave. SE.
Thomas Lancaster, associate professor of music, will direct the groups.
The 23 Chamber Singers will open the concert with works by Hugo Wolf, Max
Reger, Felix Mendelssohn, Giuseppe Verdi and Gioacchino Rossini.

Following inter-

mission, the 58-voice Concert Choir and 33-piece Orchestra will present Joseph
Haydn's Hissa Sancti Bernardi de Offida ("Heligmessell ) .

The singers, choir and

orchestra, performing together, will close the concert.
The event is open to the public with no admission charge and is sponsored by
the University's departments of music and music education.

-UNS-
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HEART VALVE, PINK EASTER LILY
AMONG U OF U-HELD PATENTS
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By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
What do they have in common--an artificial heart valve, pollution detection
equipment, a process for treating semi-taconite, a solar energy cell, a spray-drying
machine for making powdered milk, a surgically implantable drug pump and, soon, a
pink Easter lily?
All have been invented by University of Minnesota researchers and all have been
or will be patented by the University.
The University of Minnesota holds more than 100 patents, according to G. Willard
Fornell, patent administrator for the University.

The purpose of this patenting

process is to transfer some of the many discoveries made at the University into
public use, to enhance the prestige of the University and its professors and to earn
income for both, Fornell said.
Patenting in higher education is increasing but the total patent activity of all
universities makes up only a very small part of the nearly four million patents that
have been issued in the United States.
The units of the University with the most patents are those engaged in research
with some foreseeable practical application, Fornell said.

For instance, the pro-

fessors and graduate students of the department of mechanical engineering have invented solar energy receivers, machines to count microscopic particles and, in cooperation with the department of surgery, drug infusion devices and blood pumps which
are expected to be implanted routinely in patients in the future.
The Mineral Resources Research Center has developed processes to recover metallic constituents from increasingly leaner ores to maintain the flow of minerals
into the economy while minimizing the environmental impact of mining and ore treatinr
operations.
Medical researchers have invented such things as heart valves, blood oxygenatorr.
kidney dialysis cells, drugs for treatment of heart attack victims and catheters
that inhibit blood clotting.
Horticulture professors are working on a pink Easter lily and new varieties of
chrysanthemums, grapes and blueberries, all of which are patentable.
Electrical engineering department professors have produced a refined solar energy cell to convert sunshine into a small electrical current, and several other
inventions in the field of microcircuits.

Science and nutrition inventions include

two cheese processes and a spray dryer for making powdered milk.
(r-l0RE)
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-2To qualify for a patent under U.S. patent laws, an inventor or coinventor must

show that the invention is useful, novel and is not already obvious to a person
skilled in the art.
the law.

The level of usefulness need not be great to meet the test of

The novelty test requires that the patent applicant be the first in the

world to have made the invention.

The non-obviousness test, in essence, requires

that the invention not be suggested by either an existing item or a combination of
several products or processes.
Patents are valid for a period of 17 years from the date the patent is granted,
subject to possible court tests.

The patent is not renewable at the end of this

period, and the invention then passes into the public domain, where it can be used
by anyone.
Most of the important work product of the University, other than educating students, consists of the investigation and development of new theories and scientific
principles which are not patentable.

Those developments that are patentable, however,

such as technical processes and methods, equipment and chemical compositions, and
electronic circuits, receive careful handling and evaluation by the Universtty so
that no potentially important and valuable inventions are rejected in the screening
process, Fornell said.
Since patenting costs have risen to about $1,500 per patent application in recent years,

consid~rable

care also must be taken to avoid patenting developments that

have little or no value, he said.

Nevertheless all patent management groups have

found that most inventions patented produce relatively little or no income, while a
small number produce large amounts, more than enough to pay for the costs of all the
others.
New inventions are reported to the patent administrator's office, which, after
evaluating the invention, helps the inventors or co inventors (both faculty and students) to file the patent applications in the U.S. Patent Office.

The University

pays the oost of filing these applications and recovers its costs from the initial
royalty receipts.

Inventors or coinventors receive a 25 per cent share of net

royalty income.
"Professors should contact me early enough so that the patent application process can proceed concurrently with plans to publish the subject of the invention in
a professional journal," Fornell said. Publication, instead of interfering with the
invention's patentability, can actually help cement the individual's right to the
invention--if publication and application are well-timed, he said.
Once a patent application has been filed in the U.S. Patent Office, Fornell
hegins to search for a business interested in buying the rights to and in developing
the invention.

Just enough information is divulged to test the prospective company's

interest in the idea.

Later a disclosure agr.eement is established with the company

under which the full details of the invention are released, Fornell said.
~~)
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PATENTS

lIWe search on a national scale but, where prospects have equal capabilities, we
prefer making licensing agreements with Minnesota companies," Fornell said, adding
that hundreds of Minnesotans are employed by companies who got their start as licensees of University of Minnesota inventions.
When the invention reaches the marketplace and begins to earn money, the patent
application costs are subtracted first.
25 per cent share of the royalties.

Then the inventors begin to receive their

This percentage is fair, according to Fornell,

because the inventors have used University facilities and University-paid time in
making the invention--it was part of their work.
The other 75 per cent share of the income is divided between the inventor's
department and a University Patent Development Fund, with the Graduate School Research Fund also to receive a share under a proposed policy.
According to Forne11, the public, the researcher, and the University of Minnesota all benefit from the patents--whether it be a better design for a heart valve
or hardy azaleas for your garden.
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U OF M HOSPITALS HAVE SPECIAL
CENTER FOR RESEARCH
By Nancy Johnson
University News Service

In most hospitals, nursing care is fairly routine: doctor's orders are carried
out, medications are given, and patients are made comfortable.
But at University of Minnesota Hospitals, research sometimes demands care beyond
the routine.
An II-bed Clinical Research Center (CRC) was established in University Hospitals

seven years ago to provide a controlled environment for a specially-trained staff.
With its own laboratory and kitchen, the CRC has eliminated hospital routine that
would interfere with a scientifically-designed research project.
"It may seem like a luxury to have a specially-trained nursing and dietetic
staff,1I said Dr. Frederick C. Goetz, CRC program director, IIbut accurate research
results demand such precision if the laboratory measurements are going to mean anything.

We want to prOVide the equivalent of a laboratory's precise environment for

our clinical studies."
Patients, and occasionally whole families, with unusual or complicated diseases
or genetic disorders have been CRC patients.

Many of the research projects have made

significant contributions to medical knowledge, according to Goetz.
One of the longest continuing studies--of some 60 diabetic patients who received
kidney transplants at the University in the past seven years--has shown that diabetic
symptoms are slowly reappearing in the transplant recipients.
More than 120 studies have been done in the CRC--some lasting a few weeks and
some lasting years--and each study has its own loose-leaf "protocol" book on the
shelves in the nurses' office.

Each book spells out in detail a rigid schedule for

meticulous monitoring of calories, nutrients and fluids; precise laboratory work; and
careful observation of patients' conditions and reactions, which are all necessary
for accurate data.
The nursing staff concentrates on the proper method and precise timing in data
collection.

"We check our clock every morning and then make certain that all our

watches are synchronized," said Jane Ki1e, head nurse of the CRC.
CRC nurses draw, centrifuge and freeze blood samples, duties a trained technician
usually assumes.

"If a sample is needed at 11:53, not 11:54, which is important to

some studies, we can't expect members of the hospital venipuncture team to come running from some other part of the hospital," Ki1e said.
(MORE)
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CRC

-2"We do make occasional mistakes in protocol," said Kathy Duderstadt, a staff

nurse, "but there are usually enough patients in each study to allow for some error.
Because of the Center's small size we know each patient and procedure well.

The

doctors talk to us about every new study, and we discuss it among ourselves and learn."
Because of the variety of studies being conducted at any given time, patients may
range from completely healthy volunteers to chronically ill people who may be a few
days old to over 70.
In one study now underway, cholesterol metabolism of children is being monitored
because there is evidence that high cholesterol levels may run in families.

Children

whose parents died early in life from complications of high cholesterol levels already
may have increased levels in their bloodstream.

During the study these children must

take in certain premeasured quantities of food for two weeks.
"If they have hamburger, ft all has to come from the same cut of meat and be
weighed and measured exactly," said dietitian Dawn Cressey.

"Results are so far en-

couraging, and there is evidence that certain high-risk populations may be identified
and begin controlling their diet at an early age."
Dietary precision may be important in another ongoing study that looks at daily,
monthly and seasonal fluctuations in hODmone levels of women who have a high risk of
developing breast cancer.

Some researchers at the University feel it may be possible

to improve the already established effectiveness of chemotherapy in cancer patients
by giving the drugs at times when, through normal fluctuations of hormones, the cancer would be rendered most susceptible to the drugs.

Meal timing may be used to

change the rhythm of these fluctuations so that the present side effects of the drugs
can be minimized.
A large number of University students are CRC "patients," Kile said, because
many studies need to be "tried with healthy people first, to establish baselines for
comparison with individuals who are afflicted with various diseases."

Students can

leave the CRe to attend classes if they maintain the protocol required by the study.
One of 86 clinical research centers in the country, the Minnesota CRC "is open
to any University Hospitals' department that develops an acceptable protOCOl," said
Lil Scherling, CRC executive secretary.

Doctors follow strict guidelines that must

be submitted to and approved by both the University Committee on Use of Human Subjects
in Research and the CRC Advisory Committee.
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SHIRLEY CHISHOUt TALKS ABOUT
WOMEN, POLITICS AND JIMMY CARTER
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Shirley Chisholm is never going to run for the Presidency again.
But the Democratic Congresswoman from New York told an audience Wednesday at the
University of 11innesota, Twin Cities, that her unsuccessful bid for the Democratic
Presidential nomination in 1972 made people realize that high offices are open not
only to white males.
"I am very glad to have had the mental, physical and intellectual stamina to do
a little bit of trail blazing in America," Chisholm said.
The support of people in 25 states encouraged Chisholm to stick with her
campaign until the Democratic convention.

To do otherwise, she said, would have

proved the doomsayers right.
In her brief campaign, Chisholm found some of her strongest supporters in the
South.

"There were white men and women in Alabama who lost their jobs because they

supported Shirley Chisholm," she said.
That same Southern support helped elect Jimmy Carter.
Chisholm said she found that in order to be a catalyst for change one has to be
able to "withstand the abuse, the insults and misunderstanding. 1I
First elected in 1968 as representative from New York's 12th Congressional
District of Bedford Stuyvesant, Chisholm is now the senior woman in the House of
Representatives and is actively seeking the third most powerful position, that of
chairperson of the Democratic Caucus.
"A number of groups support me and I have the endorsement of the Black Caucus,"
Chisholm said.
Rumors that she might be in line for a Cabinet post or other position in the
(UORE)
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Carter administration are just speculation, according to Chisholm.

The New York

Congresswoman said she does not think such an appointment is likely and is not sure
she could easily give up what she has finally achieved in Conrress.
Chisholm said that she has difficulty explaining to women from foreign countries
who serve in the United Nations in New York City the low level of involvement of
American women in elected political office.
"This country needs women in the political arena because everything we do is
dominated by politics," Chisholm said.
"Blacks and women form two segments of American society that have not always
been given the equitability of opportunity to function according to their God-given
talents, aptitudes and abilities," Chisholm said.
She said people are constantly saying that women are becoming terribly
aggressive and are forgetting to be ladylike and that they should behave themselves.
"Women have been placed in the position of becoming aggressive because the
gentlemen of society have failed to recognize that women have power and ability and
the desire to use it," Chisholm said.
Women, blacks and other segments of the population will be well represented in
the Carter administration, according to Chisholm.
many facets of thiS country," Chisholm said.

"It will be representative of the

She predicted that some of Carter's

appointments will shock the country.
The new President, according to Chisholm, will have some problems with Congress
and most are expected when the effort begins to reorganize government agencies.
"In my 26 years in politics I have never met a man who is so unconcerned about
what people think of him (Carter).
self-confidence," Chisholm said.

He is unflappable, with tremendous faith and
She predicted that if Congress proves unwilling to

follow his recommendations for reorganization Carter will "go to the people," as he
did in Georgia when the legislature opposed his reorganization efforts there, and
have the people put pressure on their congressmen and senators.
-UNS(AO,8,9,13;Bl;CO,l3)
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'u' PROF TO BE HONORED
AT NATIVE AMERICAN CENTER
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota studio arts professor George Morrison will be honored
at a reception at tbe Minneapolis Regional Native American Center Friday, Dee. 3.
The celebration will be beld in conjunction with the opening of the center
arts and crafts festtval, Dec. 3 through 5, from nOOn to 9 p.m. each day.
Morrison, a member of the Minnesota Chippewa tribe, designed the cedar mural
on the front of the new center at Franklin and Bloomington Aves. in Minneapolis.
Co-sponsor of the reception is the Dillon Press of Minneapolis, which
recently published a book on Morrison's life for young readers.
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UHIVERSITY OF l1IlUmSOTA, HIUNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAHPUS EVENTS
Hov. 21-27
Sun., Nov. 21---St. Paul Student Center: Drawings, Paintings and Prints by Nancy
Leeper and Laura Blaw, lIorth Star Gallery; Acrylics by Walter Goldstein, Rouser
Room Gallery; Sculpture II Native Stone by Don Holmquist, display cases.
8 a.m.-IO p.m. I-ion.-Sat., noon-IO p.m. Sun. Through Uov. 29. Free.
Sun., Hov. 2l---Jaques Gallery: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. Huseum of
Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. don.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. ned., 2-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Dec. 5. Free.
Sun., Nov. 2l---University Gallery: East Indian Hiniature Painting; Recent
Accessions; Ross Hoffett i1onotypes. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. ~Ion.-Frio,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 3. Free.
Sun., Nov. 2l---University Theatre: I;Hedea" by Euripides~ adapted by Robinson
Jeffers, directed by Jean Congdon. Arena theater~ Rarig Center. 3 p.m.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.
Mon., Nov. 22---Studio Arts Gallery: Lithographs, Intaglios, Screen Prints and
Relief. Art Building. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. llon.-Fri. Through Nov. 30. Free.
Hon., Hov. 22---Coffman Gallery: Photography, BFA Exhibit by Hike Freeman, Gallery
I; Glass by iiichael Aschenbrenner and Clay by Bruce Ostwald, Gallery II.
Coffman Union. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Dec. 17. Free.
Non., Nov. 22---Two-Bit Flick: :'v1hispering Shadm-l--Chapter 9 11 and "Road Runner."
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11:15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. 25¢.
Mon., Nov. 22---Concert:

Contemporary Music Ensemble.

Scott Hall aud.

Tues., Nov. 23---Fl1m: "Any Old Port;; featuring Laurel and Hardy.
Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. !loon. Free.

8 p.m.

Free.

North Star

Tues., Uov. 23---Film: IIIn the Year of the Pig. I. Discussion with Narv Davidov
follows film:--Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 7 p.m. Free.
Wed.,

l~ov. 24---American Film Series:
"Lost In The Stars. II Theater-lecture hall,
Coffman Union. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m. $1.50 students, $2 public.

Wed., Hov. 24---U Film Society: lIThe Conversation. 'I
aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.50.

Museum of Natural History

Frio, Nov. 26---University Theatre: "Romeo and Juliet" by l-1illiam &hakespeare,
directed by David W. Thompson. lJihiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's. Also Nov. 27, 5~30 and 9 p.m.
-U11S(AO;Bl;F2)
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AERIAL DIAGNOSIS SHOWS
PROMISE AGAINST ELM DISEASE
By Brian Lowey
University News Service

There is no reliable estimate of the number of elm trees in the United States.
Perhaps it is sufficient to say that they are virtually everywhere.

Unfortunately,

vast numbers of them will probably be dead by the end of the century.
They will be killed by a fungus called Ceratocystis ulmi, the cause of Dutch
Elm Disease, for which there is no cure.

Potential cures have been tested but the

best of the lot seem only able to protect some trees, and these only some of the
time.
In the meantime, the disease is spreading.

It has already spread to the West

Coast and, as it moves across the country, it is killing thousands of trees annually.
Because of this many scientists, resigned now to the belief that a cure might not be
on the horizon, are turning their attention to slowing the phenomenal spread of the
disease.
liThe problem boils down to this," says Prof. David French of the University of
Minnesota's department of plant pathology.

"Would you rather take down all the treed

in three years or extend their life expectancy while phasing in other types of
trees?"
It is now apparent that the best weapon against the disease is simple containment.

In other words, diseased elms are cut down, and the wood is carted away for

disposal.

At this point a soil fumigant should be injected into the soil to kill

the tree's infected root system, a step which French says some cities aren't bothering to take.

If the roots aren't killed, transmission of the disease can still

occur--and a Dutch Elm Disease control program can fail.
If the operation is done correctly, however, no living roots are left for
grafting and no safe haven remains for the smaller European elm bart beetle, which
spreads the fungus as it moves through a tree.

The problem now is to diagnose the

disease faster than it spreads.
There are too many elm trees in this country to be diagnosed economically by
teams on the ground, but aerial photography is beginning to look promising as a
diagnostic technique.
The idea of using aerial photography to diagnose Dutch Elm Disease isn't new-it has just never worked particularly well.
been promising.

This time, however, the results have

(MORE)

ELMS

-2Under the direction of French and Prof. Merle Meyer, University of Minnesota

professor of forest resources,

aerial photographs of selected portions of the city

of Minneapolis were taken at scales of 1:9,600 and 1:6,000 using color infrared
film.

The resulting 9x9-inch color transparencies were interpreted over a light

table by three trained photo-interpreters who used as a guide a list of eight characteristic symptoms of the disease.

A magnifying stereoscope was also used to lend

three-dimensional characteristics.
Possible infected
map.

tree~'

noted on the transparencies were pinpointed on a city

Minneapolis tree removal records later showed that each interpreter, working

alone, could diagnose the disease with accuracies in the upper 40 per cent range.
However, when the interpreters worked in tandem, success rates rose to 77 per cent.
The researchers, however, were not satisfied with this figure.
"We'd like to get as close to 90 per cent as possible," French said, "so we're
trying a different approach. n
This new technique involves photographing the elms at an oblique angle rather
than from directly above their crowns.

Oddly enough, this seemingly minor variation

in technique seemed to improve interpreter accuracy substantially.
In the photographs taken from oblique angles, the trees shingle against one
another, thus revealing more leaf area for analysis.

The oblique photographs also

help to filter out ground clutter such as streets and houses which, in the past, had
tended to throw interpreters off the scent.
The photos are then processed to transparencies and projected onto screens for
analysis, and the interpreters, it is hoped, will respond to this simpler, cheaper
method with better diagnoses.
"1f it works it will be a practical, economical method," said Meyer.
the sort of thing we hoped would work.

"This is

With a cheap, effective method of surveil-

lance like this, we can extend the life of the elm population."
The next goal of the researchers is to run a full-scale pilot program for Dutch
Elm Disease detection in a city.

And if this method proves as effective as prelimi-

nary results indicate, the first battle against Dutch Elm Disease may be won.
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'HAGIC ME110RY 11ETALS'
SNAP BACK TO SAVE LIVES
By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
Few people have seen anything like them.
and "silly

putty,~:

They are stranger than "superballs"

but they are not for children and they can save lives.

They are the new metals that can be

J:

trained" to snap or bounce back to their

original shapes after being cooled and reheated.

llot magic, they are real metal

alloys. often about half nickel and half titanium) with built-in ilmemories. Ii
In the future, they will be used in blood clot filters) bone plates, orthodontic equipment) fire alarm systems, solar energy engines and new products as yet unimagined.
To work) such a metal must first be trained) according to University of }1innesota materials scientist Louis Toth.

It is fashioned into the shape needed for the

medical or industrial device under construction) at a temperature a little above its
magic ';transformation temperature. II

The metal object is then cooled below this

temperature, with no apparent effect except that it can now be stretched or expanded
to fit into a machine) a blood vessel or wherever

it will be needed.

When the

metal is reheated above its transformation temperature) artificially or by body
heat, it snaps back to the shape for which it was "trained. 1I
Nitinol) the most promising alloy so far) snaps back with real energy: stresses
of 80,000 pounds per square inch have been observed.

Strength like this can be

concealed in a thin sheet) rod or even a wire made of this alloy) Toth said.
Since alloys vary in their transformation temperatures) particular alloys can
be created for special tasks, Toth said.
Use of the versatile magic alloys in medicine is just beginning) but should be
much more common in five to ten years) he said.
(HORE)

MAGIC METALS
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Blood clot filters are perhaps the most advanced medical use so far.

A straight

wire made of a "memory" metal is threaded into a vein and kept cool within a plastic
catheter.

l~en

the wire is in place. the catheter is removed.

Then natural body

heat pushes the wire over its transformation temperature. forcing it to remember its
original filter shape.

This instant filter can then keep dangerous blood clots

(over 2 millimeters in diameter. for example) from reaching the lungs. heart or
brain.
So far, these filters are working well in dogs.

But use in people must await

further study of possible corrosion and carcinogenic effects.

"Use of filters like

these for short periods seems most promising so far. 1I Toth said.

When the patient

is better. anti-coagulant drugs or other procedures could be used instead of the
filters.
The Nitinol alloy is also being investigated for use on bone plates.

As the

metal remembers its past shape, it could pull the ends of a broken bone together or
straighten a buckled spine much faster than methods now used.

The alloy could also

attach an artificial leg. arm or hand to the original bone without the loosening
that now can occur.

Sheep, dogs and rats are helping to test these new uses now.

Human uses await further tests.
Orthodontics is another likely area for the magic memory metals.

Nitinol wires,

more than ten times stronger than stainless steel. could hold teeth in their corrected position. eliminating the periodic need for painful wire tightenings.
The magic memory metals are also good candidates for industrial and product
uses. Toth said.
use Nitinol.

Train brakes and fire-alarm systems have already been designed to

A magic wire is trained to respond to heat at some level considered

dangerous in a particular situation.
nal shape.

When it gets hot. it snaps back to its origi-

A conveniently placed switch can take advantage of this memory to

trigger an alarm.

Thermostats could also eventually use Nitinol this way too. Toth

said.
(HORE)
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Small engines designed to use waste heat from power plants are another way the
magic metals could be used.

The Nitinol wires coiled around a wheel could move

through a heated area and expand.
area away from the heat.

Then they would deform as they cooled in the

As they reheated, they would change shape, moving the

wheel and whatever is connected to it.

"Anyp1ace where temperature changes of 10 0

or more occur conveniently is a potential place for Nitino1 to be used," Toth said.
The magic metals have much potential for the future, Toth said.

They do not

tire, even after millions of test cycles, and they are not particularly expensive
for the strength they deliver.

Though about four times as expensive as stainless

steel, much less limemory" metal is needed for particular jobs.
Most uses of the possible new alloys have not yet been developed, Toth said.
Engines using waste heat at municipal incinerators?
temperatures at different depths of the ocean?
heat?
-OOS(AO,4,22;B1,4,5;CO,4;DO,4;E4,9,l9,24;G29)
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SIHPLE, CmmINATION TREATI1ENT
FOR BREAST CANCER TRIED AT U OF H
By Nancy Johnson
University News Service
In the near future surgeons may think twice before reaching for the scalpel
after telling a woman she has breast cancer.
New studies viewed with increasing respect by medical authorities show that
simple excision of a breast tumor, called a "lumpectomy" or "tumorectomy,'1 followed
by radiation therapy is at least as successful as a radical mastectomy performed
with or without radiation.
Dr. Seymour Levitt, head of the department of therapeutic radiology at University of 11innesota Hospitals, views the studies enthusiastically and hopes to treat
more women by this method.
"This is important to all women faced with the psychological trauma of breast
removal.

If they can avoid the loss, and the appearance of the breast and survival

rates are good, that's the direction to go,1I he said.
Levitt said women should be encouraged by these studies to perform self-breast
examinations and discover breast cancer at an early stage.

"The majority of tumors

are found by women themselves,1i Levitt said, lIbut if they delay treatment because
they are concerned about losing the breast, the disease only gets worse."
The re-examination of lumpectomy with radiation evolved from studies showing
that radiation combined with mastectomy resulted in less local recurrence of the
cancer than mastectomy alone, said Levitt, who conducted one such study.
"We have treated three or four breast cancer patients by radiotherapy at University Hospitals over the past seven years compared to the 100 to 200 radicals done
in the same period, '1 he said.
Levitt attributes this to the innately conservative nature of American surgery
and to improperly controlled studies that claimed decreased survival resulting from
(UORE)

BREAST CANCER
radiotherapy.
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It was thought that radiotherapy depressed natural defense mechanisms

necessary to fight the disease.
A study done at Yale and three other medical schools of 150 women with early
breast cancer is one of those studies now changing attitudes.

It concluded that

"certainly the results (of radiotherapy) are no worse than treatment results with
primary surgery. II
When the tumor was less than two centimeters in size, 91 per cent of the patients were free of cancer after five years; when less than five centimeters, approximately 60 per cent were free of cancer after five years.
Improved techniques are aiding early detection in women of menopausal age and
those with a family history of breast cancer who are susceptible to the disease,
Levitt said.
Radiotherapy for women with breast cancer takes six to eight weeks
with daily treatment on an outpatient basis.

Radioactive implants, used occasional-

ly for inaccessible areas that need a higher dose of radiation, require hospitalization.

Needles containing small plastic tubes are inserted into the breast, and

iridium~

a radioactive substance, is then placed in the tubes.

Minor complications of radiotherapy occurred in 15 of 150 patients in the joint
medical school study.

But the study concluded that these could be reduced by al-

tering dosage and frequency of treatments.
HAnd the appearance of the irradiated breast is usually good," Levitt said.
In the future, "surgery will be less aggressive," and there will be more use of
radiotherapy, chemotherapy and hormone theraphy, Levitt said.
Hormone therapy often has helped pre- and post-menopausal women with breast
cancer.

According to Levitt, between 40 and 85 per cent of all breast tumors have

a hormone "marker" ind1 eating the tumor is estrogen dependent.

Removing the ovaries

in pre-menopausal women reduces the estrogen level and shrinks the tumor with 40 to
60 per cent success.

Post-menopausal women are treated with large amounts of es-

trogen which "overload" the tumor and poison it.
(MORE)
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BREAST CANCER

According to Levitt, "chemotherapy has made its breakthroughs treating the
leukemias and lymphomas.

It does help prevent paint infection

down in women with breast cancer.
as a cure.

and tissue break-

But it is too early to tell how effective it is

It may only slow the cancer's development."

A study using chemotherapy that demonstrated lowered recurrence of the disease,
reported in the New England Journal of Nedicine, agreed and said: "These results
should be considered with caution since, at the present, the effect of this therapy
on survival and possible long term side effects remains unknown."
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UNIVERSITY RESEARCHERS RECEIVE
CONSERVATION AWARD
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Two University of Minnesota researchers who were selected to receive a 1976
American Motors Conservation Award this past spring will be presented the award
Tuesday (Nov. 23) at the University of Minnesota.
Dr. Gary Duke, professor of physiology, and Dr. Pat Redig, veterinarian, will
each receive a citation, plaque and honorarium in recognition of their work in the
care of sick and injured birds of prey.
The award, to be presented at the College of Veterinary Medicine's annual
awards ceremony, cites them for "opening new paths of understanding in physiology
and surgical technique in caring for birds" and "encouraging others to increase
efforts toward conservation of this often-maligned group of birds, many of which
are on the endangered species list. if
The awards have been presented annually since 1954 to professional and nonprofessional conservationists "for dedicated efforts in the field of renewable
natural resources. I;
The ceremony will be held at noon in 135 Animal Science/Veterinary Medicine
Building, Phase I on the St. Paul campus.
-UNS(AOjBl,3,Dl7)
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'u' STUDiI{! ACCESS TASK FORCE
RECEIVES GRADUATE SCHOOL REPORT
(FOR URiEDIATE RELEASE)
Affirmative-action recruitment and financial aid for minority and disadvantaged
students were major items of discussion Friday (Nov. 19) as the University of
11innesota Student Access Task Force received a draft report from the subcommittee
on access to graduate instruction.
The subcommittee, chaired by General College Dean Richard Bailey, urged that
ways be found to increase financial support available for minority and disadvantaged
students.
The financial needs of minority graduate students are greater than those of
students in general, according to Graduate School Associate Dean Edward Foster.
The subcommittee also urged that new assistantships be designed to enable
minority students to assist with instruction in beginning-level courses in General
College and in introductory courses in other undergraduate colleges.
iiGraduate students are not coming to us as uell prepared as t hey should be, II
Bailey said.
While supporting the idea of assistantships in General College and other
undergraduate programs, Foster said it was important that they not be considered
lisecond-class" teaching assistantships and that the graduate students holding them
maintain contact with others in their field.

He agreed with the subcommittee that

minority graduate students could serve as valuable role models for minority students
in undergraduate courses.
Two other recommendations of the subcommittee concerned the supplying of sex
and ethnic background data to department admissions committees to support affirmative
action efforts.

While such data is collected at the time of application and registra-

tion, its release is restricted by state law and Regents' policy.
(I-I0RE)
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ilSex and ethnic background data are Dade available only to clearly defined
affirmative action departments of a collegiate unit, II according to James Preus,
coordinator of admissions, registration and student records.
The subcommittee report said the Graduate School staff is too small to monitor
and support the affirmative action efforts of 160 departments and programs in the
manner and scope necessary.
Foster urged that the recommendation that the data be supplied to department
admissions committees be reconsidered so that the report does not ask for something
that cannot legally be done.
Two additional recommendations of the committee called for a reaffirmation of
the commitment to an affirmative action program.
Providing access to graduate-level instruction for new populations of students
requires flexibility, experimentation and some changes, the committee said, but no
reduction in quality or meaning of degrees granted is expected or desired.
The subcommittee noted that there are variations in the degree of support for
affirmative action programs among the various Graduate School departments.

But

task force members felt the subcommittee recommendations were more harsh than
necessary and would create bad feelings.
i1We don't know from data about the departments that they are not supporting
affirmative action programs," said James t1erntz, director of the Educational
Development Center.
Subcommittee chairman Bailey said it was important to retain the observation
in the recommendation.

"It came up time after time.

It is uneven.

Some are just

not committed at all," he said.
Other recommendations concerned encouraging women to consider Graduate School
and continuing the University's commitment to international education, especially
for students from underrepresented countries and developing areas.
A preliminary report of the full task force was released last spring, and the
current recommendations reflect reaction to the initial report.
force report is expected before the end of the year.
-Ul~S-
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SYMPHONY CHORUS TO PERFORM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The 32S-voice University of Minnesota Symphonic Chorus will perform in
concert W:1th the 8S-piece C:.t:v1c Orchestra of Minneapolis !bursdar. Dec. 2, at 8 p.m.

1:4 I4orthrop Auc1itor:bJID'.
Dwayne Jor8en8011, assistant professor of music, will direct the chorus and
orchestra ill the perfomance of Requiem in C Minor by Cherubini.
coa.duct~ ))y

The orchestra,

Robert Bobzin, will also perform Symphony No.8 in G Major by Dvorak.

The event is open to the public with no admission cha.r8e and is sponsored by

the University departments of music and music education.

-UNS(AC, 2, 29; 81; C2)
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FRENCH PRESS CRITIC AT

'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
A French press critic will discuss the press council movement in a public
lecture at the University of Minnesota Tuesday, Nov. 30 at noon.
"Press Councils of the World: An Evaluation" will be the topic for the talk
by author and critic Claude-Jean Bertrand of the University of Paris.

He will

speak in the Murphy Hall library.
Bertrand's lecture is one in a series honoring Prof. Emeritus J. Edward Gerald
who retired from the journalism faculty in 1974.

Gerald was a leading figure in

the press council movement for many years and was a founder of the Minnesota
council, the nation's only statewide press council.
Bertrand, in the United States as a fellow of the American Council of Learned
Societies, is a visiting scholar at the University this fall.

He will spend

winter and spring quarters at Stanford University.
A professor of American civilization who specializes in the American news
media, Bertrand has written books on the U.S. news media, the British press and
other topics.

In addition to his university teaching appointment in France, he

is also a member of the French Press Institute.

-OOS(AO,3,20;BljCO,3)
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UlUVERSITY OF l1IlmESOTA, HINNEAPOLIS Ai."'ID ST. PAUL CAl1PUS EVENTS
Hov. 28-Dec. 4
Sun., Hov. 28---St., Paul Student Center: Drawings. Paintings and Prints by Nancy
Leeper and Laura Blaw, North Star Gallery; Acrylics by Walter Goldstein, Rouser
Room Gallery; Sculpture II Native Stone by Don Holmquist, display cases.
8 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Nov. 29. Free.
Stin., Nov. 28---Jaques Gallery: Field Sketches by Francis Lee Jaques. rluseum of
Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. lron.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed., 2-5 p.m. Sun.
Through Dec. 5. Free.
Sun.,

l~ov. 28---University Gallery:
East Indian Uiniature Painting; Recent
Accessions; I~oss Moffett i1onotypes. Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Dec.. 3. Free.

lwn.,

No~. 29---Studio Arts Gallery:
Lithographs, Intaglios, Screen Prints and
Relief. Art Building. 3 a. m. -5 p.m. Hon. -Frio Through Hov. 30. Free.

Mon., Nov. 29---t-lest Bank Union Gallery:
course, Auditorium Classroom Bldg.
Free.

BFA Thesis by Kerry !1ildon. Lower cona a.m.-7 p.m. Hon.-Frio Through Dec. 10.

Hon., Nov. 29---Coffman Gallery: Photography, J-tFA Lxhibit by Mike Freeman, Gallery
I; Glass by 11ichael Aschenbrenner and Clay by Bruce Ostwald, Gallery II.
Coffman Union. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Hon.-Frio Through Dec. 17. Free.
Mon., Nov. 29---Two-Bit Flick: :;l'1hispering Shadow--Chapter 10" and "Road Runner. 11
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. ( 11:15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. 25¢.
Mon., llov. 29---Poetry Reading:
room Bldg. 8 p.m. Free.

Uartha Roth.

Lot-Jer concourse, Auditorium Class-

Tues., l~ov. 30---Film: "Helping Grandma il featuring the Little Rascals.
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.
Tues., Nov. 30---Lecture: IlPress Councils of the tvorld:
Jean Bertrand. tiurpby Hall library. Noon. Free.
Tues., Nov. 3Q---Lecture:
Hall aud. 3:15 p.m.

"India and the
Free.

~Iodern

Tues., Nov. 30---Film: "America is Hard to See."
Union. 7 p.m. Free.

An Evaluation l : byC1aude-

West;: by A. L. Basham.

Uurphy

Theater-lecture hall, Coffman

Tues., l~ov. 30--Film/Di:scussion: :'A Long Day's Journey into Hight. II
rium Classroom Bldg. 7:30 p.m. Free.
(OVER)
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Wed., Dec. l-~-St. Paul Student Center: tlixed Hedia by Ruth Oseid, North Star
Gallery; "Buy-some-tennial,1l photographs by Hark Luinenberg, Rouser Room
Gallery; Sculpture in Clay by Jean Bruns, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 29. Free.
Wed., Dec. l-~-Lecture: Wilderness Consciousness by Kelvin Rutstrum.
lecture hall, Co~fman Union. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Theater-

Wed., Dec. l---Concert: Musiqua Antiqua, Renaissance music. Theater-lecture hall,
Coffman Union. 7:30 p.m. $1.25 students, $1.75 public.
Wed., Dec. l---U Film Society: "The 400 BloW's,'l 7:30 and 9:45 p.m., and "I'ly
Childhood, II 9 p. m. Huseum of Natural History aud. $1.50.
Tllurs., Dec. 2---Concert: University Symphonic Chorus with Civic Orchestra of
~linneapolis. Northrop Aud.
8 p.m. Free.
Frio, Dec. 3---U Film Society:
7: 30 and 9 :(30 p. m. . $2.

ilThe Passenger.!; Uuseum of Natural History aud.

Fri., Dec. 3-~-Dance Performance:
$7, $6, $5, $4, $3.

Nikolais Dance Theatre.

Northrop Aud.

8 p.m.

Frio, Dec. 3---University Theatre: IIRomeo and Juliet!! by TJilliam Shakespeare,
directed by David W. Thompson. lfuiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's •
. Sat., Dec. ,4---Hime lo1orkshop: San Francisco rUme Company.
Coffman Union. 10 a.m.-noon. Free.
\

Theater-lecture hall,

Sat., Dec. 4---University Theatre: "Romeo and Juliee i by l1i1liam Shakespeare,
directed by David W. Thompson. lfuiting theater, Rarig Center. 5:30 and
9 p.m. $3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale
at Rarig Center and Dayton's.
Sat., Dec. 4---U Film Society:
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

"The Passenger." Museum of Natural History aud.

Sat., .l;ec. 4---Dance Performance:, Nikolais Dance Theatre.
$7,~$6, e5, $4, $3.
Sat., Dec. 4---0pera Uorkshop:
$1 students; $2 public.

"An Evening of Orpheus."

-m~s-
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Scott Hail aud.
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OPERA WORKSHOP TO PRESENT
'AN EVENING OF ORPHEUS'
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
"An Evening of Orpheus," conceived and directed by Vern Sutton, will be presented by the University of Minnesota Opera Workshop Saturday, Dec. 4, at 8 p.m. in
Scott Hall auditorium.
Employing the music of Monteverdi, Gluck and Offenbach, the production relates
the familiar story of Orpheus in three acts with different styles and different
principal singers.

The 26-member cast appears in every scene.

As the story progresses a stately Baroque Orpheus mourns the loss of his wife,
Euridice; a grand Classical Orpheus enters hell to rescue her, and an irreverent
Romantic Orpheus decides he doesn't want her back.
Sutton is an associate professor of musicology at the University and a frequent
soloist and performer in Twin Cities musical productions.
Principal singers include Paul Neslund, Gretchen Johnson, Ellen Wetherbee, Bob
Bitzan, Jim Bohn, Ann Donaldson, Coral Smith and Bob Fomander.

The orchestra is

directed by Steven Stucki and Jacqueline Jones.

Scenery designs are by Peter Wykes

of the Dudley Riggs' Brave New Workshop staff.

Costumes and lighting were designed

respectively by Bruce D. Snyder and Christine Wopat, who recently designed for the
Minnesota Opera Company production: "Bartered Bride" together.
Admission is $2 for the general public and $1 for students.
be made by phoning 373-3546.

The event is sponsored by the departments of music

and music education.

-UNS(AO,2,29;Bl;CO,2;DO,2)
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BICENTENNIAL EXHIBITION
TO BE n~ ST. CLOOD I ST. JOSEPH
(FOB. IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The final showing of the University of Minnesota Bicentenn1al exhibition of
tUnnesota art and architecture scheduled for Minnesota will open Friday, Dec. 3, in
St. Cloud and St. Joseph, lf1nD.
It is possible that the exhibition may be taken on a natiODaI tour next year,
said Nina Archabal, assistant director for humanities, University of Minnesota

I

•

Gallery•
Uore .than 400 arch1tectural photomurals, about 50 paintings and 20 examples of
Native American art.re ineluded in the exhibition which has visited 20 Minnesota
cities this year.
The exhibition was prepared by the University of Minnesota Gallery in con-

junction with the

l~sota

Society of Architects and vas circulated throughout

the state ~y the University of Minnesota Asr:1cultural Extension Service and
Continuing Education and Extension.
In St. Cloud, ,the paintings will be shown at the Kiehle Gallery of St. Cloud

State th\:1~:81ty•. In'St. Joseph, the I_tiva Aller.ic4n al!ts and tbe arch1tectural
portion of the exhibit will be at the Benedicta Arts Center of the College of
St. Benedict.
Hours at both locations will be from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. weekdays and from noon
t~

4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays through Sunday, Dec. 12.
There will be public opening receptions in St. Cloud from 8 to 10 p.m. Friday,

Dee. 3, and 1p St. Joseph from 7 to 9 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 5.

Guided tours of both

exhibits can be arranged by contacting Judy Kline of 'the St. Cloud CollllllU1\ity Arts
CoUbcil.

Her phone number is (612) 253-1846.
(!DE)

-------------------------------------------
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Two free programs will be offered while the exhibition is in the St. CloudSt. Joseph 'area. "Duets of the Glly "90s" will be presented by Shirley Kartarik,
soprano, and Jackie Burlingame, alto, in Kiehle Auditorium at St. Cloud State
University at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 8.
"Remains to be Seen---Preserving Our Architectural Heritage" will be the topic
of a lecture by Foster,Dunwiddie, architect and member of the lUnnesota Society of
Architects historic resources c01lllllittee, at 8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 9, at the
Benedicta Arts
~,

Cen~er..

Both events are supported by funds from the National Endow-

ment· for the Humanities.
In St. Cloud"'St. Joseph, the exhibition is sponsored by the Otto Bremer
Foundation, the Pirst American liational Bank, the St. Cloud ComIrnmity Arts Council
alld Dayton's.
Transportation for the exhibition has been prOVided by the Hinnesota Motor
Transport Association, Fruehauf Division of Fruehauf Corporation, St. Paul, and
Thermo King Sale. and Bervice, Inc., St. Paul, with additional equipment for St.
Cloud-St. Joseph provided by International Barvester Company, St. Paul.

Drivers

from the White Bear Lake Area Vocational-Technical Institute will be assisted in
St. Cloud-St. Joseph by drivers from Twin City Freight, Inc., St. Paul and St.
Cloud.

Travel of the exhibition throughout the state is monitored by the Minnesota

Highway Patrol.
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INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH
COULD HELP BACK HOME
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath said Monday that international agricultural research could help improve American agriculture.
Magrath spoke about the Famine Prevention and Freedom from Hunger amendment,
Title 12, at the annual meeting of the Minnesota Association of Soil and Water Conservation Districts.
"What makes Title 12 so noteworthy is that it gives land-grant universities, and
a few other universities having strength in the agricultural sciences, a far stronger
voice than we have had in effectively shaping our nation's international self-help
food activities," Magrath said.
Congressman Paul Findley of Illinois, author of the legislation in the House,
asked a University of Illinois faculty member about how Title 12 might affect American agriculture, Magrath said.
"He noted how work by American scientists in foreign countries will inevitably
lead to the discovery of new varieties and strains of crops superior to the varieties
we now use.

He said animal scientists will undoubtedly gain new knowledge about the

growth and development of livestock and poultry," Magrath said.
Magrath said American agricultural economists working under Title 12 should be
able to build export markets for U.s. agricultural products through their studies of
other economic systems, market practices, food tastes and preferences, and the opportunities and limitations for production in the developing nations.
Title 12 funding, Magrath said, would lead to opportunities for improvement of
water utilization for irrigation, which has been expanding and has great potential
in Minnesota.
(MORE)
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lIThrough the efforts of many--certain1y not just those at the University of
Minnesota--the use of irrigation in Minnesota has tripled over the past five years,"
bringing the total number of irrigated acres to 140,000 as compared with 45,000 in
1970, Magrath said.
"Despite this big increase in the use of irrigation, only about one-half of one
per cent of Minnesota's cropland is irrigated," he said.

"We have more than 22

million acres of cropland, and it is estimated that eight million of those acres are
irrigable.
"In other words, we have approximately eight million acres suitable for irrigation, but as of last year, we were irrigating only 140,000 of them," he said.
Magrath said that the state's agricultural systems are working well but there
is much more that can be done.
"Too many parched corn fields and wheat fields tell us this, although I would be
remiss if I did not note that, even with a serious and disheartening drought in
America's heartland, there is no concern whatsoever about having enough

to eat," he

said.
Magrath said the University is compiling more information on water and irrigation potential, providing information through extension agents, and working to understand the social, environmental and economic impact of irrigation.
"In terms of marketing, we are making a comprehensive analysis of market opportunities for special irrigated crops, with particular attention toward determining
future protein needs of the world," he said.
IiTit1e 12 recognizes that while the American way of doing things cannot, and
should not, always be transplanted to every part of the world, it does recognize that
resident instruction, research, and extension-type activities are key to agricultural
progress.
"It recognizes that making sure farmers have solid, up-to-date, and understandable information is prerequisite to adequate food supplies." Hagrath said.
-Ul.~S-
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SURGICAL IMPLANTS HELP
n1POTENCE, INCONTINENCE
By Nancy Johnson
University News Service

A bewildered child rejected and humiliated at school and a depressed young man
who thought he would never be able to marry have both been helped by tiny, surgically
implanted electromechanical devices developed by University of 11innesota researchers.
The child's school problems were a result of his incontinence--the involuntary
release of urine.

But a surgically tmplanted artificial urinary sphincter, when in-

flated, now prevents the child's incontinence.
The young man felt that no woman would want to marry a man who could not achieve
erection.

A penile prosthesis, when inflated, now gives the young man the erection

necessary for sexual intercourse.
Initial experiments on these devices were done in the late 19609 by Dr. William
Bradley, a University of Minnesota professor of neurology, and Dr. Gerald Timm, a
former associate professor of neurology and biomedical engineer.
Th~

first implantation was done by Dr. F. Brantley Scott, a surgeon and associate

professor of urology at Baylor College in Texas.

Since then,more than 500 each of

the artificial urinary sphincters and inflatable penile prostheses have been inserted
by approximately 60 surgeons at the University of Minnesota and medical centers across
the U.S. and Europe.
Bradley estimates that about three million people suffer from some degree of
incontinence, which can be caused by anyone of a number of things--stress (resulting
from sudden pressure

ca~ed

by lifting, coughing or sneezing), diabetes, prostate

removal, spinal cord injuries, multiple sclerosis and Parkinson's disease.
According to Timm, the sphincter implantation procedure has a success rate of
from 65 to 70 per cent.

In the operation, a small silicone-rubber cuff is placed
(MORE)
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around the neck of the bladder.

The cuff is connected to a fluid-filled reservoir

and two "open" and "close" valves implanted in the lower abdomen.
Gentle pressure on the "close" valve at timed intervals or when bladder fullness
is felt causes fluid to move into the cuff, preventing leakage from the bladder.

The

"open" valve deflates the cuff and permits urination.
According to Timm, the major problem with the sphincter is maintaining pressure.
Too much pressure around the bladder neck or urethra blocks the blood supply and
destroys nerves and tissue.

Too little allows urine leakage.

A sensing device is being developed to detect bladder volume for those who cannot sense fullness. Bradley said.

The method of timed release used with the urinary

sphincter requires regular fluid intake.
to initiate urinating.

If not enough is taken in it is difficult

And if the patient doesn't void with a full bladder. urine

volume may cause bladder and kidney damage.
The penile prosthesis operates on the same principle as the sphincter. but the
pumping mechanism inflates and deflates two silicone rubber tubes in the penis.

Most

of the mechanical problems with the sphincter are avoided, explained Timm, because
there is more room for expansion without harming tissue.
"The operation has greater than a 90 per cent success rate," Timm said.

Sensa-

tion and ability to experience orgasm are maintained if they were present before the
operation.
Impotence in males can be caused by accidents, diabetes. vascular disease, circulatory problems, neurologic disease, surgery which incidentally damages nerves
affecting sexual organs. or psychological factors.
According to Bradley. nine out of ten patients are rejected for the penile implantation because many who are impotent often are also psychologically unstable.
Although lack of determined organic cause for impotence does not rule out the operation it "casts one strike against such patients," Bradley said.

But. he added,

failure to find a physical cause may be due to currently inadequate detection techniques rather than psychological problems.
(MORE)
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Occasionally an individual suffers from both incontinence and impotence and
several

double implants have been performed, Bradley said.

Implants have lasted for as long as three years.

Devices now implanted "have

incorporated many mechanical adjustments and should function much longer," Bradley
said.
Infection has been a major problem in the past but, according to Bradley, special
surgical techniques and careful patient selection have greatly decreased this risk.
The surgery is an "elective" procedure, Bradley emphasized.
been tried with varying degrees of success.

Altematives have

What is used often "depends upon the

center and the experience of the surgeon," he said.
Training workshops for doctors are held around the country by American Medical
Systems, the manufacturer of the devices.

Emphasis is on "surgical installation,

theory of operation, patient diagnosis and precautions," Timm said.
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MARTIN WORl<S TO BE SHOl~q
AT BELL UUSEUM GALLERY
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Art works by Alfred

l~rtin,

retiring staff artist of the University of Minne-

sota James Ford Bell Uuseum. of Natural History, will be exhibited in the Jaques
Gallery of the museum Thursday, Dec. 9, through Jan. 18.
Watercolors of Minnesota landscapes, drawings done in East Germany and a few
abstract prints will be included among the 45 works based on wildlife and the
human environment.
Martin, 67, a native of Germany, came to the United States in 1960.
received art training in Dresden and Stuttgart as well as in this country.

He
Before

joining the museum staff in 1963, he worked in architectural design and drawing
in Canada and the United States.

The museum is located at 17th and University Aves. SEe on the University East
Bank campus.

It is open to the public with no admission charge from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. Monday through Saturday; until 9 p.m. Wednesdays, and 2 to 5 p.m. Sundays.
-Ul'lS(AO,2,3l;Bl;CO,2;DO,2;E31)
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TEACHERS SAY CREATIVE POTENTIAL
OF nOVIES SEEMS TO BE DECLINING
by Bill Huntzicker
University News Service

The creative potential of the motion picture industry seems to be declining
despite the rise in the number of independent producers, according to two students
of popular culture at the University of Hinnesota.
Jim Deutsch and Jim

Davidson~

whose research in American studies ranges from

the study of "Bonnie and Clyde': to Jefferson and Emerson, have studied the stars,
the studios and the stories presented in the movies.
IJThe economic imperatives of the motion picture have changed drastically ~ Ii
Davidson said.

"The bottom has dropped out of the market for new movies."

I:The studios used to produce a large number of pictures which grossed roughly
Since 1970, a handful of movies like ~Jaws' and 'The Godfather'

the same amount.

have made over $100 million and the producers are playing roulette to get a
blockbuster,': he said.
"Today the movie director has to be a businessman," he said.
Deutsch said that under the old studio system, a director would spend only
about 20 per cent of his effort on the economic problems and about 80 per cent
making the movie.
less

freedo'[;l~1i

"Today the percentages are reversed.

In that sense, there is

he said.

The large studios which

o~~ed

their own distributors and theaters were assured

that theaters would show their movies and were in a better position to take chances
and to

experiment~

Deutsch said.

Today there are hundreds of independent producers creating packages for the
studios, which have mostly become mere financial institutions to buy, promote and
distribute

films~

he said.

The content of the movies has changed as a result.

liThe movies have put a

cheap premium on romance and life, creating a casualness toward sex and Violence,"
he said.
The extravaganzas, such as "Earthquake il and Iil1idwayll which attract large
audiences and require a big screen to compete with television, have been promoted
more in recent years.

And there is less comedy, Davidson said, adding that the
(MORE)··

MOVIES

-2popularity of comedy has risen and fallen periodically.

"Some production (,oulpanies

are not going to take the chances that a studio would with a comedy," he said.
According to Deutsch, women's roles have evaporated.
and "All the President's l1en

ll

"Jaws, n '1The Godfather"

are a few examples of recent successes that have no

women in major roles, he said.
"The roles of women are in flux in our society and Hollywood is not going to
take chances on anything but the old formulas," Davidson said.
Deutsch said the result is that there are no female stars with the consistent
popularity of many women like Marlene Dietrich, Katharine Hepburn and Vivien Leigh
in Hollywood's history.
Faye Dunaway is the only female actress who seems to get consistently good
roles, both Davidson and Deutsch said.

Liza Minnelli has made only six or seven

films, Ali Magraw has made only three and Jane Fonda has made a number of good
movies but she has not had any major roles in the last few years.
According to the two men, most recent women's roles are either as prostitutes,
as in "Klute," or demonic, mean people as in "The Exorcist" and "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest."
"The new Hollywood has emerged since 1970, about the time MGM and Fox auctioned
off many of their holdings,1I Deutsch said, adding that most people consider the
directors and stars but overlook the importance of the studios in the movie
industry.
"The current state of the art is very disturbing," Deutsch said.

"By studying

it, I'm not trying to perpetuate it, I'm trying to reform it.
"One of the ways to do this is to look at the past and educate consumers about
what is being sold to them, to be aware of the values the movies are perpetuating,"
he said.
Davidson and Deutsch, who are teaching a University of Minnesota evening course
called "Movies and the American Experience," believe that it is important to study
popular culture such as movies.

"I see this course as something that may add to

people's understanding,fl Davidson said.
more one can enjoy it.

liThe more one understands something the

It's like becoming a better reader."

He said he thinks movies provide varied experiences.

"People who wouldn't

think of lumping all novels together and criticizing them do that with movies.
There are all types, there's good and bad," Davidson said.
"Movies are an important index or indication of the culture we're trying to
study," Deutsch said.

"They reinforce or promote certain values. 1i
(MORE)
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MOVIES
-3"They are, to some extent, documents of certain times and places," Davidson
said. "Movies take you to exotic places in other societies and places within our
society, such as a look inside rich people's homes."
Davidson had just come from watching a 1913 French movie which, he said, took
him to places he had never seen and that no longer exist. "Just the street scenes
give you some indication of what life vIas like, Ii he said.
American movies gained much of their early popularity among immigrant groups
who lived in poverty and did not understand the English language, Deutsch said.
"They would have no trouble understanding a silent movie," he said.
"The movies lifted them out of their New York City squalor to see the American
dream.

Movies pacified the masses," he said.

Deutsch explained that the westerns were introduced at the turn of the century
when Butch Cassidy was still alive and Jesse James and Billy the Kid had been dead
only 20 years.
"'The Great Train Robbery' was filmed in New Jersey in 1903 when train robberies
were still occurring," Deutsch said, adding that the western was a defense reaction
of white males who saw the frontier disappearing.
"The frontier was recreated in the mythology, untainted by women, Catholics,
and Jews.

The hero shoots first and asks questions later," he said.

Deutsch, who recently completed his master of arts degree in American studies
at Minnesota, plans to leave for Mississippi when the course is finished.

Davidson,

who teaches in the English department, has a master of arts degree in American
studies from Boston College and is working on his doctorate at the University of
Hinnesota.
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HOUSE PLANTS CAN BE
DAUGEROUS IF EATEN
by liarilyn I1cPartlin
University News Service

There's a good reason why your dieffenbachia house plant is nicknamed 'ldumb
cane."

One little bite of the plant could leave you speechless, and with a very

sore mouth and swollen tongue.
Dieffenbachia is one of a number of house plants that can be quite dangerous
if eaten, according to Ed Icrenzelok, assistant professor in the University of
ltinnesota College of Pharmacy and associate director of the Hennepin County Poison
Center.
Plants of the arum family, which includes dieffenbachia, philodendron and
caladium, all contain oxalate crystals.

"These crystals are needle sharp and they

stick in the tongue and throat, causing burning, irritation and swelling,lI Krenzelok
said.

Death can occur if the tongue swells enough to block the air passage.
Because the irritation begins so quickly after a bite is taken, a child

seldom eats much of these plants.

This is fortunate, Icrenzelok said, because a

big leaf could cause severe kidney problems, along with irritation of the whole
digestive tract.
Most varieties of ivy plants aren't very toxic, but the English and American
ivies can cause problems.

The berries of both plants contain oxalic acid, which

causes local irritation, mouth burns and gastrointestinal complaints, Icrenzelok
said.
The American ivy and its berries are particularly dangerous because the effects
of the poisoning can be delayed up to 24 hours.

"By that time, it's hard to identify

what it is that is causing the problem," Krenzelok said.
English ivy are more immediate.
(MORE)
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Probably the most commonly asked-about plant is scheff1era or umbrella tree.
Although it can be considered nontoxic to children and adults, Krenze10k said, it
has caused some deaths in dogs.
Rosary peas are shiny black and red seeds that are often used in jewelry because of their decorative appearance.

Although they are not used in the United

States any more because of their deadly toxicity (one or two peas can cause death),
they occasionally reach this country in imported jewelry, Krenze10k said.
One poisoning occurred recently, he said, when a child swallowed a rosary
pea from some

l~xican

jewelry his mother had brought into the country.

Although

she had been warned by customs officials that the jewelry might be toxic, she did
not use the care necessary to avoid the poisoning.

The child uss able to vomit the

pea, however, and was not seriously injured.
The most deadly plants are outdoor plants.

Nightshade, poison hemlock and

l..rater hemlock can cause death when just small amounts of them are ingested.
bulbs of hyacinth, narcissus and daffodil can also cause fatalities.

The

All of these

plants are quite common in 11innesota, Krenzelok said.
The biggest single problem in dealing with plant ingestions can be making a
positive identification of the plant, Krenzelok said.

Plants often are sold with

no identification, and when they are identified it is usually by a nickname.

Be-

cause these nicknames may be common to a number of different plants, he said, poison
centers have trouble knowing how to treat the poisoning.
The Hennepin County Poison Center gets help in identifying unknown plants from
the University of 11innesota plant pathology laboratory.
tastic backup.

"The lab provides a fan-

We take samples over there, even in the middle of the night, and

they identify them,1I Krenzelok said.

IIBut it would save a lot of time i f people

would find out before they buy a plant exactly 't-lhat it is they are buying."
If your child does eat a plant, call your local poison center immediately.
people there can tell you what steps to take.

The Hennepin County Poison Center,

which is seeking status as the state poison control center, also will take calls
from anyone anywhere.
-UH5(AO,23;Bl,5;CO,5;DO.5)
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HERE COME THE ANTS:
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
by Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

You've probably seen it on a late night television movie.

Army ants move in on

a jungle hut at midnight, swarming over it, devouring the straw, the wooden roof and
walls.

Millions of ants demolish the hut in seconds.

crawling over them.

The people awaken with ants

They struggle to run away, but •••

Turn off that old movie--stories about tropical army ants eating people are
fiction.
"A person could easily outrun African army ants," says Larry Cutkomp, University of Minnesota entomologist.

Army ants need an hour to run half the length

of a football field, and they prefer insects or small animals to people.

Most ants

bite only when trapped or in defense of their colony.
"But it still wouldn't be pleasant to encounter a group of these ants, 11
Cutkomp said.

"Marching armies may include as many as 22 million ants."

Army ants aren't the only unusual ant species.
fiction movies just as well.

Others could star in science

The bulldog ant of Australia is one.

Almost an

inch long, he is cannibalistic and has been known to attack scientists.
The carpenter ant, familiar in North America, is about half an inch long, eats
wood and can lift his own weight several times over.
of ants has already inspired a song:

The weight-lifting prowess

"No one can say that ant can't move a rubber

tree plant. 1i
Ants and other insects are this strong because their muscles are attached
inside their skeletons--unlike human muscles--and give them greater leverage.
Weight-lifting is only one event in the Olympic games of another ant species.
Full television coverage is deserved by the honeypot ants of the Arizona desert.
When a tribe of them smells an alarm (another colony) they line up by the hundreds
for several days of ritual tournaments.

The ritual fights are designed to settle

territorial disputes between two colonies without bloodshed.
The ants fight two by two, drumming on each other's abdomens with their
antennas and trying to shove each other over.
killed when the two tribes clash.

As in the human Olympics, no one is

The stronger group gains a little territory and

the weaker retreats, Cutkomp said.
(MORE)
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-2One result of the desert Olympics is especially strange.

Occasionally, one

colony comes through as the much stronger of the two and these ants press their
advantage and take the weaker group as slaves, Cutkomp said.
The weaker colony is invaded, its queen killed or driven off and its members
enslaved without bloodshed.

Within several days, the slave ants have been carried

over and are peacefully at work in the larger colony, Cutkomp said.
occurs in only a few of the 6,000 species of ants.

(Slavery

In North America, only the

woodland mound builder ants have been observed to take slaves regularly.)
With or without slavery, the desert ant Olympics involves many more athletes
than its human counterpart.
individuals.
IIS 0

A typical ant colony can house 10,000 to 100,000

Tropical ant colonies number in the millions per colony.

the anthills you see on sidewalks everywhere are only the tip of the

iceberg," Cutkomp said.

Under the entrance lies a vast network of passageways,

food storage chambers, nursery rooms and the royal chamber of the queen.
The highly organized society of most ant species is probably too efficient to
make an engrossing soap opera, but there is plenty of action.

The queen directs

the group and keeps busy by laying thousands of eggs every week.

In this

matriarchy, she is chosen before birth to be the queen and can live up to 17 years.
Unknown genetic differences and extra food make her grow to three times the size of
other ants in her colony, Cutkomp said.
The workers, much smaller in all species, are sterile females.
all the food, tend the queen's eggs and bring food to her.

They gather

They also clean the

colony continuously, even dragging dead family members a few feet away for a
"decent burial."

l>l1th all this work, these housewife ants live only four to seven

years.
The third group, the males, are even more specialized.

They exist only to

mate--and live less than one season.
This matriarchal system seems to work.

Ants have lived in their organized

societies for more than 50 million years and walked the earth 15 to 50 million
years before that.

Now there's an epic worthy of Cecil B. DeMille.
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'u' PROF HEADS
NATIONAL GROUP
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Ellen Stekert, University of Minnesota English professor and state folklorist,
has been elected president of the American Folklore Society, an international
organization of 3,000 folklorists, founded in 1888.
Her two-year term of office begins immediately.
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. UlUVERSITY OFUUmESOTA, l1INNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAHPUS EVENTS
Dec. 5-11
.

Sun., Dec. 5---St. Paul Student Center: Hixed Uedia by Ruth Oseid, North Star
.Gallery; "Buy-some-tennial," photographs by Hark Luinenberg, Rouser Room
Gallery; Sculpture in Clay by Jean Bruns, display cases. 8 a.m.-IO p.m.
ilan.-Sat., noon-I0 p.m. Sun. Through Dec. 29. Free.
$un., Dec.

Greg Wyman, trumpet.

5~--Recital:

Scott 1mll aud.

I p.m.

Free.

Sun., Dec. 5---Concert: University Wind Ensemble and Percussion Ensemble.
Aud. 3 p.m. Free.

Northrop

Sun., Dec. 5---University Theatre: "Romeo and Juliet" by William Shakespeare,
directed by uavid W. Thompson. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 3 p.m.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students aud senior citizens. Tickets on sale at
Rarig Center and Dayton's.
Sun., Dec. 5---Recital:

Ginny Jacobson, piano.

Scott Hall aud.

7 p.m.

Free.

Mon., Dec. 6---l'lest Bank Union Gallery: HFA Thesis by Kerry Uildon. Lower
concourse, Auditorium Classroom Bldg. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through
Dec. 10. Free.
Mon., Dec. 6--Coffman Gallery: IiNight Flight,11 photography by Hike Freeman,
Gallery I; Glass by Michael Aschenbrenner and Clay by Bruce Ostwald, Gallery II. ,
10 a.m.-4 p.m. ?wn.-Fri. Through Dec. 17. Free.
I

11on., Dec. 6---Two-Bit Flick: lIl-lhispering Shadow--Chapter 11" and "Road Runner. It
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11:15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. 25¢.
Hon., Dec. 6---Concert: University Symphonic Band, l-1ood~'J'ind Ensemble and
Quintet. Great Hall, Coffman Union. 8 p.m. Free.

Hoodwi~

Thurs., Dec. 9---Jaques Gallery: Watercolors, Drawings and Prints by Alfred Martin.
Museum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. TItrough Jan. 18. Free.
!

Fri., Dec. IO---Nutcracker Fantasy.

Northrop Aud.

8 p.m.

Sat., Dec. Il---Nutcracker Fantasy.

Northrop Aud.

3 and 8 p.m.

-UNS(AO;Bl;F2)
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11AGRATH PLEASED BY INJUNCTIOn
AGAINST NCAA INDEFINITE PROBATIon
(FOR

D~mDIATE

RELEASE)

University of Minnesota President C. Peter 11agrath said Thursday (Dec. 2) he was
"obviously very pleased i1 with the temporary injunction against the National Collegiate Athletic Association's (NCAA) imposition of indefinite probation on all men's
sports teams at the University.
U.S. District Court Judge Edward J. Devitt issued the temporary injunction
against the penalty the NCAA imposed after the University refused to declare basketball players David WineyjPhil Saunders and }Iichael Thompson ineligible.
The players were found to be eligible to play by the University Assembly Co.mmittee on Intercollegiate Athletics (ACIA) after the NCAA imposed a two-year suspension on the Gopher basketball program last January.
At that time, the NCAA said the University could hold hearings for the players,
and Hennepin County Judge A. Paul Lommen issued an injunction against the University
for declaring Michael Thompson ineligible before due process hearings were held.
In his ruling Thursdayj Judge Devitt said, lithe opportunity to participate in
intercollegiate basketball at the University of 11innesota is a property right entitled to due process guarantees because it

may~

albeit only in exceptional circum-

stances j lead to a very remunerative career in professional basketball, and, because
in all cases, it is an important part of the student-athlete's educational experience.
ii1'1innesota was therefore required by
passing on their eligibility.

la~l

to afford the athletes a hearing before

It was also directed by Judge A. Paul Lommen and

authorized by the NCAA to do so and it did.

Minnesota and NCAA are bound by the

findings, \; the ruling s ta ted.
i1i.Jhen the NCAA imposed indefinite probation on l1innesota' s athletic teams because of Minnesota's refusal to declare Saunders, Thompson and Winey ineligible, it
transgressed upon 11innesota's legal duty to afford due process hearings to the
athletes and to abide by the results,rl Judge Devitt said.
Hagrath said the University has proven that the case is a "genuine legal
issue. \;

If the NCAA does not appeal, the case

~lill

go to a trial on the merits.

"I feel very, very strongly that there is a fundamental issue of due process
and fair play involved," Hagrath said.

"The preliminary injunction sets the ground-

work for a trial on the merits of the case.1!
(J:lORE)

NCAA

-2Magrath said the decision lifts the NCAA ruling against 10 of the University's

11 intercollegiate men's sports.

"As I pointed out earlier, we do not challenge the

probation against the basketball program," he said.
The University's decision to challenge the NCAA may be a plus in recruiting,
Magrath said, because it

sho~

relationship with students.

"that the University sticks by due process in its

it

"I would hope that somehow the message would get out that the University of
Minnesota not only is interested in having competitive athletic teams in the men's
area and in the women's area, but that the University of Minnesota is deeply concerned about the fair treatment of students as students--whether they're basketball
players or football players or don't participate in intercollegiate athletics at
all," Magrath said.
In his ruling, Judge Devitt said NCAA has a monopoly over major intercollegiate
athletic programs because of its control of championship events and exclusive television contracts and its authority to exclude institutions from those events and
telecasts.
He said, however, that the NCAA had a legitimate concern that permitting each
institution to make decisions about an athlete's eligibility would frustrate the
uniform application of its rules.
"Even if there is some base for the NCAA's fear of 'home' town' decisions by
local institutional hearings, then the remedy well may be to amend its rules and
procedures to provide for prior due process hearings by independent hearing officers or boards," the ruling stated.
Magrath said the University has taken steps to see that NCAA rule violations,
such as those that occurred in the basketball program, do not happen in the future.
"We have instituted a whole set of procedures to guarantee, as much as we can
guarantee, that these things won't happen again." he said.
Paul Giel, director of men's intercollegiate athletics, said he had the football coaching staff sit down With University attorneys to discuss the rules before
they began their recruiting effort.
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NE~lS

REGISTRATION OPEN FOR
CHILDREN'S ART CLASSES AT

'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Registration is now open for University of Minnesota winter-quarter art classes
for children five through ten years of age.
The classes, sponsored by the University's Institute of Child Development and
art education department,wil1 meet Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Jan. 15
through March 19.
Children are encouraged to develop a feeling of their own worth as artists
during the classes, which emphasize the exploration of art in many media rather
than formal training in art techniques.

The classes are taught by teachers

certified in art education.
Fee for the 10-week course is $20.

Further information and registration

materials can be obtained from Virginia Eaton at the Institute, 373-9861.

-UNS-
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Feature story from the
University of Minnesota
News Service, S-68 Morrill Hall
100 Church St. SEe
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-5193
December 3, 1976
HOT ROCKS TO AID
FUTURE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEHS
By Laurence Yarosh
University News Service

The use of nuclear and solar energy may receive a boost from research being
undertaken at the University of Minnesota.

An interdepartmental project will study

the use of specially constructed rock beds to store energy, in the form of heat,
which can later be used in industrial processes or for the generation of electricity.
The project, funded by a $172,000 grant from the federal Energy Research and
Development Agency (ERDA), is headed by Mahmoud Riaz, associate professor of electrical engineering.

Riaz heads a team of faculty members from four departments at

the University which will investigate various configurations and rock materials for
the heat storage beds.
Energy storage is critical to solar power because it is not available at night
or on cloudy days, and is more plentiful in summer than in winter.

If heat storage

were available, energy generated in summer could be used in winter, and daytime
energy could be used at night.
"Energy storage also makes it possible to use nuclear and coal-powered plants
during off-peak periods for the production of electricity that would otherwise
require the use of expensive oil or gas fuels," Riaz said.
Riaz envisions a series of heat storage trenches sunk into the ground, each
about 30 feet deep and containing several rows of crushed rock, separated by undisturbed earth.

An insulating and impermeable cover would prevent heat from

escaping into the atmosphere and water from reaching the hot bed.
Extremely hot air would be blown through pipes into the rock, heating the bed
to temperatures of 500 0

C or more.

At some later time, cool air could be blown

into the rock bed, picking up heat and returning it to a boiler to produce steam.
(HORE)

HOT ROCKS

-2-

"Seasonal (three to six month) storage presents the most interesting and
challenging use of rock beds," Riaz said.
be used only once a year."

"It has to be very cheap, since i t is to

Researchers at the University of Minnesota's Mineral

Resources Research Center already have begun testing rocks end

~arious

eintered and

pelletized mixtures for their suitability for heat storage.
A serious problem to be faced by the researchers will be the loss of usable
energy during

l~ng-term

storage.

While they expect less than 30 per cent of the

heat to leak into the atmosphere, much of the heat recovered from storage will be of
low thermodynamic quality.
withdrawn.

That is, the rock bed will cool off as heat is lost or

The heat remaining in a cool rock bed is less efficient in generating

electricity.
Despite these problems, small rock-bed storage units are already in use in
solar-heated houses such as the University's experimental Ouroboros project in
Rosemount.
cloudy days.

These units store enough energy to heat the house for three or four
The units Riaz envisions could form part of the power system of a

major city and store energy for weeks or months.
Heat storage may also aid conventional utilities that face higher demand for
electricity during the early evening.

In order to meet the demand, the utility

must build extra generating plants, which then operate at reduced efficiency during
the rest of the day.

Heat storage would allow existing plants to operate at full

efficiency around the clock, storing energy during slack periods for use when
demand increases.
At least one utility has attempted to solve this problem by pumping hot
pressurized water into reservoirs during slack periods, and releasing it to drive
a turbine when needed.

This method, Riaz said, is expensive and presents environ-

mental problems.
Other engineers have suggested storing energy by forcing compressed air into
natural caverns, or pumping hot oil into tanks filled with rocks and sand or
(MORE)

-3-

HOT ROCKS

inducing a large electric current in a magnetic coil cooled to superconducting
temperatures.

Riaz feels, however, that rock beds may be the cheapest means of

energy storage.
Riaz was born in Paris, France, and holds degrees from the University of Paris
and the University of Cairo, Egypt, as well as Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
and Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the U.S.

He has been an associate

professor at the University of Minnesota since 1959 and involved with solar energy
under National Science Foundation (NSF) and Energy Research and Development Agency
(ERDA) grants for several years.
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NE\oJS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512
MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE
The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will once again look at the 1977
Legislative request and a proposed student-run PM radio station at their monthly
meetings this week.
The regular monthly board meeting will begin at 10:15 a.m. Friday (Dec. 10) in
the auditorium of the McNeal Hall addition on the St. Paul campus.
The committee of the whole will meet at

8:30 a.m. Friday in the same place.

At that meeting. the administration will discuss modifications in the legislative
request to account for projected enrollments over the biennium which may be lower
than expected.
A special student concerns committee meeting will convene at 10 a.m. Thursday
(Dec. 9) to discuss concerns of the students on the St. Paul campus.

The meeting

will be in room 202-206 of the St. Paul student center.
The other committee meetings will be in Morrill Hall Thursday afternoon.
The physical plant committee will provide more detail on the amount of money to
be requested for buildings from the 1977 Legislature.

That meeting is at 1:30 p.m.

in 300 Morrill Hall.
The faculty and staff affairs committee will meet at 1:30 p.m. in the Regents'
Room.
The educational policy and long-range planning committee will meet at 3 p.m.
in 300 Morrill Hall.
The student PM radio proposal will be discussed by the student concerns committee at 3 p.m. in the Regents' Room.

The dispute between the University and the

Veterans Administration over taking attendance in classes will also be discussed at
that time.
On Thursday evening, the regents will participate in ceremonies during which
the University will be presented the deed to the Freshwater Biological Institute on
Lake Minnetonka, which was founded and built by Minnetonka businessmen.
The regents will attend

a briefing

7:30 p.m. and the ceremony at 8:15.

on the Institute, for news people, at

Governor-designate Rudy Perpich, Congressman-

elect Bruce Vento and Atty. Gen. Warren Spannaus are also expected to attend.
The Institute, which does fundamental research on water pollution, is located
on the west side of Lafayette Bay near the intersections of Hennepin County Roads
15 and 19.
-utlS(AO,l;Bl;CO,l)
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HAFLING, 373-5290
NOTE:

A news conference is set for 7:30 p.m. Dec. 9 at the Institute in Navarre.
Award presentations will be at 8:15 p.m.
RICHARD GRAY, BIOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE FOUNDER, TO
RECEIVE 'u' ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Richard G. Gray, Sr., one of the founders and president of the Freshwater Biological Research Foundation and Institute, will receive the University of Minnesota's
Outstanding Achievement Award Thursday (Dec. 9).

The award will be presented at the

Freshwater Biological Institute on Lake Minnetonka at Navarre.

Minnesota.

At the same time, the Freshwater Biological Research Foundation will present
the Freshwater Biological Institute facilities to the Board of Regents and the Un1vers1ty of Minnesota.
Gray originated the idea for the Freshwater Biological Research Institute, now
worth nearly $5 million, in 1968 as a result of his concern for the deterioration of
the water quality of Lake Minnetonka and other bodies of fresh water throughout the
world.
After graduation from Washburn l1igh School in Minneapolis in 1936, Gray went to
Dartmouth University for two years and graduated from the University of Minnesota in
1940 with a bachelors degree in geology.
In 1948, Gray started Zero-rfax Industries, Inc., a manufacturer of mechanical
variable speed drive equipment for use with small motors.

Zero-Max products, dis-

tributed world-wide in 30 countries, were used in the original open heart surgical
equipment at the University.

By coincidence, this same equipment was used for one of

Gray's sons who underwent open heart surgery at the University in 1957.
nIORE)

-

------------------------------------------------GRAY

-2Among his many activities, Gray writes a weekly nature column for the Sun News-

papers in Minnesota called "Passwords. 1i

Selected columns have been made into a book

called "Passwords for All Seasons, 1/ proceeds from which go to the Freshwater Biological Research Foundation.
He is a past president of the Minneapolis Metro YMCA; a trustee of the Farmers

& Mechanics Bank; an independent director of the Investors Group of Mutual Funds;
a director of the Science Museum of Minnesota (St. Paul); the World Wildlife Fund;
the Metropolitan Park Foundation; the Nature Conservancy of Minnesota and the
Minnesota Association of Commercial Industry (MACI).
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KILLER MISTLETOE UNDER ATTACK
IN 11IRNESOTA FORESTS
By Brian Lowey
University News Service

In ancient England it was considered a sacred herb.

In Scandinavian legend, it

was the only thing on earth that could kill a god.
Today thousands of Americans gleefully hang the stuff on light fixtures, tack it
above doorways. or pack it into their pockets for the fast draw.
It is Phoradendron flavescens--the American mistletoe; a leafy parasite with
white, waxy berries which grows on trees in a broad band down the eastern one-third
of the United States.
This form of the plant, the American mistletoe, is a relatively harmless little
fellow.

Although it does obtain its nourishment by pushing its roots into the living

sapwood of trees. it does little damage and is seldom noticed except in winter when
little clumps of green can be seen on branches here and there.
In the big bog country of the northwest, however, thest~ry c~anges.

~linne~ota,
for example, contains about 1.4 million acres of black spruce; and it is estimated
that-about 11 per cent of this acreage is infested with a cnusin of the Jlmerican

mistletoe.
This mistletoe, however, is not being treated in Minnesota with the same benevolent deference as its cousin to the southeast.

On the contrary, Minnesotans,

hardly in a holiday mood, are hacking, chopping, digging and burning this little
plant wherever it can be found.
"We're not going to play around with this problem like we did with Dutch Elm
Disease," says Prof. Frank Irving of the University of Minnesota.

"We should de-

velop effective control measures before we lose many more of our best black spruce
stands.

We have the time if we use it."

The Minnesota variety of mistletoe is Arceuthobium pusillum, the eastern dwarf
mistletoe, and it kills trees--especially the black spruce.

As a matter of fact, it

is the most serious disease of black spruce in the lake states, affecting perhaps
17 per cent of the 2.2 million acres of black spruce in the region.
Unlike its cousin the American mistletoe, dwarf mistletoe saps away "-the
strength of the host tree.

Five or ten years after the mistletoe appears, the host

tree begins to falter and sicken.

In an attempt to build up its strength, the tree

pushes out thick new branches; but this desperate move saps away the tree's remaining strength, and within a few years it dies.
(MORE)
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The disease is not threatening the black spruce as a species, but it is dealing
a substantial blow to the pulp industry in the lake states.

The black spruce is

used primarily for pulp, but when a tree becomes infected with the mistletoe, its
quality degrades quickly.

In fact, the U.S. Forest Service estimates that in the

lake states alone dwarf mistletoe will account for about $2.7 million worth of damage
to the present marketable generation of spruce trees.
Actually, the dwarf mistletoe doesn't even look nice.

In the spring, when the

plant perhaps looks its best, it resembles a brown, bloated pine needle.

From then

until fall it's all downhill for the mistletoe, and by winter after the shoots drop
off all that remains of the plant is a brown, cup-like structure.
"This is probably the most important tree disease in the state," Irving said.
"We have a forester up in Koochiching County tolho said he can drive for six miles
without being out of sight of the stuff."
The black spruce is an important cash crop in Minnesota, covering roughly 1.4
million acres of swampy, isolated terrain.

In fact, it is the very character of

this terrain which has so far throttled dwarf mistletoe control efforts

in Minne-

sota.
Roads are rare in the spruce stands, and so are landmarks.
tion is further hampered by extensive bogs.

Ground transporta-

Foresters, once they do locate mistle-

toe infestations, may not be able to find their way back when they return with
timbering equipment.
The problem may be solved with aerial photography techniques derived from
space research.

University of Minnesota researchers have been working to find

applications for aerial photography in forestry.

Their reasoning is that tree

diseases often encompass vast areas; and in such instances, a tree-by-tree diagnosis
would be impractical.
Last year a team of investigators from the University of Minnesota's department
of plant pathology and College of Forestry took aerial photographs of a mistletoeinfested stand of black spruce.

The photographs, taken with color infrared film

at a scale of I : 30,000, did disclose the presence of mistletoe--evidenced by holes
in the spruce canopy.

Working on the basis of the photographs alone, the researchers

estimated that 22.3 per cent of the test area was affected by the mistletoe.
Later, ground crews converged on the scene and determined that, in fact, 29.4
per cent of the area was infected with mistletoe.

The 6.6 per cent difference

between the two estimates does not turn out to be significant, since mistletoe is
eliminated by clear cutting and burning of an area well around the obvious infection
site.
(MORE)
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Luckily, dwarf mistletoe spreads extremely slowly.

Otherwise. by today the

problem might have grown to unmanageable proportions.
"At the perimeter of the infection centers,the average spread of the mistletoe
is about a foot and a half a year," Irving said.

"Some of these infection centers

have persisted for 100-150 years."
Once the mistletoe is eliminated by clear cutting and burning, the next generation of spruce in the burn area is likely to be disease-free, and indeed will thrive
--as conifers tend to do in the fertile seedbeds left behind by fires.

As a matter

of fact, this whole aerial-photography-followed-up-by-sanitation approach looks so
promising that the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources plans to apply it on
state lands in the future.
All this adds up to a happy ending for the black spruce, but a rotten ending
for the mistletoe.

But no one is going to miss Arceuthobium pusilluro particularly--

especially the black spruce, which, by the way, make excellent Christmas trees.
-UNS(AO,4,l8,34;Bl,2,9;CO,4jDO,4;E4,18;G29)
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GRADUATION EXERCISES
SCHEDULED AT UNIVERSITY
(FOR ll1MEDIATE RELEASE)
Fall-quarter graduation programs have been scheduled by the colleges and
schools of the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
E. W. Ziebarth, professor of speech communications now on leave and serving as
interim general manager of the Twin City Educational Television Corporation, will be
the speaker for the College of Liberal Arts (CLA) commencement Friday (Dec. 10) at
7:30 p.m. in the Great Hall of Coffman Union.

Ziebarth is a former dean of CLA.

University Regent Loanne Thrane will confer the degrees.

Approximately 930

CLA students are eligible for fall-quarter graduation.
The Graduate School has scheduled commencement exercises for 544 graduates
Wednesday, Dec. 15, at 7 p.m. in Northrop Auditorium.
Regent's Prof. Reuben Hill.

Guest speaker will be

Neil Sherburne, chairman of the Board of Regents, will

confer the degrees.
Other fall-quarter graduation programs are:
College of Forestry, Wednesday, Dec. 8, 5 p.m., North Star Ballroom, St. Paul
Student Center.

University Regent L. J. Lee will confer the degrees and is the

commencement speaker.

There are 23 graduates.

General College, Monday, Dec. 13, 4 p.m. in the west wing of the Campus Club
at Coffman Union.

University Regent Mike Unger will confer the degrees for 110

graduates.
College of Education, Monday, Dec. 13, 7:30 p.m., Northrop Auditorium.

Guest

speaker will be Regent's Professor Robert Beck and University Regent Loanne Thrane
will confer the degrees for 361 graduates.
(HORE)
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College of Business Administration, Thursday, Dec. 16, 6:30 p.m., Marriott
Inn.

Regent Mike Unger will confer the degrees for 119 graduates.
School of Dentistry, Friday, Dec. 17, 3:30 p.m., Mayo Auditorium.

be 34 dentistry graduates and 57 dental hygiene graduates.

There will

Dr. Leslie V. Martens

will be the commencement speaker and Dr. James Jenson, associate dean, will confer
the degrees.
School of Nursing, Sunday, Dec. 19, 3 p.m., Health Sciences Unit A-2620.
There will be 19 graduates.
Commencement exercises were held earlier this month in the College of Agriculture for 72 graduates and in the College of Home Economics for 56 graduates.
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ANCIENT BOOKS ON DISPLAY
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Some of the oldest books in Minnesota are on display through December in the

East Asian Library at the

Unive~sity

of Minnesota.

About 20 ChiDese
books from ehe University's colle~tion
of more than ~OO
.
.
volumes of the King Dynasty era are in the exhibit.

The books are in woodbloc.k

print, are hand-written and printed by movable type.
"I would assume that the book on T ' ang DYnasty poetry (1302) is one of the

oldest books in Minnesota." said William S. Wong, head of the East, Asian Library
1dlich 1& located in the sub-basement of Wilson Library on the West Bank campus.
Most of the books are from the Ming dynasty which existed from 1368 to 1644.
Although the Chinese were accustomed to movable type by the 14th century, there
were still many books printed by .the woodblo,ck method, Wong ,said.
"The greatest' technical advance durin. King times was the improvement of the
double color process to make multi-color printing possible," he said.

.

He said there are not many important collections of Miug editions outside of
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ELECTRIC CAR
11AY BE STALLED

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
No gas line freeze, no oil changes, no radiator boil-overs, no more tune-ups or
noxious exhaust. The electric car sounds like the perfect solution for winter, not
to mention spring, summer and autumn.
True, its advantages are many.

But so are its problems, according to Univer-

sity of Minnesota electrical engineering professor Vernon Albertson.
board, the electric car looks good.

On the drawing

It emits no exhaust, no heat and no significant

noise.
Operating costs are relatively low, since the electric car has only about half
as many parts as a conventional automobile and only the batteries need much regular
attention.

The owner just plugs the vehicle in at home every night and buys new

batteries once every two years.
Highway safety would improve if electric cars came into common use, Albertson
said, since the vehicles

ar~ ~mal:er,

making accidents less serious.

lighter and slower than conventional cars,

And the electric car uses electricity fairly

efficiently, since it draws power only at night during low demand hours.
But the key hurdles to its use by most of the world's car-driving population
are its size, the design of its batteries and its cost, Albertson said.
Electricity--the power source for the car--must be paid for and generated.
While a car owner would no longer have to bUy gasoline, his or her home electricity
bill would climb by 11 to 32 per cent.
The car itself can be expensive.
electric passenger cars now.

If consumers are motivated, they can buy

A Florida company has sold about 2,000 in three years.

Their model costs under $3,000 but holds only two people and can reach only 40 mph.
Another company sells kits to convert conventional cars to electric power, but these
kits cost about $12.000.

(MORE)
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ELECTRIC CAR

Besides size and

the electric car has other pcoblems) Alberts<>n said.

cost~

Parts can be hard to locate and it is difficult to find someone to make the necessary mechanical repairs.

Since the engine generates no heat, a special heater is

required in cold climates.

In addition, the batteries currently used in electric

cars contain acid, which could burn passengers if a collision occurred.
The batteries are really the key

problem~

according to Albertson.

tric car contains more than one battery and each battery is heavy.
multiple batteries restricts the speed of the vehicle.

Each elec-

The weight of

If fewer batteries are used

to reduce the weight of the car and speed it up, the car cannot go very far between
charges.

If more batteries are used so that the car can go farther between charges,

the car is heavier and speed is lost.
The most efficient electrical vehicles currently on the market can reach 60
mph and travel up to 60 miles before charging, but these are the small, light-weight
models designed for special trucking purposes or for use as a second family car for
short trips.
The batteries also are expensive.

Replacing them every two years would cost

a car owner about $600, Albertson said, and batteries need replacement because
currently available lead-acid batteries cannot be charged every night for an indefinite period.
Albertson feels a battery breakthrough is possible in the future if a nickelzinc battery can be perfected.
The future of the electric car may lie in the price of gasoline, Albertson
said.

If gasoline prices rise to about $1.50 a gallon, electric cars would look

very promising to consumers.

Major automobile manufacturers could easily begin

production of electric cars, he said.
Power-plant construction would not necessarily have to increase to handle the
demands of electric cars, Albertson said.

Even if 10 million electric cars are on

the road by 1985, they will use only about two per cent of the total electricity
demand estimated for that year.
(MORE)
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Current estimates put the number of electric cars in operation at about 1,000
passenger cars, 24,000 forklift trucks, 27,000 golf carts and nearly 50,000 vehicles
such as snow plows, bicycles, buses and vans.

The U.S. Post Office has begun to

test almost 400 electric mail trucks.
More than 100 companies now sell parts for electric cars or sell the cars
themselves.

These are mostly small entrepreneurs, but Ford and General Motors are

beginning to show more interest.

Federal funding has become more likely.

The

Energy Research and Development Administration recently contracted for the design
of three new electric vehicles as prototypes and Congress overrode President Ford's
veto of a bill to provide more money for research.
If continued research proves successful and the price of gasoline continues
to rise, electric cars may prove to be one answer to transportation problems.
-UNS(AO,4,l8;Bl,2,9;CO,4;DO,4;E4,9,l8;G29)
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NEWS PEOPLE:

CORRECTIon

The telephone number for the University of Minnesota's Institute of Child
Development was incorrect in the University News Service release announcing
registration for children's winter-quarter art classes.
373-9851.
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U OF MPROF'S FILM TO BE
BROADCAST NATIONWIDE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
"Three American GoldS1lliths," a film produced by a University of Minnesota
facultYDlelDber, will be broadc&stnationally on the Public Broadcasting Service
Wedn~sday

The

(Dec. 15).

f~1m,

produced by Joseph Ordos, associate professor of design, runs 28

minutes and features three goldsmiths whose contributions to the trade are distinct.
One of the three has created a vocabulary for metalsmiths which makes their
communications simpler.· The second, a woman, produces jewelry that doubles as
health aids-amulets that blink with heartbeats and bracelets that reflect pulses.
The third craftsman has revived old and little-used metalworking techniques.
Philoeoph1es~

environments and specialities are the foci of the film rather

than a how-to-Go-it approach, Ordos said.
Production was funded by a grant from University of Minnesota Media Resources.

-UNS(AO,2,3l;Bl,8;CO,2jDO,2;F6;G29)
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BE DEVELOPED

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
"Cookies ••• Sixteen ••• Heart.,' •

II

l{hat should the fourth ward be, to

fit with the first three?
If you answered iisweet" you are on your way in the Remote Associates Test, one
of many tests designed to assess creativity.
Or try this one: design a Tourist Information System for a downtown mall.

It

must be securely lockable when not in use, attractive and approachable when open, and
cannot cost more than $6,000.
Two University of Minnesota experts on creativity, psychologist Thomas Bouchard
and architect Gerald Allan, believe that creativity can be developed and encouraged.
Both focus on practical techniques and have worked with groups from students, to
businessmen, to prisoners, to advertising agencies.
"People's creativity often fades in late grade school,lI Allan said.
body is creative to some extent and can develop creativity with practice.

"But everyMany

people reach their highest creative potential in later life."
Allan and Bouchard both use
and research.

II

tasks" or Ilpractice exercises" in their teaching

One of Bouchard's stand-bys is the Thumbs Problem:

"He do not think

this is likely to happen, but imagine for a moment what would happen if everyone
after 1976 had an extra thumb on each hand.

This extra thumb will be built just as

the present one, but located on the other side of the hand.

It faces inward, so that

it can press against the finger just as the regular thumb does now.
question:

l~at

Here is the

practical benefits or difficulties will arise when people start having

this extra thumb?"
Exercises or games like these force people to imagine many alternatives, a key
to creativity.

"The more ideas people come up with, the better," Bouchard said.

"Creativity involves putting off judgments for awhile and just generating ideas."
(MORE)
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Bouchard had found, in his research into "brainstorming,ll that people come up
with more ideas in a given time period if each person thinks creatively alone, then
pools ideas with others later. However, he also indicated that group work based on
good personality combinations within a group or on certain types of problems may be
as good or better than individual work.
Recently officials at a school asked Allan and his co-workers to help landscape the school grounds.
The solution?
the landscaping.

The school board had no money for the project.

Design a course for the school which required the students to do
The students benefited in more ways than one.

Student pride, new

skills, less vandalism and a satisfied school board were the result.
One "rule" frequently invoked in Allan's groups is "Think of the wildest alternative you can."

Other group members must then treat each suggestion as a potential

solution and merely suggest improvements in it until it becomes plausible.
In this vein, an architecture student proposed that the University of Minnesota's parking problems could be solved by paving over the Mississippi River. Others
"improvedl1 the idea until i t became a single high-rise parking garage over part of
the river next to the student union--so that commuters and non-commuters could conveniently use the Union equally as well as a nearby park.
One of Bouchard's

experiments involved cars in a different way.

Students were

to pretend they were cars--and consider how to improve themselves.
This approach, called the "personal analogy," is part of the creativity method
called "synectics. 1I

It is related to a theory of Piaget's (a well-known French

psychologist) that early childhood creativity involves the senses and movement, not
language.

There is a possibility, according to Bouchard, that this early stage of

development, if revisited, can unlock forgotten or even repressed creativity.
"So far, this approach seems to be promising for some creative problems,"
Bouchard said.

"Einstein used it in developing his theory of relativity.

He often

sat on a ray of light on the floor to think about how light behaves in space,lI
(HORE)
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If unusual ways of being creative interest

you~

you have one of the character-

istics of creative people agreed upon by Allan and Bouchard.
dency to avoid the usual as a characteristic.

Allan mentions a ten-

Others are a positive, but restless,

approach to life; and ability to use fluently the languages of creativity--verbal,
visual and mathematical; open-mindedness and flexibility without naivity; selfconfidence, independence of thought and interest in new ideas; some intolerance for
fools; some extremes in moods, iiand, the only creative characteristic that we cannot
seem to 'teach' at all," Allan said--the motivation or drive to be creative."
Other blocks to creativity include,
fear of

failure~

fear of being

judged~

according to Allan, habit, tradition,

the authority of others and even success.

It is easier to characterize creative people and blocks to creativity than to
define creativity.

;;It's not a trait or even as definable as intelligence is,

though it is associated with above-average intelligence,ll Bouchard said.
Creativity cannot be measured satisfactorily, according to Bouchard.

The

different tests for creativity used in industry do not intercorrelate--that is,
people scoring high on one do not necessarily score high on the others.

There is

now no theory that explains creativity.
Even without a theory, practice seems to help.
you can think of for old bricks.

Design a solution to the graffiti problem.

make up brand names for a new deodorant.

Or

Your own creativity may surprise you.

-ill'iS-
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WE CAN TRUST THE SUN-WELL, PROBABLY
By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

A comet crashes into the sun ••• A passing star strays

to~

near and is pulled

into a collision that turns the entire solar system into a circle of fire ••• Cosmic
criminals drop a hydrogen bomb cn the sun ••• The sun simply explodes, engulfing the
earth in nuclear death •••
These science fiction scenarios are admittedly unlikely.

But what would

happen if one of them came true?
Our chances of survival based on the sun's reliability are good but not perfect, according to Edward Ney, University of Minnesota astronomer.
lithe earth would survive and the sun's energy output would not be seriously
affected even if a lOO-Megaton hydrogen bomb hit the sun," Ney said.

Ten billion

hydrogen bombs would be needed to equal the energy in one second of sunlight making
it unlikely that anyone could damage the sun either deliberately or accidentallY1
he said.
A large comet hitting the sun directly wouldn't make any serious difference

either, Ney said, adding that it is very probable this already has happened.
"The only sudden solar emergency that could destroy life on earth is almost
impossible--a collision between the sun and another star passing by,·1 Ney said.
Stars are generally trillions and quadrillions of miles apart, and so far no stellar
collisions have been observed in the universe.
But could the sun simply explode of its own accord?
such a stable star for our sun," Ney said.

"We are lucky to have

Some stars in the universe change their

energy output every couple of hours, as though they were being squeezed like
oranges.

If our sun had ever been anywhere near this unstable, life on earth

would probably not have developed.
"We can be almost certain that our sun will not pass through a stage like
this," Ney said.

"The sun is now middle-aged and growing old gracefully and

gradually."
We will probably be safe from solar danger until the sun enters a vigorous
old age, Ney said.

In four or five billion years, it will "balloon out" as it

ages and become big enough to swallow up the earth and end all life.
(MORE)
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Our current safety from solar instability is based on the "solar constant,"
Ney said.

The sun shines on the earth with the power of almost one and a half

kilowatts for every square meter of the earth's surface and this has been constant
for at least two centuries. as long as measurements have been made.
Before that, though, the sun may have been temporarily weaker.
and 1715, temperatures on earth were lower.
change with fewer sunspot storms on the sun.

Between 1645

Some astronomers have associated this
Other astronomers do not believe that

the sun caused the low temperatures and tend to blame the earth's own wind patterns
and other factors.
If the sun actually was weaker then, it might happen again, Ney said.

Even

a one or two per cent change in solar energy could drastically affect our climate.
A ten per cent permanent change, hotter or colder,

could wipe out many forms of

life on earth.
But this is unlikely, Ney said.

Generally, magnetic storms on the sun have

not been the culprit in climate changes--though atmospheric scientists continue to
look for possible effects on the weather from sunspot storms.
The sun is less likely to affect our weather than what we do on earth, Ney
said.

The burning of fossil fuels adds carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.

This

could warm the climate, as could the extra water vapor we dump into the atmosphere.
The sun may be the least of our worries.
its relationship to the sun," Ney said.

"And I hope it will stay that way."

-UNS(AO,4;Bl.2;CO,4jDO.4;E4,18?G79)
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'u' SURVEY SHOWS
ECONOMY ON PLATEAU
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Economic indicators remain level, according to the November Minnesota Business
Survey of the University of Minnesota's College of Business Administration.
Responses from the 145 state retailers and manufacturers were mixed, including
reports on deceleration in new orders and shortened buying policies but continued
retail sales increases and predominately stable retail employment.
"Manufacturers and retailers revealed weaker responses to questions on new
orders and buying policies, items that are often indicative of the future direction
of the economy," the survey report states.

"Only 47 per cent of manufacturers now

report increased new orders compared to 60 per cent in August."
Other indicators show less rapid slow-downs.

Manufacturers reporting higher

production decreased from 52 to 50 per cent since August, while those whose production remained stable over the past three months increased from 29 to 34 per cent
of the respondents.
Employment by manufacturers has slumped somewhat more decidedly, with 10 per
cent reporting lower employment, compared to six per cent in August; 55 per cent
report the same level of employment, down from 56 three months before; and 35 per
cent said they are employing more workers, a decrease from 38 per cent.
Retail comparisons, which measure immediate conditions more than future prospects, are continued favorable, with sales reported increasing by 76 of the retailers, up from 68 per cent in August and 62 per cent one year ago.
Employment increases were reported by 32 per cent of the retailers, an increase
from 20 per cent three months before.

Fifty-five per cent of the retailers say

their employees number the same and 13 per cent report a decline, which is also an
increase from eight per cent in August.
The survey is administered quarterly by College of Business associate dean
Roger B. Upson and graduate assistant Robert Dwyer.
-ut~S-
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HOSPITAL.VOLUNTEERS HELP
LONELY, FRIGHTENED PATIENTS

by Ronaele Sayre
University News Service
A hospital stay can be a frightening and lonely experience.
That is especially true for those hospitalized for a serious medical problem
in a large big-city hospital hundreds of miles from home.
Patients at University of Minnesota Hospitals and their families do have the
option to calIon the services of any of the five chaplains.

Every patient admitted

to the hospital receives material explaining the various hospital services, including the chaplaincy department, but the chaplains know that the information is
usually put aside and not read.
The sheer size of the 775-bed multiple hospital complex and the frequent
crisis situations that demand the chaplains' attention mean that many patients
never see a chaplain during their hospital stay.
In an effort to help both the chaplains and patients, the chaplaincy department
and the Lutheran and Catholic campus ministry centers recently began the Care
Volunteer Program in which eight volunteers are assigned to the chaplains' office
and calIon patients throughout the hospital.
The pilot program is viewed as a way to expand the reach of the hospital
chaplains and give students thinking of careers in a "caring profession" the
opportunity to meet people as people, according to Roger Stoehr, campus pastor at
the University Lutheran Center.
"The majority of the patients are from outside the metropolitan areat and they
probably got lost just finding the hospital.
cause of a serious medical problem.

They also realize they are here be-

The volunteer from the chaplain's office is

someone not-wearing a white coat," Stoehr said.
(HORE)
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The fact that the volunteer is a lay person is just as important as the visit
itself, according to Ken Siess, Lutheran chaplain at University Hospitals.
"The volunteer is someone patients can talk to and release their feelings and
feel comfortable.
person to pray.

The patients can set the agenda.

They don't have to ask the

Some people feel that if the chaplain stops to see them they have

to ask for a prayer,1I Siess said.
The fact that many patients are in University Hospitals for specialized treatment and care means special demands are made of the CARE volunteers, according to
Rollie Severson, campus pastor at the St. Paul Lutheran Campus Center and program
coordinator.
"The students have discovered that their three-hour visiting sessions on their
assigned stations can be exhausting,li Severson said.

Carol Anndy, University

senior from Minneapolis, agreed and said she was surpriced to discover how emotionally draining the visiting sessions could be.
"I wanted to do this because I remember the volunteers I met when I was hospitalized,'J said Anndy, who wonders now if those volunteers felt just as drained
after visiting her.
The students, four from the Lutheran Center and four from the Catholic Newman
Center, were first briefed on hospital policy and the chaplaincy department and
were then assigned to hospital stations of their choice.

Students visit patients

for three hours every week and spend another hour discussing their experiences and
any problems they have encountered vuth the hospital chaplains and coordinators
from the two campus ministry centers.
The spirit of the patients she has visited has surprised Debbie Luke,
University freshman from Minneapolis.
"They are just so positive and optimistic about what is going to happen to
them," Luke said.
visit.

}~ny

She has found that the patients she encounters are eager to

patients at University Hospitals are from distant towns and except

for their immediate family do not have many of their friends calling on them.
(l'10RE)
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Luke is assigned to one area of the hospital that the chaplains admit they
do not get to very often.
One of the eight volunteers in the program is not a student.

Marti Friedrich

found the CARE program an opportunity to relate to patients differently than when
she meets them in another area of the hospital where she works as a registered
nurse.

She became involved in the program after hearing about it at the Lutheran

Center where she attends services.
Bev Robbins, a University senior from Bloomington, Minn., visits with young
pediatrics patients and their parents.

"The parents are glad to have someone there

support them,11 Robbins said.
Tony Romero, Newman Center chaplain and coordinator for the volunteer program,
said the students have been very enthusiastic about their experiences.
terms of benefits, it is not a one-way street.
and those they visit,i1 Romero said.
-UNS(AO,22,23,24,33;Bl,4,5;CO,5)
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by Harilyn McPartlin
University News Service
What would happen if you nibbled a bit of your Christmas poinsettia?

Probably

not much, at least in comparison to the effects of other greenery you'll find
decorating many houses during the holiday season.
Poinsettia plants are not as toxic (poisonous) as some people think, according
to Ed Krenzelok, assistant professor in the University of 11innesota College of
Pharmacy and associate director of the Hennepin County Poison Center.
There has been only one reported death attributed to ingestion of a poinsettia
plant, and that was in 1919, Krenzelok said.

The poinsettias we buy now are a

hybrid variety, and since 1957 very few of the reported ingestions have produced
any symptoms at all, although the sap of the poinsettia can be irritating to the
skin.
Krenzelok suggests treating the plant with respect and keeping it out of the
reach of children, but he says i t need not be considered a 'ifatal ll plant.
Other house plants and decorative Christmas foliage are more dangerous.

('Most

house plants will not cause a fatality if ingested," Krenzelok said, libut they may
cause serious irritations of the stomach or mouth, vomiting and diarrhea."

Children

are the primary victims, especially one-to-two-year-olds who are starting to climb
and move around, and four-to-five-year-olds

who are starting to experiment.

House-plant ingestions are the source of many of the calls to the Hennepin
County Poison Center, Krenzelok said.

Although most calls are from the worried

parents of children who have sampled a plant, there are occasional calls about
adults. "Children ingest plants from ignorance," he said.
stupidity.

"Adults do it from

This can be of more concern around holiday party time.1:
(I'10RE)
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Plants, berries and nuts vary in their toxicity as they age.

11For example, II

Krenzelok said, "green acorns are extremely toxic, but dried and cured acorns are
completely safe."
ingested.

This makes it hard to say what any particular plant will do if

!'There is a lot of empiricism in the treatment of plant poisonings.

Each

situation must be assessed separately," he said.
Holly berries are quite dangerous.

In children, a fatal dose would be in

the range of 20 to 30 berries, Krenzelok said.

Fatalities seldom occur, though,

because most people don't have that many berries in their homes.

Smaller amounts

can cause severe reactions--nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal pain--in children and adults.
Histletoe berries, which are also toxic, cause similar symptoms.

IIThere has

been a move in some states to outlaw mistletoe because of its toxicity," Krenzelok
said.

Ingestion of the berries can lead to an increased breathing rate, difficulty

in breathing and respiratory depression.

One reported death occurred about 12 hours

after the person drank a tea brewed from mistletoe berries.
Jerusalem cherry plants also are popular during the holiday season.
Center gets a few calls every week about these plants, Krenzelok said.

The Poison
Both the

cherries and the leaves are toxic, the leaves containing the chemical solanine,
which can decrease heart rate.

Ingestion of the plant also can cause nausea, vomit-

ing, diarrhea and sometimes fever.
Krenzelok added a few words about Christmas trees.
cause no problems," he said.

IlThey essentially would

"The oils in the trees could be toxic, but you'd have

to eat half a tree to have any problems."

He did express concern about the preserv-

ative and snow sprays that are sometimes used on the trees.

"These sprays contain

propellants that could cause problems if inhaled while the spraying is taking
place. II

He suggested that spraying be done outside, if possible.
(MORE)
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What should you do if your child eats any Christmas plants or greenery?
says Krenzelok, call your local poison control center and ask what to do.

First,

With

most plant ingestions, the center will suggest that you induce vomiting with
ipecac and then bring the child and a sufficient sample of the plant to the emergency room of the hospital.
A better idea is to take some precautions and avoid the problem altogether.
Find out, when you buy a plant, exactly what it is.
of the reach of children.

Keep your plants high, out

And, if you have children under the age of five, avoid

the decorative Christmas plants that come laden

t~th

berries.

much too attractive to children, and much too dangerous.
-UNS(AO,23,25;Bl;CO,5;DO,5;E25;G29)
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RESEARCHERS HOPE TO PREVENT
ACID ST~IS FROM MINING
By Brian Lowey
University News Service

The future of copper-nickel mining in the United States already may have been
determined in a small mining town in Ontario.

The town is Sudbury, and it lies at

the center of one of the largest copper-nickel mining regions in Canada.
Many of the streams around Sudbury have high acid concentrations as a result of
intense mining activity.
"The streams are still beautiful, but they are devoid of life," said Steven
Eisenreich, a researcher at the University of Minnesota who is studying the environmental effects of copper-nickel mining.
Whether the streams of Sudbury died for nothing has yet to be determined, but
they have at least caused government officials in other areas to take a hard look
at the local copper-nickel mining industry.
One such place is Minnesota.

There are vast copper-nickel deposits in the

state, and area environmentalists are determined not to let the Sudbury experience
repeat itself in their streams.

Of special concern to them is the fact that Minne-

sota's major copper-nickel deposits are located in and adjacent to the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area (BWCA), a vast wilderness preserve on Minnesota's Canadian border.
The Minnesota Legislature must ultimately decide whether mining will be allowed
in the BWCA, and it has responded by commissioning what one scientist calls "the
most aggressive environmental impact statement ever prepared in this country."

The

statement is due in the Minnesota Legislature in 1978, an event both the environmentalists and the mining companies are awaiting with apprehension.
Any mining operation in the state would involve the stockpiling of lean, marketable ore as well as "displaced overburden"--the earth that must be removed to get
to the ore.

The sheer volume of this material demands that it be stored outdoors,

but outdoors it is subject to rain and snow.
causes it to sink below the water table.

Sometimes the weight of the material

Contact with large amounts of water is

ineVitable, and these contacts are being studied carefully in the production of the
environmental impact statement.
In nature, copper and nickel occur bound up with sulfides.

When these sulfides

come into contact with water, they turn to sulfates and release metal ions.
(MORE)
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-2same process also produces sulfuric acid. Both heavy metals and sulfuric acid, in
large enough quantities, are toxic to life.
Heavy metals, for example, have been shown to damage the gill tissues in fish.

If enough metal ions are present in the water, fish will literally suffocate.

Acid

released into water alters its chemistry to a point at which some organisms, accustomed to milder, neutral water, can no longer survive.
Some heavy metals also settle into the silt layers on the bottom of lakes; what
effect they will have on bottom-dwelling organisms is generally unknown.

Other

metals, such as cadmium, also tend to accumulate in the food chain; what effect this
will have is also unknown.
Researchers at the University of Minnesota, working with the State Planning
Agency, have completed a literature survey which has turned up some remarkable
natural processes at work in the BWCA which could, in effect, neutralize some of
the water contamination problems caused by copper-nickel mining.
They have found, for example, tbat the acid found in mine drainage is actually
neutralized by native materials in the rock and soil of the BWCA.

When this acid

is kept at low levels, the release of toxic metal ions into water is also inhibited.
Researchers have also found that the presence of organic matter in water-decayed vegetation and the like--tends to greatly reduce the toxicity of heavy
metal concentrations.

The lakes and streams of the BWCA are rich in this organic

matter; but the long-term effects of heavy metals on aquatic life are not sufficiently understood to say that the problem disappears.
Even with low acid levels and high organic concentrations, however, enough
metal ions could remain behind to pose a potential hazard to marine life.

But this

hazard could be eliminated by merely controlling the drainage from ore stockpiles,
and treating it.
There are many potentially economical treatment methods.

The idea behind most

of them is to bring the contaminated water into contact with a chemical agent which
would "absorb" (take up and hold chemically) the metals in the water.
"Basically, the idea is to keep the stuff away from water," said Eisenreich,
who participated in the study.

"Stockpile as little above ground as possible, and

stockpile this on a pad so all the drainage comes out at one point--and treat it.
A pumping system could then be used to pump the drainage into a column packed with
a special resin--the metal ions would be retained in the column."
Another treatment method would involve adding lime to the water to reduce its
acidity. The water would then be pumped to holding ponds where the metals would
precipitate out and settle to the bottom.
(MORE)
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Even if the situation does look better for the mining companies than it did,
say, a year ago--don't look for a quick resumption of copper-nickel mining in Minnesota.

Other environmental factors, unrelated to water contamination, have yet to

be fully assessed.

The problem will not disappear even with the adoption of en-

vironmental guidelines by the state legislature.

After this, site-specific en-

vironmental impact statements will have to be drawn up and approved before mining
can begin.
-m~s-
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SOUTH AHERICAN DOCTOR TO TAKE
NEt! LIFE HOME FOR CHRISTI·tAS
by Nancy Johnson
University NeloYS Service
A Venezuelan physician has received a gift of life this Christmas from the
University of Uinnesota.
Dr. Guillermo Parababi, 41, received a kidney transplant at University of
Minnesota Hospitals in October, and

l~ednesday

(Dec. 15) received the final word

from his doctors that he can return home for Christmas.
Parababi and his wife travelled almost 3,000 miles because he knew about the
University's transplant program through scientific publications and believed the
University was the best place in the world to have a kidney transplant, he said.
Parababi, who founded a community clinic in Caracas, had a kidney transplant
about three years ago, but his body rejected the kidney donated by his mother, and
he was faced with a severely curtailed life expectancy.
His cousin was willing to donate her kidney for a second transplant, but
Venezuelan law limits organ donation to the immediate family.
The University of 11innesota has the largest kidney transplant program in the
world.

About 100 such transplants are performed every year at the University, while

only 50 or 60 have ever been done in Venezuela.
Dr. John S. Najarian, chief of transplantation at the University, explained
that nonrelated donors are routinely used as long as their tissue type is reasonably
compatible.

But hospital policy requires that patients from other countries come

complete with donor and $30,000.
For Americans many of the costs are covered by insurance, 11edicare or other
sources of assistance.

But for Parababi it 'tvas a "forbidden amount, 11 he said.
(HORE)
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His Venezuelan patients and friends thought otheniise, according to his
wife, Susana.

IlOn New Year's Eve (1976) lihen he couldn't walk, couldn't work, they

told me 'he is going.'

They wanted him alive and well to fulfill his role in the

community. II
By June, the money had been raised and arrangements made.

The Parababis' three

children stayed with his mother-in-law, and the Venezuelan government provided two
first-class round-trip tickets for Parababi and his wife.

They were accompanied

by a friend who knew some English, unlike the Parababis, and who was to act as
interpreter.
Even so, language problems were immediate.
Parababi said.

The first exams were impossible,

The friend was unfamiliar with medical terms, and a medical history

was obtained only because a doctor hospitalized for hepatitis also spoke Spanish.
Olga Yunis, a Spanish-speaking volunteer at University Hospitals, appeared
three days later to help with language and other problems, such as apartment hunting.
"She had the connections.

She set the ball rolling by acting as a bridge between

others and the Parababis, II said Harvin Haymond, transplant unit social liorker.
The cousin who was to be the donor arrived later, but tissue typing revealed
that her kidney was not acceptable, Yunis said.
The wait for a cadaver kidney can last for months, and the Parababis decided
they could wait until Christmas.

New-found friends in the dialysis unit rallied

round: Spanish-speaking people, "janitors, doctors and nurses began paying visits
and helped to make things go more smoothly,1I Parababi said.
One nurse collected clothing to prepare the Parababis for cold weather they
had never experienced, Yunis said.

Another, who became a close friend, regularly

gave the Parababis rides because the doctor's weakness limited him to taxi rides.
Father Lawrence Hubbard, a priest from the Cathedral of St. Paul, introduced
him to seminary students from Venezuela who helped meet his spiritual needs and
acquainted him with a local.Spanish-speaking church, Our Lady of Guadalupe.

The

Christ Presbyterian Church in Edina donated 20 pints of blood when it was needed,
Yunis said.
(MORE)
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Meanwhile, in Venezuela, another cousin of Parababiis, Julio Arturo Meza, had
been working in the interior of the country.

According to Meza, he occasionally

inquired after his cousin's health and was told he was fine.

He knew that one

cousin had gone with Parababi to the United States, but never discovered her
failure as a donor until he moved to Caracas.

He immediately offered to donate his

kidney, 11eza said, simply because it was needed.
Tests for compatibility were conducted in Venezuela.

The go-ahead was given,

and Ueza flew to Hinneapolis, l-,here the results were checked.

The transplantation

was done Oct. 26, and ten days later Parababi left the hospital.
Parababi can now walk and takes a bus to the hospital for checkups.

Although

he speaks no English, he has learned to call and ask for test results, Yunis said.
The nurses speak slo\lly, and being a doctor, he understands most of the figures
and terms.
After the first six weeks there is only about a 10 per cent chance of rejection,
Najarian said.

So Parababi has passed the first hurdle.

After 90 days the possibil-

ity of rejection 1s even more remote.
He will need to return to Minnesota in a year for tests.

After that, the

tests can be done yearly in Venezuela and results sent to the University.
Parababi hopes to practice internal medicine at a hospital in Venezuela because
it will be less strenuous work than at the clinic and will still enable him to
see former patients.
"Everything has been much easier than expected," Parababi said, " and it was
the best choice for me to come here because of the training of all who were involved.
"Ny new Latin American friends and hospital people all went beyond the call of
duty.

Problems that seemed large from a distance disappeared," he said.
-UNS-
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TEN WRITERS SHARE
MEMORIES OF MINlfESOTA
By Judy Vick
University News Service
A Finnish Christmas in northern Minnesota--an Indian woman named Zona who told
about the old ways and the Ghost Dance at Wounded Knee--being beaten on a Minneapolis city bus.
These are among the hundreds of Minnesota memories recalled by 10 writers in a
recently published University of Minnesota Press book.
"Growing up in Minnesota: Ten Writers Remember Their Childhoods" was edited by
University of Minnesota English professor Chester G. Anderson, and includes the contributions of Harrison Salisbury, Meridel LeSueur, Robert Bly, Gerald Vizenor, Toyse
Kyle, Keith Gunderson, Shirley Schoonover, Edna and Howard Hong and Mary Hong Loe.
Many of the memories are of weather, particularly winter.

As

the Hongs, a

Northfield, Minn., couple, say". • • it is Minnesota weather that is missed most by
anyone who has totally experienced it. • • All weathers of the world suffer by comparison with the weather back home in Minnesota, for the weather back home is not a
matter of statistics, mean temperatures, average precipitation, etc.--it is a matter
of total assault on the total man.

"

Although many of the memories are childlike recollections of toys and neighborhoods and fun and games, politics, economics and societal problems are also ineluded.

Salisbury describes how the economy changed.his family life as he grew.

LeSueur describes in detail her involvement in political campaigns of the day, and
her mother and grandmother's pioneer efforts in the women's movement.
Toyse Kyle, a black woman who is now an instructor in the University of Minne:sota General College, and Gerald Vizenor, an Anishinabe from the White Earth
ervation, recall how it was, and sometimes is, for members of minority groups
(MORE)
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growing up in the city.

Others, such as poet Robert B1y, and author Shirley

Schoonover, are concerned with rural life.

Bly was born in Madison, Minn., in the

southwestern part of the state, and Schoonover grew up near northern Aurora, Minn.
"I was born into a Victorian family and spent my early years in a Victorian
house in what was essentially a Victorian city," said former New York Times editor
Harrison Salisbury, who was born in Minneapolis in 1908 and grew up in an uppermiddle-class home on the north side.
Gunderson, a University of Minnesota philosophy professor, describes the delights of coziness as he tells of the three-and-a-ha1f room apartment his family of
six shared on Lynda1e Ave. So.

He also relates to small-town Minnesota, telling

about his birthplace, New DIm, and Zumbrota, where his grandfather lived.
Historical facts about the North Star state are given by editor Anderson in the
introduction.

He describes the process of designing the state seal, the geography

of Minnesota and the importance of the tribal people in the history of the state.
Minnesota is a "comely place. • • easy to love, 11 he said.

-UNS(IIGrowing Up in l1innesota: Ten \-lriters Remember Thefr Childhoods," edited by Chester
G. Anderson, University of Minnesota Press. 250 pages, $7.95.)
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STRANGE Xl'lAS DECORATIOlJS:
FISH ~ HUSHR00I1S ~ NlD INSECTS
By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
Have you ever seen a Christmas tree decorated with a million lights, each one
alive?

Or a mushroom so bright you can use it to read in the dark?

Or a deep sea

fish that emits a Christmas glitter in the living-room aquarium?
There is more Christmas spirit in strange p1aces--at the bottom of the ocean,
under dead logs and among the insect

wor1d--than most people realize.

The source

of all this Christmas-like glitter is "bioluminescence," or living light.
This chemical light, though puzzling and relatively rare, has medical applications~

according to University of Minnesota scientists Glenn Richards, Joseph

Lakowicz and Elwin Stewart.
Most of the deep-sea decorations, including a few species of sponges, clams,
seaworms,

squid~

a bright Brazilian

shar~,

fish, and several species of marine

bacteria and protozoa, live in the deep parts of the ocean where human Christmas
spirit rarely penetrates, Richards said.
One fish is fitted out like an advertisement for the local electric company,
with a luminous barb under its chin, a small searchlight under each eye and a series
of glimmering ':portholes il along each side.
Bioluminescence in fish and other marine life is puzzling.
dozen unrelated marine species have this characteristic.

Less than three

Luminous fish seem to be

"turned off!l by captivity and won't glow, making the phenomenon especially hard to
study, Richards said.
The reasons for this marine bioluminescence vary.

Brightness in seaworms

apparently used to locate and attract members of the opposite sex.
seem to flash only when irritated or attacked.
(NORE)
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Deep-sea angle fish use their
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searchlights to lure prey intrigued by the light.

The Brazilian shark shines green

to attract other sharks and to advertise his identity as a fellow shark, not food.
But smaller marine species seem to glow only as the by-product of a metabolic
process--bacteria, protozoa and even the tiny organisms that bloom to make a "red
tide" don't seem to benefit at all from their bioluminescence, Richards said.
Some mushrooms also have living light that seems to serve no purpose for them.
But people can benefit, Stewart said.

"In the New Guinea jungles in World War I,

people could write letters home by the light of five of the glowing mushrooms."
One kind of Japanese mushroom glows bright green at night, like a soft neon light.
Another kind of mushroom growing allover North America glows almost as bright
as a firefly, Stewart said.

IlFoxfire" or "glowwood," the light from moist, decayed

wood, can be seen on a dark night after a spring or fall rain.
Will-o'-the-wisp, a plant that decays in swamps, glows at night too.

In fact,

the custom of Halloween pumpkins may have originated in superstitious fears of this
living light.
Bioluminescence in plants seems to serve no real survival purpose.
simpler forms of sea life, it is probably a metabolic by-product.

As in the

lIIf it were

important, why would fewer than 10 out of 100,000 fungus species have this feature?"
Stewart said.
Some insects also glow) but only a few thousand out of millions of different
species, Richards said.

Their bioluminescence can be dramatic, though.

"Glow-

worms il living in underground caves in the Far East are very popular, especially in
Ne~1

Zealand.

The "Glowworm Grotto'; attracts more than 50,000 visitors a year who

take boat trips through a cave to see millions of the small insects glowing in the
dark.
The "railroad bug,li flashing red and green, the "automobile bug" and the
"lantern fly" also get their names from their bioluminescence.
As with plants and the lower marine species, bioluminescence in insects
doesn't seem to benefit the species.

"The insects don't generally use their lights
(MORE)
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as a lure,li Richards said, since the species with lights aren't those that feed on
other insects.

The insects that could make the most use of light, the ground

beetles, don't have bioluminescence.
So the phenomenon is probably an accidental by-product in most cases, Richards
said.

As living things move to a lower energy state. they give off energy, usually

as heat.

Bioluminescent insects give off some of this energy as light instead.

One insect that is turned on for a purpose, though, is the familiar firefly.
Here. scientists think attraction between the sexes is involved.

Millions of these

tiny insects on one tree can synchronize their flashings and light up a tree in the
tropics.

In the United States. few fireflies are seen at one time, so the Christmas

tree effect is not noticeable.
The ground-up tails of these fireflies and the bioluminescent substance from
jelly fish have turned out to be very useful in a different way. though.
at the Mayo Clinic use the substance to study muscle diseases.

Doctors

When mixed with

calcium and injected into human muscles. the bioluminescent substance from jelly
fish gives off light as the muscle moves.

It can be used to analyze muscle mal-

function, according to Lakowicz, whose fluorescence equipment is used in the
project.
-m~s-
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HOW TO STAY ALIVE UNTIL JAN. 1
(AND WAKE UP WITHOUT A HANGOVER)
By Brian Lowey
University ~ews Service

Picture this New Year's Eve scene: You are the host of a rousing New Year's Eve
Party.

As usual. your friend Norton from across town is there and getting very drunk.

You shrug your shoulders and continue to serve him drinks.

After all, New Year's Eve

only comes once a year.
In the wee hours of the morning Norton. still drunk. strikes out for home.

In

his inspired, drunken condition he decides to drive in the left lane for a change of
pace.

Halfway home he has the misfortune of meeting another car, hits it, and both

drivers wind up in the hospital.

Question: Are you liable for the damages (both per-

sonal and property) that Norton inflicts?
You bet you are. According to }~rc Kurzman. University of Minnesota professor
of pharmaceutical law, Minnesota's llDram Shop Act" states that anyone who serves a
drunk liquor is liable for damages to person or property that he might cause.
This doesn't mean that you have to call off your party, but it might be wise to
follow a few gUidelines for New Year's Eve parties that Kurzman and his associates
at the University of Minnesota's Office of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Programming
(AODAP) recommend.
First of all. serve food along with alcoholic beverages. This helps lower the
acidity of the stomach and in turn retards the absorption of alcohol into the bloodstream.

You might also want to provide your guests with attractive. non-alcoholic

substitutes for those who want to take it a bit easy.
considered an attractive alternative.)

(Lukewarm tonic water is

~

They also recommend that you serve your guests some food at least an hour before
the end of the party.

Indeed. it would be wise to stop serving alcoholic beverages

altogether at this time, giving your guests a chance to find out how drunk they
really are and to work out alternative driVing arrangements.
Naturally, when your guests do leave, make sure that no one who is intoxicated
is going to be driving. Aside from helping you to avoid liability under the Dram
Shop Act, this is designed to help your guests stay alive. Let them sleep on the
floor--or swipe their car keys if you have to. Coffee or cold showers won't sober
them up either--only time will.
(MORE)
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-2But perhaps even deadlier than the combination of drinking and driving is the

combination of alcoholic beverages with a certain class of drugs which act as depressants.

These are tranquilizers, sleeping pills, barbituates (downers), muscle

relaxants and antihistamines--which include over-the-counter cold and allergy preparations.

Mixing them with alcohol can kill you.

And don't make the mistake of thinking that taking a stimulant or an "upper"
(including coffee) will counteract the effect of taking these alcohol-depressant
combinations.
easily.

It doesn't work that way, and these combinations can harm you just as

A lot of marijuana and its derivatives is also going to be consumed on New
Year's Eve.

Aside from the fact that they are illegal, they also interfere with an

individual's driving ability.

Kurzman and his associates warn that drinking on top

of this will only make matters worse.
And finally, Kurzman has one last New Year's Eve hint to serve up, this one on
how to avoid that curse of drinkers everywhere, the hangover.

He recommends that

before you head to the party you take some vitamin Bl (a multiVitamin tablet will
do) and wash it down with something containing a lot of sugar. This speeds up the
body's capacity to metabolize alcohol--it won't keep you from getting drunk, but it
can make your hangover a lot more bearable, or maybe even eliminate it altogether.

-mm-
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'ATMOSPHERIC SEWAGE' CAN BLOvl IN
FROM AUl0S T AJ."ITWHERE
By Drew Darling
University News Service
Be wary:

Those same breezes that bring you scents of lilacs, thunderstorms and

fresh cut lawns can also bring air pollutants and smog from hundreds of miles away.
The "transport phenomenon," as it is referred to by scientists, is air pollution
found in a given area which hasn't necessarily originated there but may have been
carried in on wind currents from hundreds of miles away.
For example, effluents from a nickel-mining operation in south-central Canada
have been detected as far away as Greenland.

Much of the West Coast is plagued by

pollution emanating from San Francisco and Los Angeles, while the pollution of the
East Coast is added to by many eastern states.
Walt Lyons, University of Minnesota adjunct professor in mechanical engineering,
explained that "During the summer months, anti-cyclones, high atmospheric pressure
syste~s,

often form over the Appalachian Mountains and create winds that blow in a

clockvlise direction.

They typically blow down the eastern seaboard through New York

and Washington, D.C., then west over the coal plants of the Ohio Valley, through
Cleveland, St. Louis, and Chicago before swinging up into the norhh-central areas and
out over the great lakes region."
These winds pack a composite of all the air samples they've passed over in their
five- to seven-day cycle.

And depending on the multitude of conditions downwind,

some areas get clean air. while others not so lucky get their neighbors' atmospheric
sewage.
In the Midwest, the transport phenomenon is particularily applicable because of
the relatively flat terrain and prevailing winds.
St. Louis is a case in point.

It is a city of two million people with a large

ntnber of oil refineries and coal-burning power plants.
flat, predominately agricultural land.

(MORE)
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St. Louis emits an urban plume that has been tracked by airplane over a distance
of 144 miles at which point the plume was 30 miles wide.

Visibility inside the

plume, even at this distance, was reduced by 50 per cent due to the high sulphate
content from the coal-fired power plants and oil refineries.
Sulphur dioxide--a chemical which has been shown to aggravate asthma, lung and
di8eas~-has

heart
hour.

been measured flowing out of St. Louis at a rate of 25 tons per

This chemical has been tracked into neighboring

cities where it has been

responsible for the increase of pollutants beyond federally prescribed levels.
"The problem is very well recognized, but what to do about it is not too clear,"
said Professor Ken Whitby, head of the environmental division in the University of
Minnesota's department of mechanical engineering.
The situation may well worsen before it improves.

Some day the nation may be

forced to use massive amounts of its high-sulphur coal as a fuel source.

And due to

the transport phenomenon, the country could be inundated with high levels of sulphate
or sulphuric-acid derived fumes blowing in all directions.
One possible solution says

~1hitby,

is the Intermittent Control Strategy (ICS)

in which the nation is designated into zones that share similar problems of pollution
These zones could be areas of 500 to 1,000 miles, or the average distance which their
effluents traveled.
By studying the meteorological formations, scientists could forecast weather
data for the different zones of the country.

If parts of the nation were going to

experience inversions or other adverse conditions, alerts could be issued for those
areas.
During such an alert, certain zones would be advised to switch to their more
expensive, low-sulphur coal until the hazardous conditions had eased.
The nation could burn its vast reserves of high-sulphur coal, as long as "we
don't exceed the environment's capacity to flush the sulphate away," Whitby said.
The different zones could use their high-sulphur coal when weather conditions
could remove pollutants properly, and switch back to the more costly low-sulphur
coal when weather conditions

for~ed

them to, Whitby explained.
(MORE)
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People working with the leS theory would determine advancing weather conditions
for the country so they might temporarily 'ishut off the right things, II he said.
"There are purists who would like to see uniform pollution regulations.

But

such regulations are terribly expensive in the long run, and not very efficient,1I
Whitby said.
IIFor as long as the nation is dependent upon fossil fuels, the alternativean across-the-board type of regu1ation--doesn't seem economically practical.
IIrn the future I believe we'll have intermittent control of industrial pollution so as to optimize the effects of our regulations and, at the same time, minimize the cost, II Whitby said.

-UNS-
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ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
CONTEST NOW OPEN
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
A statewide suggestion box for Minnesota's future, with prize money for the
best ideas, is now open for entries.
New and old ideas for helping people get along with diminishing natural resources are being sought in "Environmental Design: Native Wit," a competition sponsored by the University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Society of Architects.
The statewide competition is open to any state resident with a suggestion for
building, neighborhood or landscape design, with emphasis on energy conservation in
everyday life and other sources of energy for old and new structures.

The idea

should be submitted in a diagram, photograph or drawing, accompanied by a written
explanation.
According to contest coordinator Huldah Curl, examples of projects that could
be entered are building with salvaged materials, using refuse for energy, building
for a harsh climate, year-round planting ideas, new uses for historic buildings,
solar and wind energy. inner-city reVival, neighborhood and community planning and
suggestions for "making do with what is available in natural resources."
Up to six $1,000 cash prizes will be awarded and up to thirty additional
entries will receive merit awards.

The contest entries will be judged by pro-

fessionals in planning, economics, design and housing, and representatives from
rural and urban communities in 11innesota.

The judges will choose works to be

exhibited and also determine the award recipients on the basis of simplicity,
economy and the possibilities for wide adaptation and application.
(HORE)
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The exhibition of selected entries will travel throughout Minnesota, beginning
in Minneapolis in June at Butler Square.
Entry forms to participate in the contest will be available Jan. 15 from
"Environmental Design: Native Wit, II Continuing Education in the Arts, 322 Wesbrook
Hall, University of Minnesota t Minneapolis, Minno t 55455.
completed and sent in by mid-April.

Projects should be

All participantst individuals or groups,

must complete an entry form to be eligible.
IlEnvironmental Design: Native WitH is sponsored by the University of Minnesota
Agricultural Extension Service, Continuing Education in the Arts and the Minnesota
Society of Architects.

Additional support has been provided by the Northwest Area

Foundation t the Minnesota State Arts Board and the General Mills Foundation.
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CANCER PATIENTS:
FIRST OF ALL,
THEY'RE PEOPLE
By Maureen Smith
University News Service

Cancer is the dread disease of our time, more feared than other diseases for
which the prognosis may be bleaker.

Although many cancers are treatable and even

curable, a diagnosis of cancer may sound like a sentence of doom.

It's a heavy

emotional load to carry.
Treatment of cancer, while not exactly routine, is usually the easy part,
according to Dr. Randall Trowbridge, a medical oncologist.at the University of
Minnesota.

"The real fight is going on within the patient's mind."

More than any-

thing, Trowbridge said, what patients fear is the unknown--and that's why it is
crucial to give them honest information and a chance to talk out their fears.

As

bad as cancer usually is, it's likely to be less bad than they are imagining.
Cancer patients know they have cancer even when they haven't been told and to
pretend that a cancer patient doesn't have cancer, Trowbridge said, is to take some
dignity away.
Most newly diagnosed cancer patients face the perplexity of reconciling the
diagnosis with the good general health they still enjoy.
they ask themselves.

"How can I have cancer?"

"I feel fine. 1I

The first weeks after a cancer diagnosis are "a completely absorbing time" for
the patient, said University of Minnesota social worker Edith Johnson.

Then comes

the difficulty of returning to normal life and reassuming job and family responsibilities.

"Suddenly, it all has sort of a pall to it," she said.

"Why bother?

you can't sit in that first stage and keep thinking about your cancer.

But

It would be

the easiest thing in the world to say, 'I've got cancer and that's all I'm going to
do in my life.'"
(MORE)
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The trouble is that the emotional support from friends and even from family may
falloff over the long haul, Johnson said.
is just boring to other people.

"After a while, anything short of dying

It gets very lonely for the patient.

Nobody is

there with you."
Not all cancer patients die.

But because cancer is a life-threatening disease,

and because even those patients who survive experience losses (perhaps the loss of
the body image they have known), patients are likely to go through some or all of the
stages outlined by Elisabeth Kubler-Ross in her landmark book "On Death and Dying:"
denial, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance.
Some patients may be denying right up to the day they die, Johnson said.
dying patient may still be talking about "next year when I go to Italy."

A

But denial

is usually intermittent, and Johnson sees it as healthy: "The mind has a way of
handling very tough things."

Patients have their own time schedules for acceptance,

Trowbridge said, and "there's no sense in hammering at a patient who's actively
denying."
Just as some patients stay in the denial phase, Johnson said, there are some
"who are angry and bitter right up to the end."

Rage may be directed at God, at

family members who are perceived as uncaring, at other people simply because they
are healthy.

Almost all patients feel anger some of the time, and social worker

Mary Ferlic feels it is important for them to bring their feelings out into the open
and not be ashamed of them.
Families go through the same phases that patients do, said Dr. John Heefner,
assistant chief of psychological medicine at Vete·rans Hospital in Minneapolis.

What

makes it hard, he said, is that "they're usually not at the same place at the same
time."

Usually it's the patient who comes to terms with cancer first.

The wife of

a cancer patient, for example, still in the denial phase herself, will ask people
not to say anything to her husband because it will upset him.

"lfuat she means is

that it will upset her," said Dr. Russell Wilder, chief of psychological medicine at
Veterans Hospital.
(l-10RE)
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Family members sometimes feel that they are just as angry as the patient is but
that they must be strong for the patient.

"You can't talk to your neighbor about

how tired you are of your mother's having cancer," Johnson said.
Wishful thinking sometimes leads families to believe that cancer will make the
patient a better person, social worker Atashi Acharya said--that suffering will somehow wash all the faults away.

These families need to be helped to see that "you do

not overnight create a saint out of a human being," she said.
Cancer in children and teenagers is especially agonizing for families--and for
the young patients themselves.

"These kids have the greatest needs of anyone in the

whole world," said head nurse Sue Sauer, who works with patients aged 1 to 17.

Can-

cer is second only to accidents as a cause of death in children under 15.
Sauer tells the nursing staff to "go ahead and love these kids--you can't help
lOVing them--but always keep in mind whose needs are being served, yours or the
kids.'"

If professionalism means "never crying with a child, never squirting a child

with a squirt gun," she said, ;'then to heck with professionalism."
At home or in a hospital, Sauer said, it is the small triumphs that count for
a dying child.

She remembers one boy who was determined to build a kayak before he

died, another who wanted to go home from the hospital long enough to lie beside his
Christmas tree, a little girl whose dying wish was to hold her pet goose.
Small goals are important for adult cancer patients, too.
time can be as important as being alive in five years.

Going home one more

"If I didn't have the diag-

nosis of death," patients have told Trowbridge, "I'd be living my life the way I
always did."

In the face of death, each day is treasured more.

a few months of life can be fantastic,11 Trowbridge said.

"1 honestly believe

"This helps me help my

patients."
Talking honestly with patients never means destroying all hope.

"It's impossi-

ble for anyone to say how long someone is going to live," Trowbridge said, "and even
if we could, I'd shudder to have that pronounced on someone."
(HORE)
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Trowbridge remembers a patient a year ago who was thought to have just hours
left to live.

lIWe tried some rather heroic things, not really believing they would

make any difference.
normal life.

I saw her in clinic a few days ago.

She's living a perfectly

You just need to know a few of those people to know that you can't

say with 100 per cent certainty that someone will die."
"People who die with cancer are no worse the
day, a week, a month earlier," \'lilder said.
individual's choice.l!

-UNS(AO,22,23,24;Bl,4,5;CO,5~DO,5;G29)
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TOO 11UCH TV WATCHING MIGHT BE
A SYHPTOU OF FMlILY TENSIONS
By Sunita K. Yawalkar
University News Service
The whole family was home together for the holidays.
other and their parents for the first time in a year.

The kids were seeing each

They planned to make it a big

occasion.
And a big occasion they made it--the whole family watched six uninterrupted
hOl1rs of televised football.
Many researchers believe that television violence has harmful effects on children.

Consider. however. what harmful effects television might have on adults.

watching could be keeping family members away from each other.

"TV

There could be a

strong relationship between the amount of television watching and family tension,"
said Paul C. Rosenblatt, professor of family social science at the University of
Hinnesota.
"Let's not antagonize people too much against television though. 1I Rosenblatt
said, adding that he believes television sets may be performing a service to
troubled, overpopulated families during holidays because holidays are a ripe time
for family feuds.
liThe Hinneapolis Family and Children Service has a greater number of upset
people calling after holidays and more crime is reported within families--a spouse
beating another spouse, parents beating up children and vice versa--during holidays
and it might be a blessing if TV watching is going to keep people from violence and
destruction," he said.
But holidays or no holidays, some families spend a lot of time in front of the
television set--and being entertained is not their only motive.

As Rosenblatt and

University of Minnesota psychologist Michael R. Cunningham have found out. television watching can be a way for family members to get away from each other, even
(MORE)
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when they are in each other's presence.

They may all be Sitting in the living room,

but "the television is doing all of the talking.
In houses where there is a great deal of friction among the inmates, with
people being prone to frequent temper outbursts and fault-finding sessions, any
conversation might produce hurt

and anger.

People may enter casual conversations

on edge, not sure whether they can avoid angering others or being insulted, critized
or otherwise upbraided themselves. In tension-filled families, avoidance of communication might be desirable to all, and television watching provides an easy way out.
Specifically, Cunningham and Rosenblatt found that the relationship between
television watching and tension is high in large families living in crowded houses.
"When people don't have enough secluded space in the house to retreat to and get
away from it all--as they might have in a professor's house for instance--sitting
in front of a blaring TV might be as effective as being alone," Rosenblatt said.
Cunningham added that llmaybe no one's even watching the TV.

It's just there to

oake the background noise. 1I
To gather the data for this study, Cunningham went to 64 households in Minneapolis and asked one person in each house to fill out a questionnaire.

Among the

64 households, one third were upper-income level, one-third were middle-income level
and one-third were low-income level.
The pre-designed questionnaires included a series of personal questions like:
How much have you slept in the past 48 hours?
or fault-finding?

Is anyone you live with too critical

Are you often moody?

"There were just three questionnaires in which all of the tension-finding
questions were answered positively, but each household seemed to have at least one
tension-causing factor,'l Cunningham said, adding that the people questioned were
sensitive on the question of television watching.
"Some people are aware of the fact that they switch on the TV to avoid speaking
or place their children in front of the TV to get them out ()f the way for a while,"
he said.
(MORE)
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Television sets seem to be omnipresent in the American household.

lilt's a rare

house where you can't see the TV right there, as soon as you enter," Cunningham said.
In an average American household, the television is on for six hours a day, and an
average American adult spends about two-and-a-half hours watching.

Many people in-

terviewed had some complaints about television--the noise they made, and the time
spent watching, for instance.
"I don't moralize on the findings of my research," Rosenblatt said.

"TV watch-

ing might sometimes be good if it acts as a stop-gap measure and gives people time
to cool off and not give vent to angry feelings as and when they come.

But people

should be suspicious if they find themselves watching TV an awful lot.

They should

pause and think \olhat might be wrong or even get some counseling."

-UNS-
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NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
GIVE U OF M RESEARCHERS $1. 3 MILLION
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
More than "1.3 million dollars in grants and contracts to 16 University of
Minnesota researchers have been awarded by the National Institutes of Health.
The researchers, the amount of each award, and the research topics are:
Henry Balfour, associate professor of laboratory medicine/pathology and pediatries, $57,560 to study the role of viruses in kidney transplantation; Perry L.
Blackshear, Jr., professor of mechanical engineering, $24,000 to develop an imp1antable heart-assist pump, and Malcolm Blumenthal, assistant professor of medicine,
$84,000 to study lung diseases immunologically;
Anthony Faras, associate professor of microbiology, $62,999 to examine the role
of RNA tumor virus; Robert Goodale, professor of surgery, $43,892 to support his
cancer investigation; Victor Grambsch, principal systems analyst, $376,600 to establish a nutrition coding center for the multiple risk factor intervention trials
and the lipid research

clinic~

Jordan Holtzman, associate professor of pharmacology and medicine at the Veterans Administration Hospital, $45,108 to chemically examine the toxicity of certain
drugs and food dyes; Edward Humphrey, professor of surgery at the Veterans Administration Hospital~ $60~209 to study post-traumatic lung problems; Harry Jacob, professor of medicine, $53,926 to study immunologically-induced lung problems;
B. J. Kennedy, professor of medicine, $138,048 to support the training of young
cancer investigators~ John Kersey, assistant professor of laboratory medicine/pathology and pediatrics, $65,770 to study the incidence of cancer in immunodeficient
families; Nathan Lifson, professor of physiology, $37,115 to study the microcirculation in the intestine;
(HORE)
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Ida Martinson, associate professor of nursing, $70,471 to expand a program of
home care for children with cancer; Cedric Quick, associate professor of otolaryngology, $47,596 to continue his study of benign growths in the larynx; Paul Quie, professor of pediatrics, $69,970 to continue developing a vaccine against pneumoncoccal
infections in otitis media; and Gerald Vosika, assistant professor of medicine,
$73,891 to start clinical trials of an anti-tumor vaccine.
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WE PUT A l1AN ON THE MOON, SO WHY
CAJ.~' T WE CURE A COLD, THEY ASK?

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
Along with snow storms, slippery sidewalks and mistletoe comes the common cold.
One sneeze from a cold sufferer can spray out 2,000 cold virus particles.

A New

Year's Eve kiss or cough may contain almost as many.
Few of us can avoid all sneezes, coughs and kisses from infectious friends and
strangers.

But at least we can find out what we're in for with the all-too common

cold according to Henry Balfour, virologist and pediatrician at the University of
Minnesota.
No pill to cure the common cold has been developed because no pill could attack
all 200 of the different viruses that can cause common colds.

The largest family of

cold viruses, called " rhinoviruses,'l are our most common winter enemies.

Theoreti-

cally, a person could become infected with a different one of these cold viruses
every few weeks all winter long.
Viruses of any kind are difficult for medical researchers to study and dangerous
to fight.

They have only been successfully grown in labs quite recently.

The virus

particles invade the body's cells, commandeering the cells' enzymes, spreading and
living like parasites.

Respiratory viruses temporarily take over the RNA and/or DNA

(ribo-nucleic or deoxyribo-nucleic acid) transmission machinery of the cell.
Because they are so intrusive, anything that can kill viruses can kill cells
too, and if too many of your cells died all at once, you would too, Balfour said.
For this reason, only two anti-viral drugs of any kind have ever been licensed
for use in the U.S.--and these are Dot for colds.
"We'll eventually develop more anti-viral drugs," Balfour said, "but a real
cure for the common cold--as opposed to an over-the-counter product that treats some
of the symptoms--seems to rank lower in medical priorities than cures for many
serious and fatal illnesses.
But why hasn't any vaccine been developed to prevent us from coming down with
colds in the first place?

Simply because it would be hard for a single vaccination

to raise the body's immunity to all the viruses causing colds, even allowing for some
similarity among them.

A future possibility lies in a new group of drugs containing

or inducing the body to produce "interferon," Balfour said.
(HORE)
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are produced when the human body responds to viruses.

They make cells resistant to

all viruses and could some day be given ahead of time to prevent colds.
It seems that everyone knows at least one person who never catches a cold.
Some people seem to produce "interferon,1I to fight viruses, faster and more efficiently than others, and some people may also have a higher percentage of naturally virusresistant cells, though medical researchers don't understand why.
But the main reason is exposure, Balfour said.
and coughed on less.
cold.

Some people just get sneezed at

A large enough dose of cold virus particles will give anyone a

Antarctic researchers, who live isolated from most of society, have very few

colds--many fewer than parents and teachers of young children or even people who
attend many group gatherings.
Don't discount the psychology of colds either, Balfour said.

Some people may

have just as many colds as anybody else, but they tend to make themselves less aware
of them and may forget them sooner too.
Children seem to be most susceptible to colds.
dren can average six colds a year, Balfour said.

Up to age 11 or 12, normal chil-

Their cells haven't learned yet how

to manufacture efficiently the interferon and other immune substances that fight
viruses.

Their lIimmunological memo ryl, isn't well developed either--large numbers of

cloned cells that have recognized virus infections in the past are not yet available.
It takes a child two to four days to stop a virus from spreading internally, while
an adult body goes into action in one or two days.
All this time, the child is sneezing and coughing on other children.

These

"super-shedders" of viruses expose other children to many virus particles.
Very young children add to their problems by putting their fingers into their
mouths and noses--after touching a floor, table or rail where somebody else's virus
particles can live for up to three hours, according to Balfour.
People get more colds in the winter for a variety of reasons.

Colds spread only

through close human contact, and in the winter we are inside more, where we inhale
more cold virus particles from others.

Cold air does not kill the particles--they

can ride home on a sleeve and infect others.
The dry air inside in winter--which ordinarily would kill virus particles faster
than moist air--seems to crack protective cells inside the nose, allowing cold viruses
to penetrate the layer more easily, Balfour said.
And winter colds are caused by a separate set of viruses than are summer colds.
The winter viruses are inherently more easily transmitted by close person-to-person
contact.

(MORE)
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How long is a cold contagious?

People sneeze» cough and breathe out thousands

of cold virus particles as long as the virus is still spreading among their body
cells.
dren.

This is about one or two days in adults and about twice that long in chilAfter that» the sneezes and coughs contain fewer infectious particles, but

people are somewhat contagious as long as they have the cold's symptoms.
So say you've gone to that party.

You took the bus and sat next to a sneezer,

held on to a virus-covered strap during your ride and were kissed by a drunk with a
cold at the party.

How long do you have before your eyes start to water and you

need to acquire a new supply of tissue?
Two or three days, Balfour said.

Upon exposure, the virus particles attack the

cells in the nose and begin to multiply, he said.

The damaged cells cause soreness

and itching and produce mucus.
In no time at all, you have it--the scourge of winter.
-ill'lS-
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NEWS PEOPU:

BUCKNER PIANO IMPROVISATIONS
TO BE PRESENTED AT 'u I
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Piano improvisations composed and performed by Reginald T. Buckner will be
presented in a public event in Scott Hall auditorium at the University of Minnesota
at 8 p.m. Saturdax. Jan. 8.
The event is one in a series of faculty performances sponsored by the departments of music and music education.
"The recital is presented with the specific intent to stimulate more inteTest
in improvisation," Buckner said.
Bach, Beethoven and Brahms.
cTeative stage.

"It is not sufficient just to be able to play

It is desirable to go beyond this point to a more
I

A musician should be able to make musical decisions. • • to make

music."
Buckner is a University faculty member with appointments in both the music
education and

Afro-~rican

studies departments.

He has bachelor's and master's

degrees in music education frotll the UniveTsity of Kansas and a cloctoT of philosophy
degTee fTom the UniveTsity of Minnesota.
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EXPERT OPPOSES MORE NUCLEAR PLANTS
By Brian Lowey
University News Service

As winter deepens and lower-level Carter appointments begin to flow in, the
teeth of many business people in the nuclear power industry may begin to rattle-but not from the cold.
There is a vacant seat to be filled on the five-person Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), and two more vacancies will appear in the next six months.

If

these seats are filled with critics of nuclear power, this group will be able to
control the commission and exert a profound influence over U.S. energy policy for
years to come.
And, indeed, the list of candidates for the commission being prepared by the
Carter transition staff includes the names of some of the most vigorous critics of
the nuclear industry in this country.
One of the names being mentioned frequently is that of Dean Abrahamson, University of Minnesota professor of public affairs and an unabashed critic of American
nuclear policy.
"The nuclear industry, as it currently exists and in its proposed development,
is unacceptable," he says.

"No more nuclear power plants should be licensed or

built in the U.S., at least until nuclear waste management, including the military
wastes, has been
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If Abrahamson does turn out to be that one person, feathers are likely to fly
at the NRC.

It is simply because he thinks nuclear power generation is hazardous.

"The record has shown the critics to be correct virtually every time on this
issue--court decisions bear this out," he said.•
"Currently operating plants should be phased out," he said, "and we should
vigorously pursue alternative energy systems and energy conservation programs.

The

reasons for this are four-fold:
IlFirst, there is the danger of proliferation--the recycling of nuclear byproducts or wastes into weapons.

Next, there is the lack of adequate safeguards

against acts of malice such as deliberately caused accidents at reactors or theft of
nuclear material that could be made into homemade bombs.
"Third, the nuclear waste management program in this country is in shambles.
And finally, there is the danger of a major accident involving the release of radioactive material at a reactor."
These hazards are generated, in Abrahamson's opinion, throughout the "nuclear
fuel cycle"--the path nuclear fuels take from the mine to enrichment and processing
plants, into reactors and eventually into waste repositories.

The more these fuels

or wastes travel, the more vulnerable they are to theft and sabotage.
A new kind of nuclear power plant that runs on plutonium (a highly toxic
"waste" product generated in conventional nuclear plants that burn uranium) would
add extra steps to this cycle, since reactor wastes would have to be returned to
processing plants where the plutonium would be removed.
In Abrahamson's opinion, all of these risks add up to grave problems for the
nuclear industry.

But the problems, he said, are not merely confined to reactor

safety.
"The nuclear industry would be in trouble for economic reasons even without
the critics," he said.

"Capital costs have gone up and safety measures are becom-

ing extremely expensive. 1I
Also expensive, however, would be the dismantling of the nuclear industry in
this country and its replacement with more conventional power sources.

This ex-

pense would be felt in consumer fuel bills, especially in places such as New York
and Illinois, where nuclear power makes up a large fraction of total power generation.
But Abrahamson doesn't think the nuclear industry should be subsidized.

"It

1s important that energy prices reflect total costs for all energy forms."
Abrahamson didn't just come off the street into this business of being a
nuclear power critic.

He received a Ph.D. in anatomy and physics and an M.D. from

the University of Minnesota in 1967, and he is licensed to practice medicine and
surgery.
(MORE)
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He has taught medicine and anatomy, and he has been employed in the power
industry as a nuclear physicist.

He has served as a consultant to the General

Accounting Office and the Office of Technology Assessment, both reporting to the
Congress, and has testified on nuclear and other energy policy issues before Congressional committees.

He has published a raft of material on nuclear power and

travels around the world attending nuclear power conferences.
What has this diverse experience in technical circles taught him?
"It has given me a very low opinion of technical fixes," he said.
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SUPREME COURT STUDY
RECOMMENDS REFORMS
IN JUVENILE JUSTICE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
A report released to the public this week by the Minnesota State Supreme Court
recommends several reforms in juvenile justice procedures in the state.

Recommen-

dations were based on the findings of a 17-member panel of experts who studied the
juvenile court system beginning in September, 1975.
Among the major findings, according to University of Minnesota Professor
Richard J. Clendenen, executive director of the study commission, were that efforts
at rehabilitation rather than punishment were worthwhile, and that "in no community
did resources ever reach far enough to encompass need."
Much of the study was based on findings in a sample of 10 counties, including
Hennepin (Minneapolis area) County; questionnaires to juvenile court judges, probation officers and law officials, and data prOVided by the Governor's Commission
on Crime Prevention and Control.
Major recommendations of the
1.

st~jy

commission were that:

The results obtained from treatment programs should be constantly and care-

fully monitored.
2.

The intake process should be under the direction of the juvenile court

(rather than the county attorney) and based on a set of standards 1ar.gely concerned
with assessing the treatment needs of juveniles coming to the courts' attention.
3.

Juvenile courts should provide, through the appointment of an advisory

committee representative of the community served or by other means, that intake
determinations take into consideration the environmental and cultural situation of
the juvenile, the prevailing standards of behavior in the community and the full
range of potential resources that might be utilized.
(MORE)

REPORT
4.

-2Juvenile courts should be encouraged and authorized to establish and admin-

ister diversion programs according to specified standards, including allowing a
juvenile to participate in a program without having to admit guilt.
5.

The Department of Corrections should submit to the legislature a plan for

providing additional programs/facilities appropriate for so-called hard-core juveniles.
(Significantly, the overwhelming majority of offenses committed by juveniles
were "status" offenses--those that would not be a cr:ilIlle if committed by adults, e.g.,
possession and consumption of alcohol.

Only 2.9 per cent of the offenses in Henne-

pin County and less than 1 per cent of the offenses in five selected outs tate
counties involved the serious crimes of murder, rape, aggravated assault, aggravated
arson and aggravated robbery.)
6.

Juvenile courts should develop a fuller utilization of dispositions, such

as restitution to victims and participation in work programs (rather than the common
practice of certification as an 'ladult" in order to jailor fine an offender).
7.

The use of certification as an adult should be discontinued immediately in

cases such as those, for example, of certain liquor violations that, "although included in the criminal code, are violations only for persons under age 18."
8.

County attorneys should not be allowed the discretion to certify (as

"adult il ) certain types of cases without the involvement of the juvenile court and
should play an advisory role only in the making of intake decisions.

Certifica-

tion decisions should be based on consideration of the child and his or her needs
rather than solely on the offense.
9.

The Minnesota Juvenile Code should be amended to make the juvenile's "right

to treatment" explicit.

("It should be made specific in the statute that court

intervention which does not provide needed treatment to the juvenile violates his
legal rights.")
10.

The juvenile court, either directly or through some other community agency,

should assume responsibility for maintaining a current catalog of resources available for meeting the needs of juveniles coming under its jurisdiction.
(MORE)

Furthermore,

REPORT

-~

"in the use of private agencies, the court should require that progress reports be
submitted periodically for each juvenile under care.1!
11.

Personal visits to agencies (treatment resources) should be made by court

personnel on some kind of planned and possibly rotating basis.
12.

The Department of Corrections should develop and adopt a procedure provid-

ing opportunity for input from the home community prior to release of the juvenile
from an institution.
13.

The legislature should expand the role and budget of the state public de-

fender's office to permit representation of juveniles whenever there is a strong
possibility the juvenile will be removed from home; county boards should be requested
to give priority to expenditure of local funds for legal services in the juvenile
courts, and alternative means of financing this service, including multi-county
cooperation, should be explored.
Commenting on the finding that there is a lack of variety in current programs
offered by the state and that additional programs are needed, the commission report
said that "the attitude of the leadership for such development is a crucially important ingredient for its success.

What is required is a willingness, even an

eagerness, to help design, establish and evaluate programs which offer promise of
greater effectiveness in meeting the problems of delinquent youth."
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LOCAL STUDENT ATTENDS
PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS' NIGHT
(FOR nt-!EDIATE RELEASE) ..

~

.•

Sexuality is an individual's feelings, behavior, attitudes and opinions while sex

:

deals only with overt sexual behavior, University of Minnesota freshmen were told recentlj
That distinction was given a group of Presidential Scholars on the Twin Cities' 'campul
by Paul Cashman, professor of speech communications and-former vice president of student

I

affairs, at a meeting in the home of vice president Frank Wi1derson.
Elizabeth Angermeyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Angermeyer, Morton,
was among those Presidential Schotars attending the seminar in which Cashman, speaking on
human sexuality in the modern university, said that students interested in a better under·
standing of their own sexuality would benefit more from a course in family social science
than from sexually explicit magazines.
Cashman told the students that reluctance to talk about sex and sexuality begins in
childhood and continues through adulthood.
"It is something that is constantly changing but few people sit down and seriously
evaluate their feelings in relation to other people," Cashman said.

He told the students

"You cannot relate well unless you have come to an understanding of your own sexuality'
and are sensitive to your own fee1ings. 1t
Cashman, who was vice president for student affairs when University dormitories firs
became co-educational, said fears expressed by people about co-ed dorms have proved unfounded.

He reported that recent studies indicate that co-ed dorms at some colleges are

losing their appeal to students.
"It is one thing to get all dressed up and calIon someone in another dorm and some-i
thing else to see that person in the dorm dining area for breakfast." Cashman said.
The seminar was one of a series of events planned for the Presidential Scholars
during the school year.

Presidential Scholars are selected in the spring from the group

of high-school seniors who have been accepted at the Twin Cities campus,
Duluth.

~Iorris

and

They must be nominated by their high-school principal and rank in the top five

per cent of their graduating class.

The designation is purely honorary and provides no

financial aid.
-UNS-
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WINTER MUSIC EVENTS PLANNED
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

More'than 15 public musical events will be 'presented this winter by the Universityof Minnesota departments of music and music education.
' • •ormsnces
. : by guest ar'tists, faculty members and University instrumental and
choral groups ~d &nopera workshop production will highlight the season.
'the

~e.on1dll

begin Saturday, Jan. 8,

with Jazz Improvisations by Reginald

T. Buckner, pianist4nd facUlty JileIIber, at 8 p.ll. in Scott Hall auditorium.

Also in

t;e Faculty Perfomance series will be a Thursday, March 3, concert by instructor
·',~i::':>·, . . " . ' ,

,,' '

...

,

(

_el';""UJen, saxophonist, and Charles P'orsberg, pianist, at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall
~':"

,:

..AI~~~.
'the ,first guest artists of the winter will be the Tokyo String Quartet, who
viII perform in an.opexi rehearsal porielay, Jan. 14, at 10: 15 'a.m. in Scott Hall auditorium.

The quartet will also be working with students Thursday, Jan. 13.

Guest artist ltaphael Hillyer, Violist, will be presented in a recital MondaI,
P'eb. 7, at8 p.ll. in Scott Uall auditorium•. He will also teach master classes at
the University.
'A1Ilongthe major events planned for Northrop Auditorium are concerts by the University Symphony Band, P'rielay, P'eb. 4, 8 p.m.; the University Wind Ensemble and Brass
ChOi~,

s.!!!!,Iay, P'eb. 6', 3 p.m. j the University Symphonic Chorus and Symphony Orchestra,

'thur"'!, P'eb. 10, 8 p.m.; the University Symphony Bands II and III, Sunday, Feb. 27,
2 p.m.»· the 1Ja1versity Concert Choir and Chamber Singers, with orchestra, Wednesday,

Ma"cK2,

7: 30 p.IIl.; t~e University Wind Ensemble, Sunday, March 6, 3 p.m., and the

Univetsity Symphony Orchestra, Thursday, March 10, 8 p.m.
The Uuiversity Jazz Ensembles will perform in the Great Hall of Coffman Union
at 4 p.m. Sundal,P'eb. 13, and the University Men's Chorus and University Brass Choir
will performWec1psdal, March 9, at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall

aud~tori~.

An opera workshop production of "Xerxes," by G. P'. Handel, will be presented
P'ridaland Saturday, P'eb. 25 and 26, at 8 p.m. in Scott Hall auditorium.
Ali events except the opera production are open free to the public.
to "Xerxes" is $3 for the general

Admission

public and $2 for students.

In. cooperation with Walker Art Center, the University music departments will

";'F~~'/~~!p'ttbY the Contemporary Music Ensemble and the University ·Brass Choir

KoD._~t!!::".~·at 8 p.m. at Walker Art Center.
,
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UNIVERSITY OF HINHESOTA, llImlE.'\POLIS AND ST. PAUL CAl1PUS EVEI-ITS
Jan. 2-8
Sun., Jan. 2---Jaques Gallery: Watercolors, Drawings and Prints by Alfred Martin.
Museum of Natural History. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. lwn.-Sat., 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Wed.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Through Jan. 18. Free.
Mon., Jan. 3---Two-Bit Flick: HHhispering Shadow--Chapter 12 11 and ORoad Runner."
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 11:15 a.m. and 12:10 p.m. 25¢.
Wed., Jan. 5---Coffman Gallery: Sculpture by Robert Saxon, Gallery I; Student
Print Exhibit, Gallery II. Opening, 7-9 p.m. Regular hours, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. Through Jan. 26. Free.
Thurs., Jan. 6---Husic and Poetry: Uchawi Dancers and Sheila Alexander.
lecture hall, Coffman Union. 7;30 p.m. Free.

Theater-

Fri., Jan. 7---The Whole Coffeehouse: Norman Blake with Scott Alarik. Coffman
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at riSA Bookstore and
Positively 4th Street.
Sat., Jan. 8---Recital:
8 p.m. Free.

Piano Improvisations by Reginald Buckner.

Scott Hall aud.

Sat., Jan. 8---The \~ole Coffeehouse: Norman Blake with Scott Alarik. Coffman
Union. Doors open 8:30 p.m. $3.50. Tickets on sale at lISA Bookstore and
Positively 4th Street.
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'u' REACHES FUND-RAISING
GOAL FOR NCAA CI~LENGE
(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
Good news and bad news are being reported by University of Minnesota officials
about the fund drive to support the University's legal battle with the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) over the eligibility of three Gopher basketball players.
The good news is that the "Fairness Fund'l has exceeded its $75,000 goal, and
the bad news is the legal expenses cif the case will go even higher than the amount of
money received.
Some $81,600 in cash and pledges has been received and about $70,000 has already been spent on legal fees and court costs, according to Walter H. Bruning, University vice president for administrative operations.
Cash contributions to date total $72,650, with an additional $8,950 in pledges
that are still outstanding, Bruning said.
University officials are generally pleased with the fund-raising effort.
owe a heartfelt thanks to the people of

~1innesota

"We

who have supported this effort.

Without that money, we could not afford the battle," Bruning said.
III

thought the response from the students, the faculty and the people of the

state was excellent and indicated their interest in the continuing affairs of the
University and their belief that the rights of individuals should be protected,"
said Lester A. Malkerson, a member of the Board of Regents who coordinated the fundraising effort.

"I am gratified and thankful for the generous support Minnesotans and others
have given the Fairness Fund," University President C. Peter Magrath said.
"I am particularly pleased so many people have recognized the principal issue
in our legal challenge, namely, our determination to protect the due process and
fair play rights of three of our students," he said.
The University contends that by ordering that the three players--Michael
Thompson, Philip Saunders and David Winey--be declared ineligible for play, the
NCAA disregarded University procedures with respect to the students' due process
rights.
(MORE)
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FAIRNESS FUND

u.S. District Court Judge Edward Devitt issued a temporary injunction against
the NCAA, stating that its action violated the property rights of the three players.
"People can still contribute to the Fairness Fund, II Bruning said, "because our
legal expenses will not end until we've been through a trial on the merits of the
issue.

We've spent about $70,000 already and the costs will continue through the

determination of the trial court. 1I
"And if this goes

to a higher court we'll be involved in more expenditures,

and we hope the people of the state will support us financially for the legal fees,"
Malkerson said.
Bruning expressed his "tremendous gratitude" for the contributions, which, he
said, ranged from $1 to $1,000 each.

"I was really awed by the way people supported

this cause," he said.
Bruning said the University received about 2,000 pieces of mail on the issue
and only about five of them were critical of the University challenge and the Fairness Fund.
Richard Meyer, associate director of development for the University, said that
the largest single contribution was $7,500 from the Minnesota Alumni Association.
Between $22,000 and $25,000 was raised through student-managed efforts, including a party and passing the hat at football games, Heyer said.

Some $3,000

was raised by an intersquad basketball game.
Meyer said Malkerson, Wayne Jimmerson of Wayzata, and John G. Fischer, community affairs director for Piper Jaffray

and Hopwood, were particularly helpful in

their efforts outside the University.
Although the official fund-raising efforts have been completed, contributions
will still be taken.

They may be sent to Fairness Fund, Morrill Hall, 100 Church

St. SE., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455.
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact W. R. HAFtING, 373-5290 or
DONALD TRUHLAR, 373-5018
CHEM STUDENTS
MAY WIN SUPPORT
FOR SUMMER

STUDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
The University of Minnesota chemistry department is now taking applications
for summer research fellowships from undergraduate chemistry students in their
junior year.
The fellowships, which consist of a stipend of $1,350 and a travel allowance
to Minneapolis, are awarded on a competitive nationwide basis.

Research fellows

will work with individual faculty members on specially selected 10-week research
projects.
The program is supported in part by a bequest from Maximillian N. Lando, who
received a B.S. degree from the University in 1902.
Further information and an application form can be obtained by writing to
Prof. Louis H. Pignolet or Prof. Donald G. Truh1ar, Smith Hall, 207 Pleasant St. SE.,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455.
Feb. 27, 1977.
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Deadline for application is

